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GENERAL INDEX 821
KINDERGARTENS Sec.
See Daj' Nurseries Act
KING
See Crown; Interpretation Act
KING'S COUNSEL
See Barristers Act
KING'S HIGHWAY
See Highway Improvement Act;
Highway Traffic Act
KING'S PRINTER
See Consolidation of Statutes;
Election Act; Evidence Act;
Statutes Act
LABOUR
See Apprenticeship Act; Blind
Workmen's Compensation Act;
Building Trades Protection
Act; Department of Labour
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Government
Contracts Hours and Wages
Act; Hours of Work and Va-
cations with Pay Act; Indus-
trial Standards Act; Labour
Relations Act; Master
and Servant Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Minimum Wage
Act; One Day's Rest in
Seven Act; Public and Other
Works Wages Act; Rights of
Labour Act; Statute Labour
Act; Wages Act; Woodmen's
Employment Act; Woodmen's
Lien for Wages Act; Work-
men's Compensation Act;
Workmen's Compensation In-
surance Act
LABOUR DAY
5"^^ Interpretation Act
LABOUR RELATIONS
Labour Relations Act,
Vol. 2, p. 853.
See also Arbitration Act; De-
partment of Municipal Affairs
Act; Fire Departments Act;
Judicature Act; Police Act;
Rights of Labour Act
Absent employees
. eligbility of, to vote 7(4), 41 (5)
Absent member
. conciliation board, of, notice to . .24
LABOUR Sec.
RELATIONS—Con.
Act
administration of, costs of 76
application of 2, 39
application of, to municipality . . 78
classes of persons not deemed
employees under 1(3), 2
jurisdiction of Board under . .68(1)
powers and duties of Board
under 67(l,2)(a-/i)
prosecution for offence under . . .65
purpose of, regulations re ...77{c)
Administration
. Act, of, costs of 76
Agent
. conciliation parties, of, prohibit-
ed as member of conciliation
board 16
Agreements
. effecting of 21
.
extension of period of concilia-
tion, for 14(3)
. termination of 41(6)
termination of trade union as
bargaining agent on ..41(2)(a-f)
. void, re fraudulent certification . .42
Alteration
. working conditions, of 53
Amplification
recommendations, of, directions
for 58(4)
Application
Act, of 2,39
. Act, of, to municipality 78
. Board, to, for termination of
trade union as bargaining
agent 41(2)
certification, for, to Board 5
inclusion of recognition pro-
vision, for 30(2)
joint, for termination of concil-
iation agreement 37(3)
new certification, for 40(1)
new, power of Board to
bar 67(2)(A)
termination, for
. conciliation services granted,
after 44(1)
. failure of agreement 41(1)
failure to bargain, for 43(2)
The Arbitration Act. of 32(5)
Appointment
.
arbitration board, of, pro-
visions re 22{Z)
. commissioner, of 58(1)
. conciliation officer, of . .14(1), 57(1)
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LABOUR Sec.
RELATIONS—Con.
Appointment
—
Con.
.
members of conciliation board,
of IS
. Ontario Labour Relations
Board 66(3)
Arbitration
. implied provisions re, in
collective agreement . . . .32(1,2)
Arbitration Act
.
application of 32(5)
Arbitration board
. decision of, binding 32(4)
. provision re appointment of. .32(2)
Arbitrator
.
decision of, binding 32(4)
Architectural profession
. member of. Act not applicable
to l(3)(a)
Attendance
.
w^itnesses, of, power to
enforce 26 (o), 67(2) (o)
Bargain
.
obligation to, on notice 11
. termination on failure to . . . .43(2)
Bargaining agent
. certification of trade union as 7(3)
Bargaining committee
. composition of 12
Bargaining rights
.
certification, by 5
. termination of 40-44
Bargaining unit
. defined 1(1) (c)
. number of union members in,
determined by Board 7(1)
. security guards, of 8
Board
—
See Ontario Labour
Relations Board
By-laws
. trade union or employers' or-
ganization, of, filed 55
Casting vote
. chairman of Board, by 66(8)
. chairman of conciliation board,
of 25
Certification
. application for 5
. .
conciliation services granted,
after 44(1)
. barring of unsuccessful applicant
for 67 (2) (A)
. new, application for 40(1)
. new, effect of 40(4)
LABOUR
RELATIONS—Con.
Sec.
Certification
—
Con.
. obtained by fraud, declaration
of 'termination on 42
.
trade union, of, after vote ....7(3)
. trade union of, without repre-
sentation vote, by Board ...7(5)
Certiorari
—
See Prerogative writs
Chairman of Board
. appointment of 66(3)
. casting vote by 66(8)
inability to act 66(4)
ChairmcUi of conciliation board
. appointment of IS
. casting vote by 25
. notice of sittings by 23
Clarification
. recommendations, of, directions
for 58(4)
. report by conciliation board,
of 27(3)
Clerks
. Board, of, appointment of . .66(11)
Coercion
.
members of trade unions, etc.,
of 47(0,48(1)
Collective agreements
.
absence of, strike or lock-out
when 49(2)
binding effect of 35
certain agreements not
deemed 34 (a, 6)
contents of 30-33
defined l(l)(c)
early termination of 37(3)
endeavor of conciliation officer
to effect 14(2)
filing of S4
minimum term of 37(1)
. extension of 37(2)
more than one year, of, applica-
tion for new cer'tification . 40(3)
notice by trade union of desire
to bargain for 10
notice of desire to bargain
for new 38(1)
one year, for. application for
new cer'tification 40(1)
permissive provisions in 33(1)
reasonable effort to make 11
revision of 37(4)
termination of, on declaration 41(6)
strike or lock-out prohibited
re ...49(1)
void, when certification obtained
by fraud 42
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LABOUR
RELATIONS—Con.
Sec.
Collective bargaining
. craft units, by 6(2)
.
unit of employees suitable for 6(1)
Commissioner
. appointment of, on failure of
settlement 58(1)
. duties of 58(3)
. powers of 58(2)
.
remuneration of 58(6)
Complaints
. inquiry into 57(1)
. more than one oflfence included
in 62
Composition
. bargaining committee, of 12
. Board, of 66(2)
. conciliation board, of 15
Conciliation
. extension of period of 14(3)
Conciliation board
. appointment of members of .... 15
. duties of 21
. evidence before 22(2)
. failure to report by, effect of . . .29
. notice of appointment of ....17(1)
. oath of office of members of ... .20
. persons prohibited as members
of 16
. powers of 26{a-e)
. presumption of establishment
of 17(2)
. procedure of 22(1)
. quorum of 24
. regulations re expenses of ...77(ft)
. report of findings by 27(1)
. sittings of 2Z
. statement of matters referred to 19
Conciliation officer
appointment of 14(1)
duties re report by 14(2)
inquiry by 57(1, 2)
report of 57(3)
secrecy of information given
to 72(2)
Conciliation services
. defined l(l)(rf)
. request for, by either party ..13(1)
Consent
. Board, by, to prosecutions 65
. mutual, to revision of collective
agreement, to 37(4)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. recovered penalties to form part
of 61(3)
LABOUR
RELATIONS—Con.
Sec.
Constitution
. trade union or employers' or-
ganization, of, filed 55
Continuance
Board, of 66(1)
. present Board, of 80
Corporation
.
penalties, liable to 61(1)(&)
Costs
administration of Act, of 76
Coimsel
—
See Solicitor
Craft units
. appropriate for collective
bargaining 6(2)
Creed
. discrimination re 34(&)
Death
. member of conciliation board, of 18
Decisions
. Board, of 66(8), 68
Declaration
. barring unsuccessful applicant
for 67(2)(;i)
. termination, of, by
Board 41(4), (42, 43) (2)
. unlawful lock-outs, of 60
. unlawful strikes, of 59
Declaratory judgment
. proceedings for, prohibited re
decisions of conciliation
board 17(2)
Definitions
. bargaining unit 1(1) (a)
. Board 1(1)(&)
. collective agreement l(l)(c)
.
conciliation services 1(1) (rf)
. employers' organization . . . .1(1)(^)
. lock-out 1(1)(/)
. Minister 1(1)(^)
. strike 1(1)(^)
. trade union 1(1) (t)
Delegation
. powers of, by Board 67(2)(flr)
. powers of Minister, of 7Z
Dental profession
. member of. Act not applicable
to I(3)(a)
Department of Mimicipal Affairs
Act
. municipality defined under,
declaration by re application
of Act 78
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LABOUR Sec.
RELATIONS—C"o«.
Deputy Minister
. delegation of Minister's powers
to 73
Discharge
.
employee, of Z3{2)
Discrimination
. agreement, in, efTect of 34(6)
Disposition
. penalties, of
,
. .61(3)
Documents
. production of, power of Board
to compel 67 (2) (o)
Domestics
.
Act not to apply to 2{a)
Employees
. absent, not eligible to
vote 7(4), 41(5)
. binding effect of collective
agreements on 35
. cessation of work by, effect of 1(2)
. classes of. Act not applicable
to l(3)(a-&)
. discharge of 33(2)
. member of bargaining com-
mittee, as 12
. number of, in trade union,
representation vote re 7 {2)
. rights of, no interference with . .47
Employers
. binding effect of collective
agreements on 35
. names of, disclosed upon
bargaining 36(2)
. notice to, of desire to bargain . . 10
. . obligation to, on 11
. participation of, in formation of
trade union, no certification on 9
. posting of notices by 67 (2) ((f)
. prohibited from interfering
with unions 45
. refusal to employ trade union
member prohibited 47 (o)
Employers' organization
. defined l(l)(e)
. persons free to join 4
. unions not to interfere with ... .46
Engineering profession
. member of. Act not applicable
to l(3)(a)
Entry
. power of Board re 67 {2) {e)
. power of conciliation board re 26(</)
LABOUR
RELATIONS—Co«.
Sec.
Evidence
. acceptance of, by Board ..67{2){c)
. Minister's orders, etc., accepted
as 73
orders, etc., of Board accepted as 71
. power of conciliation board to
accept 26(c)
. presentation of 22{2)
. witnesses of, power of Board
to compel 67(2) (o)
Expenses
. members of conciliation board,
of 28
. . regulations re 77 {b)
Experts
.
regulations re engagement of 77 {a)
Expiration
. period of recommendation, of,
appointment of conciliation
board re 15
Fire Departments Act
. fire fighters under, Act not
applicable to 2{d)
Fire fighters
. Act not applicable to 2{d)
Forms
. defects in, effect of 75
. oath, of, by Board members 66(5)
. oath, of, of members of con-
ciliation board 20
Fraud
. certification obtained by 42
Freedom
. employers' organizations re 4
. membership in unions, of 3
Good faith
. parties to bargain in 11
Hearings—See Sittings
Horticulture
. employee in, Act not applicable
to 2{h)
Himting
. person employed in, Act not
applicable to 2(6)
Inadequacy
. arbitration provision, of Z2{Z)
Individuals
. penalties, liable to 61(l)(o)
Information
. conciliation officer, to, secrecv
of
'..72i2)
. more than one offence included
in 62
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LABOUR
RELATIONS—Com.
Sec.
Injunction
. proceedings re, prohibited to
question conciliation board 17(2)
Inquiries
. conciliation officer, by 57(1,2)
Inspection
. work, of, power of Board
re 67(2)(^)
Interrogation
. power of Board re 67 (2) (^)
Intimidation
. members of trade unions, etc.,
of 47(0.48(1)
Investigators
. regulations re engagement, of 77(a)
Irregularities
. technical, effect of 75
Jurisdiction
. Board, of 68(1.2)
Legal profession
. member of, Act not applicable
to l(3)(a)
Legislature
. costs appropriated by 76
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules made by
Board, by 66(10)
. Board appointed by 66(3)
. registrar of Board appointed
by 66(11)
. regulations by 77{a-c)
. vice-chairman of Board
appointed by 66(4)
Lock-out
. defined 1(1)(/)
. prohibited where agreement
exis'ts 49(1)
. provision against, in collective
agreement 31(1)
. unlawful 51
Mail
. notices by, presumed received ... 74
Managers
. Act not applicable to 1(3)(&)
Mandamus—See Prerogative writs
Medical profession
. member of. Act not applicable
to l(3)(a)
Members of Board
. appointment of 66(3)
. remuneration of 66(12)
LABOUR
RELATIONS—Co«.
Sec.
Members of conciliation board
. death of 18
. remuneration of 28
Member of employers'
organizations
. binding effect of collective
agreement on 36(2)
Minister
. commissioner appointed by .58(1)
. conciliation officer appointed
by 14(1), 57(1)
. conciliation officers' inquiry
report to 57(3)
. defined l(l)(ff)
. delegation of powers of 7^
. direction for clarification of
report by 27 (J>)
. extension of period of concilia-
tion by 14(3)
. extension of time for report
by 27(2)
. member of conciliation board on
vacancy, appointed by 18
. members of conciliation board
appointed by 15
. notice by, of appointment of
conciliation board 17(1)
. notice to parties to recommend
members of conciliation board 15
. oath of office filed with 20
. order by, re recommendations
of commissioner 58(5)
. powers of, re appointment of
arbitration board 22(1)
. report of conciliation officer to 14(2)
. statement delivered by 19
Modification
. arbitration provision, of 22(2))
Municipalities
.
application of act to 81
Notice
. absent member of conciliation
board, to 24
.
appointment, of, of conciliation
board 17(1)
. desire for renewal of collective
agreement, of 58(1)
. employers' organization, to,
deemed notice to each
member 38(3)
. failure to give, termination on 43(1)
. mail, by, presumed received ... 74
. Minister, by, to recommend
members of conciliation board 15
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LABOUR Sec.
RELATIONS—Cow.
Notice—Con.
. new agreement, re application
for certification after 44(1)
. posting of, power of Board to
require 67 (2) (d)
. renewal, for, deemed effective 38(2)
. request after, for conciliation 13(1)
. sittings of conciliation board, of 23
. time of meeting from giving of .11
.
union, by, of desire to bargain . . 10
Oath
. office of
. . Board members, by 66(5)
. . members of conciliation
board, by 20
.
power of Board to
adminster 67 (2) (b)
. power of conciliation board to
administer 26(b)
Obligation
.
bargain, to 11
Offences
—
See also Penalties
. continued 61 (2)
. corporation, by, individual
deemed a party to 63
. provisions of Act, against ... .61(1)
Officers of Board
. appointment of 66(11)
. trade union or employers'
organization of, set forth 55
Offices
. Board, of 66(6)
Ontario Labour Relations Board—
See also Arbitration board;
Conciliation board
. addition by, to collective
agreement 30(2), 31 (2)
. application for certification to ... .5
. Board defined 1(1) (&)
. certification of trade union by 7(3)
. . without representation vote. 7(5)
. collective agreements filed with. 54
. composition of 66(2)
. consent of, to prosecutions 65
.
continuance of 66(1)
. decision of 66(8)
. declaration of termination
by
.._ 41(4), 43(2)
. declaration of unlawful strikes
and lock-outs by 59, 60
. jurisdiction of 68(1,2)
. members of, not called as wit-
nesses in civil suit 70
. members of remuneration of 66(12)
. modification of arbitration
provisions by 32(3)
LABOUR Sec.
RELATIONS—Com.
Ontario Labour Relations
Board—Con.
.
number of union members in
bargaining unit set by 7(1)
. office, of 66(6)
. official seal of 66(9)
.
orders of, final 69
. powers and duties of, general 67(1)
. powers and duties of,
specific 67(2) (a-h)
. practice and procedure of . .66(10)
.
quorum of 66(7)
. registrar, clerks appointed
by 66(11)
. representation vote directed by 7(2)
. request for conciliation services
filed with 13(1)
.
seal of 66(9)
. secrecy of information given
to_ 72(1)
. termination of collective agree-
ment by 37(3)
. unit of employees suitable for
collective bargaining deter-
mined by 6(1)
Orders of Board
. accepted as evidence 71
. final 69
Orders of Minister
. accepted as evidence 73
. recommendations of commis-
sioner, re 58(5)
Participation
. employer, of, in formation of
trade union 9
Parties
. offences, to, individuals deemed. .63
Penalties—See also Offences
. offences, for 61(l)(a-&)
. recovered, disposition of ...61(3)
Permissive provisions
.
collective agreement, in 33(1)
Persuasion
.
during working hours 48(2)
Police Act
. member of police force under.
Act not applicable to 2(c)
Policemen
. Act not applicable to 2(c)
Posting
. notices, of 67(2) (d)
Postponed
. consideration of request for
conciliation 13(1)
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LABOUR
RELATIONS—Con.
Sec.
Practice
. Board, of 66(10)
Premises
entry of, by conciliation board 26(d)
. power of Board to enter . .67(2) (e)
. use of employers, by trade
union 33(1) (c)
Prerogative writs
. appointment of commissioner
not questioned by 58(1)
. proceeding by, not allowed to
restrain Board 69
Presumption
establishment of conciliation
board, re 17(2)
Printer
name and address of, on
publication 56
Procedure
. Board, of 66(10)
conciliation board, of 22(1)
Proceedings
. conciliation board, of, not
questioned 17(2)
. defects in form, effect on 75
. failure to report, not to
invalidate 29
. questions arising in, jurisdiction
of Board to determine 68(1) (a-A)
Prohibition—^5"^^ Prerogative writs
Prosecutions
. consent of Board to 65
. style of cause of 64
Provisions
. permissive, in collective
agreement 33(1)
Publications
. names and addresses of printer
and publisher of 56
Publishers
. name and address of on
publication 56
Quo Warranto
—
See Prerogative
writs
Quorum
. Board, of 66(7)
. conciliation board, of 24
Race
. discrimination re 34(1)
Recognition provision
collective agreement, in 30(1)
LABOUR
RELATIONS^-Con.
Sec.
Recommendations
. commissioner, of, direction for
clarification of 58(4)
respective parties, by, re appoint-
ment of members of concilia-
tion board 15
Reconsidering
. decision of, by Board 68(1)
Records
. trade union, of, not disclosed 72(1)
Registrar of Board
. appointment of 66(11)
. witness, as, in civil suit not
allowed 70
Reg^ilations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 77(a-c)
Reinstatement
recommendation of commis-
sioner, on 58(3)
Remimeration
commissioner, of 58(6)
members of Board, of 66(12)
.
members of conciliation board,
of 28
Renewal
. notice to bargain for collective
agreement 38(1)
. . form of 38(2)
Report by conciliation board
. amplification of 27(3)
. copies of, to parties 27(4)
extension of time for filing . .27(2)
. failure of 29
. time for 27(1)
Report of conciliation officer
inquiry, re 57(3)
Minister, to 14(2)
. non-disclosure of 72(2)
Representation vote
. application for termination of
trade union, upon 41(3)
. certification of trade union
without 7(5)
. direction by Board for, on
application for certification . 7(2)
. power of Board to
conduct 67(2)(f)
Request
conciliation services, for, filed
with Board 13(1)
joint 13(2)
Resignation
.
member of conciliation board, of 18
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LABOUR
RELATIONS—Con.
Sec.
Revision
.
collective agreement, of 37(4)
Rights
.
employee of, not interference
with 47
Rules
Board, by, re procedure . . . .66(10)
Seal
. Board, of 66(9)
Secrecy
union membership, of 72(1)
Security guards
. bargaining unit, not allowed
with other employees 8
Servants
. Board, of, appointment of . .66(11)
Sittings
. conciliation board, of 23
. notice to absent member of
conciliation board of 24
Solicitor of conciliation parties
. prohibited as member of
conciliation board 16
Statements
. matters referred to conciliation
board, of, delivery of 19
Statutory declaration
.
trade union, emplo3'ers' organ-
ization, of, filed 55
Strike
. defined 1(1) (/O
.
employee not to, where agree-
ment exists 49(1)
. provisions against, in collective
agreement 31(1)
. unlawful 50
Style of cause
.
prosecutions, of 64
Superintendents
Act not to apply to \(3)(b)
Suspension
permissible, when 52
Teaching Profession Act
teacher defined in. Act not
applicable to 2{e)
Teachers
.•\.ct not applicable to 2(e)
Termination
application for, after conciliation
services granted 44(1)
application for, when no agree-
ment made 41(1)
bargaining rights, of 40-44
LABOUR
RELATIONS—Con.
Sec.
Termination—Con.
collective agreement, of 41(6)
declaration of, by Board ...41(4)
failure to bargain, on 43(2)
early, of collective agreements 37(3)
failure to give notice, on . ...43(1)
Terms
. collective agreements, of,
extension of 37(2)
Toronto
office of Board at 66(6)
Trade unions
application for new certification
by 40
attending to business of, during
working hours 33(1) (6)
binding effect of collective
agreements on 35
certification of, under previous
law 79
certification of, without repre-
sentation vote 7(5)
copy of constitution of, filed ... .55
defined l(l)(t)
employers not to interfere with . .45
membership in, secrecy of . . 72(1)
notice b\', of desire to bargain . . 10
participation of employers in,
certification refused 9
persons free to join 3
prohibited from interfering with
employers' organizations 46
provisions requiring member-
ship in 33(1) (a)
records of, not disclosed ...72(1)
refusal to employ member of,
prohibited 47(a)
representatives of, on bargaining
committee 12
termination of, as bargaining
agent, when no obligation . 41(1)
.
agreement, when 41(2)
use of employers' premises
by 33(1)(0
Trapping
.
person employed in, Act not
applicable to 2(6)
Treasurer of Ontario
recovered penalties paid to . 61(3)
Unlawful
lock-outs 51
declaration of 60
. strikes SO
declaration of 60
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LABOUR
RELATIONS—Ton.
Sec.
Vacancies
. conciliation board, in 18
Vice-chairman of Board
. appointment of 66(4)
Voters
. absent, ineligible re representa-
tion vote 7(4)
Witness
. conciliation officers not a
competent 72(2)
. members of Board protected
from being 70
. power of Board to enforce
attendance of 67 (2) (a)
. power of conciliation board to
enforce attendance of 26(a)
Working conditions
. alteration of, not allowed when
notice given 53
Working hours
. persuasion during 48(2)
LAKES AND RIVERS
IMPROVEMENT
Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act, Vol. 2, p. 879.
See also Arbitration Act; Beach
Protection Act; Beaches and
River Beds Act; Beds of Navi-
gable Waters Act; Companies
Act; Conservation Authorities
Act; Judges' Orders Enforce-
ment Act; Mining Act; Public
Works Act; Water Powers
Regulation Act
Act
. application of 23, 25, 32(5)
Action
. dam owner or occupier, against . .5
. recovery of tolls, for 57
Appeals
. occupied water privileges, re . . .98
Application
. approval of dam construction,
for 9(2)
. letters patent, for 35
. occupied water privilege owner,
by 86(2)
. . publication of 87
. reg:ulations, of 2(2)
. schedule of tolls, re 55
Apportionment
. tolls, of 58
LAKES AND RIVERS Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Approval
.
companies, of 36
. plans of dams, of 9(1)
. . application for 9(2)
Aprons
construction requirements of ... .21
. damaged by flood 22(2)
. penalties re 22(1)
. regulations for 20
Arbitration
. floating of timber, disputes,
etc., of 74
. provisions for 4
. water power rights, of 7
Arbitration Act
. claims settled under 4
Arbitrator
. approval by, of sale of timber
for lien 77
. award of 78
. judge as 4
Assessment
. damages from saw mill refuse,
of 31(3,4)
Attorney-General
. proceedings by, on company
defaulting 48(1)
Bsuiks
. public right of access on . . . .26(4)
Bond
. complainant re works, of ....19(5)
Books of accoimt
. companies, of 43
. inspection of 43
. operator, of 55(4)
Branches
. failure to lop off 30
Bridges
. obstruction, as 31(7)
. tree as 31(7)
Capital
. companies, of 36(a)
. distribution of, after winding up 41
Claims
.
arbitration provisions for 4
. notice of 75
. water power considered in 7
Companies
. annual report of 42
. application by, for letters patent 35
. books of account of 43
. dissolving of 50
. distribution of capital of 41
. dividend rate of 37
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LAKES AND RIVERS Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Companies
—
Con.
.
existing works taken over by . . .46
. expropriation by 44
.
extension of existence of 52
. forfeiture of charter of 48
. incorporation of 34
. interference by, with other
property 45
. liquidation, in 40
. mill sites taken over by 47
. proof for letters patent of,
required 36
. property of, vesting in the
Crown 39
. supplementary letters patent for 52
. term of, limited 51
. term of years of 38
. time for completion of works by 48
. uniting of 49
. winding up of 40, 41
Companies Act
. companies under 34
. letters patent under 51
. winding up under 41
Compensation
. Crown grant, before 5
. existing works taken over, for . .46
. expropriation by companies, for. .44
. occupied water privileges,
re 92(2), 93
.
owner of forfeited dam, to .13(3)
. removal of obstructions, for .... 18
. water power considered in 7
. works for floating of timber, re 19
Consolidated Statutes of Canada
. company incorporated under ... .51
Constable
. warrant to, for seizure of
timber 59(3)
Conveyance of land
. occupied water privileges, re . . .94
Costs
. bond to cover 19(5)
. scale of 19(7)
Counterclaims
. floating of timber, re 76
. . time for 79(2)
Court
. injunctions by, discretion re ....32
Court of Appeal
. appeals to 98
Crown
. compensation before grant by ... .5
dam forfeited to 13(3)
LAKES AND RIVERS Sec
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Crown
—
Con.
.
interference with property of . . .45
. lien or rights of 73
.
rights unaffected by grants from 28
. works acquired by 39
Dam
. application for approval of . . . .9(2)
. aprons for timber on 20-22
. compensation for damage by ....5
. defined 1(a)
. emergency construction of ....9(2)
. engineer's examination and
report on 11 (2-4)
. engineer to recommend con-
struction of 9(3)
. fishways constructed in. .9(4), 11(6)
. forfeiture by owner of 13(3)
. foundation of 9(2) (c)
. improvements to 10
. inspection of 13(1)
. Minister's orders re 11(4,5)
. obstruction, as 31(7)
.
owner of, defined 8
. penalties re 14
. plans for construction of 9
. production of plans of ....11(1,2)
. regulations governing. .2(1) (6), (2)
.
removal of 18
. repair of, order re 13(2)
. use of water of, regulated 17
. water power created by 7
Damages
. injunction for 32
. mill owner, against 32(3, 4)
. saw-mill refuse, from 31(3,4)
. wrongful detention of timber,
for 71
Definitions
. dam 1(a)
. floating of timber 1 (6)
. inspectors 19(8)
. lake 1(c)
. mill 32(1)
. Minister l(<f)
. occupied water privilege 83
. operator 53(o)
. owner 8
. regulations 1(e)
. river 1(f)
. timber 1 (g)
. works 33,53(6)
Department of Lands and Forests
. copy of schedule of tolls to . 55(7)
. plans, reports, etc., filed in 15
. works controlled by 39
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IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Deposit
. inspector's fees and expenses,
for 19(4)
Disputes
. use of lake or river, re 16
Disrepair
. works for floating of timber, of. .19
Dividend rate
. companies, of 37
Emergency construction
. dams of 9(2)
Engineer
. dam construction recommended
by 9(3)
. dam inspected by 13(1)
. obstruction of 14(1) (c)
. obstruction removed by 18
. report of, re dams 11
Exemption
. territory from Act, of 80
Existing works
. companies taking over 46
Expenses
. inspector, of 19(4)
. separating intermixed timber, of 68
Expropriation
. companies, by 44
Extension
. existence of companies, of 52
Fees
. filing of orders of Minister,
on 24(4)
. inspectors, of 19(4)
. judges, of 97
Fishways
. dams to have 9(4), 11(6)
Floating of timber
. access on banks for 26(4)
. application of Act to 3
. aprons on dams for 20-22
. arbitration of disputes, etc., re ..74
. branches lopped oflF before 30
. complaint re works for 19
. counterclaims re 76
. . time for 79(2)
. defined 1(6)
. disputes over rights to 16
. duties re 61, 64
. interference with 60(2-4)
. intermixed 64
. lakes, across 29
. length of tree trunks for 30
. notice of claims re 75
. . time for 79(1)
LAKES AND RIVERS
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Sec.
Floating of timber—Con.
. obstruction of, prohibited ...26(2)
.
public rights of 26(1)
.
public rights to use works for . .27
.
regulations governing 2(1) (a)
. rights re 24(1) (6)
. rules by operator re 60(1)
. separation when intermixed ... .67
. . expenses of 68
. works constructed for 33
Flooded lands
. timber cleared from 12
Floods
. apron damaged by 22(2)
. dam, because of 5
Forms
. security, of Form 1
Foundation
. dam, of 9(2) (c)
Improvements
. dams, to 10
Information
. timber owner to operator, from 56
Injunctions
. discretion of court re 32
Inspection
. books of account, of 43
Inspector
. appointment of 19(8)
. defined 19(8)
. fees and expenses of 19(4)
. report of 19(1,2)
Intermixed timber
. driving of 64-66
.
separating of 67
. . duty re 68
. .
expenses of 68
. . lien for 69
International Joint Commission
. order or recommendation of .... 16
Judges
. application to, by occupied
water privilege owner ..86(2), 87
. arbitrator, as 4
. complaint to, re repair of works 19
. fees of 97
. order by, re occupied water
privilege 88, 89, 92, 93, 95
. powers of 96
. registration of order of 95
. repair of works ordered by ..19(2)
. schedule of tolls approved by . . .55
. terms by, re several claimants
of occupied water privileges . .90
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Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. orders under 93(2)
Justice of the peace
. warrant by, for seizure of
timber 59(2-4)
Lakes
.
Act applied to 23
. defined 1(c)
.
floating of timber across 29
. obstructions removed from 18
.
officer in charge of 16
. regulations governing . .2(_l)(c), (2)
. use of, disputed 16
Land
.
acquisition of 85(2)
. . proceedings re 86
. entry on and survey of 85(1)
Letters patent
. application for 35
. dividend rate in 37
.
proof required for 36
. supplementary, issue of 52
. term of, limited 51
. term of years of 38
. united companies, for 49
Lien
. breaking log jam, for 63
. clearing intermixed timber, for . .66
. Crown, of 73
. operator, of 59(1)
. repair of works, for 19(3, 4)
. sale of timber for 77
. separating intermixed timber,
for 69
. subject to lien for tolls 72
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. application of Act by 23
. companies dissolved by 50
. dividend rate set by 37
. exempting territory from Act . . .80
. extension of companies' exist-
ence by 52
. inspectors appointed by 19(8)
. orders re use of water approved
by 17
. regulations by 2(1)
Log jams
duty to break 61, 64
intermixed timber, of 64
lien for breaking up of 63, 66
rights of others to break ... .62, 65
seizure of timber in 63,65
Maps
—
See also Plans
watershed, of 9(2) (b)
LAKES AND RIVERS
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Sec.
Markets
. timber prepared for trans-
portation to 30(2)
Mill owner
.
injunctions against 32
.
right to damages against .32(3,4)
Mill sites
. company taking over 47
Mills
. defined 32(1)
Minister
.
annual report of companies to . .42
. applications re rights to 24(1)
. appointments by, re disputes
over use of lakes or rivers .... 16
. approval by
. . existing works taken over, re.. 46
. . rules by operators, re 60(1)
. copy of tolls sent to 55(7)
. dam improvements approved by 10
.
decision of, final 24(2)
. defined l(rf)
. directions by, re floating of
timber across lakes 29(2, 3)
. enforcement of order of 24(3)
. engineer designated by 9(3)
. entry of order of 24(5)
. fishways required by .. .9(4), 11(6)
.
inspection of dams authorized
,
by 13(1)
. jurisdiction of 24
. obstructions ordered removed by 18
. orders by. re dams 11(4, 5)
. penalty for disobeying order
of 14(1)(&)
.
plans of dams approved by ...9(1)
. . application for 9(2)
. production of dam plans to 11(1-3)
. repairs to dams ordered by 13(2,3)
. timber ordered cleared by 12
. use of water regulated by 17
Navigable waters
. obstruction of 6
Navigation
. regulations governing 2(1) (o)
. timber not to obstruct 61
Negligence
. timber, re 71
Notices
. application by occupied water
privilege holder, of 87
. application for letters patent,
of 36(b)
. claims re floating of timber, of . .75
. . time for 79(1)
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IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Notices
—
Con.
. complaint re works of 19(6)
. emergency dam construction,
of 9(2)
. owner, to, re seized
timber 63(3), 66(3), 69(3)
Obstructions
. exceptions to 31(5,7)
. felled trees as 31
. injunctions for 32
. navigable waters, in 6
. navigation, of 61
. removal of 18
. . public right re 26(3)
. right of others to clear 62,65
. rights re 24(1) (c)
. saw mill refuse as 31
. wilful 31(6)
Occupied water privilege
. acquisition of lands for 85(2)
. . proceedings re 86
. appeals re 98
. . application of 82
. compensation re 92(2), 93
. conveyance of land re 94
. deemed not in actual use 89
. defined 83
. interference prohibited with 84
. judge's order re ...88,89,92,93,95
. owner's right to enter on and
survey land 85(1)
. size of ponds re 91, 92
. transmission line re 85(3)
. two or more claimants of 90
Occupiers
—
See Owners
Operators
. application by, re schedule of
tolls 55
. books of account produced by 55(4)
. copy of tolls sent to Minister
by 55(7)
. defined 53(a)
. information from timber owner
required by 56(1)
. interference with 60(2-4)
. lien of, for tolls 59(1)
. right of, to penalties 60(4)
. right of, to tolls 54
. rules by 60(1)
. schedule of tolls published
by 55(1,6)
Order
—
See Judge; Minister
Ottawa River
. saw mill refuse on 31(5)
LAKES AND RIVERS Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Owners
. defined 8
. interference with property of . . .45
. order to repair to 13(2, 3)
. plans of dam produced by 11
. regulation of use of water by ... 17
. separation of intermixed timber
of 67
. . expenses of 68
. timber cleared from flooded
lands by 12
. timber of, intermixed in drive . . .64
Penalties
. branches not lopped oflF, for 30
. copy of tolls not sent to
Minister, for 55(7)
. dams illegally operated,
for 14(l)(a)
. failure to give statement to
operator, for 56(1)
. failure to provide aprons, for 22(1)
. false information to operator,
for 56
. felling trees in lakes, or rivers,
for 31(2)
. floating of timber across lakes,
re 29(3)
. interference with operator,
for 60(2-4)
. liability for damages not
affected by 14(2)
. obstructing engineer for ..14(l)(f)
. operator's right to 60(4)
. orders not complied with,
for 14(1)(6)
. regulations governing 2( !)(</)
. sawmill refuse, for 31(2)
. tree trunks not cut up, for 30
Plans
—
See also Maps
. dams, of 9
. . owner to produce 11
. engineer to examine 9(3)
. filing of IS
. improvement to dams, for 10
Ponds
. size of 91, 92
Proceedings
. acquisition of land, re 86
Proclamation
. lake or river controlled by 23
Publication
. application of occupied water
privilege owner, of 87
. schedule of tolls, of 55(1, 6)
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IMPROVEMENT—Co«.
Public rights
. application of Act to 25, 28
Public Works Act
. compensation under 18
. dissolving of companies under .50
Refuse
. saw mill, of 31
Regulations
. application of 2(2)
. aprons, for 20
. defined 1(e)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 2(1)
. use of water, for 17
Reports
.
annual, of companies 42
.
engineer's of, re dams 11
.
filing of 15
.
inspectors, of 19(1, 2)
Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1877
. company incorporated under ... .51
Rivers
. Act to apply to 23
.
defined 1(/)
.
obstruction removed from 18
.
officer in charge 16
.
regulations governing . .2(1) (c), (2)
.
regulations governing use of ... .17
. use of, disputed 16
Rules
. operator, by 60(1)
St. Lawrence River
. saw mill refuse on 31(5)
Saw Mills
. refuse of 31
Security
. form of 70, Form 1
Seized timber
. duty of holder of 63(2), 66(2),
69(2)
Seizure
. wrongful 71
Slide
—
See Apron
Sluice-gates
. plans for 9(2) (a)
Spillways
. plans for 9(2) (a)
Steam tugs
. floating of timber across lakes,
for 29(1)
Summons
. service of 60(3)
LAKES AND RIVERS
IMPROVEMENT—Co«.
Sec.
Supreme Court
. fees on filing order in 24(4)
. judge of, may allow appeal 98
. orders filed in 24(3)
Sureties
. bonds by 19(5)
Territory
. exempt from Act 80
. including, in Act 81
Timber—See also Floating of
timber
. clearing of flooded lands of 12
. defined lig)
. negligence re 71
.
sale of, by lien holder 77
. seizure of
. . log jam. in 63, 66
. . separating 69
. . tolls, for 59(2)
. tolls on 6
. wrongful detention of 71
Timber driving
. floating of timber re 3
Timber jam
. removal of 18
Timber owner
. information by, to operator ... .56
. liability of, for tolls 58
Timber slide companies
—
See
Companies
Tolls
action to recover 57
application re schedule of 55
apportionment of 58
fixing the schedule of 55(3)
lien of operator for 59(1)
operators right to 54
publication of schedule of . .55(1,6)
restrictions on 6
seizure of timber for 59(2)
Transmission lines
. occupied water privileges, re. .85(3)
Trees
. bridge, as 31(7)
. felling of, in lake or river 31
Warrant
. seizure of timber for tolls,
for 59(2,4)
Water power
. regulations governing use of ... .17
. rights re 7
Watershed
. map of 9(2)(6)
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IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Sec.
Weir
. obstruction, as 31(7)
Winding up
. companies, of 40, 41
Works
. companies for—see Companies
. construction of, by public
right 26(3)
. Crown may acquire 39
. defined 33, 53(&)
. examination of 19(1)
. failure to complete 48
. mills as 32(1)
. public right to use 21
. repair of 19(3)
. repair, out of 19
. rights re 24(1) (a)
LAND
See Assessment Act; Companies
Act; Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Credit Un-
ions Act; Custody of Docu-
ments Act; Department of
Municipal Affairs Act; Devo-
lution of Estates Act; Division
Courts Act; Dower Act; Es-
tates Tail Act; Estreats Act;
Execution Act; Industrial and
Mining Lands Compensation
Act; Investigation of Titles
Act; Judicature Act; Land
Surveyors Act; Limitations
Act; Liquor Control Act;
Mortgages Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Munici-
pal Act; Municipal Drainage
Act; Partition Act; Petty
Trespass Act; Power Commis-
sion Act; Provincial Land Tax
Act; Quieting Titles Act; Rail-
way Fire Charge Act; Rail-
ways Act; Real Property
Religious Institutions Act;
Short Forms of Conveyances
Act; Short Forms of Leases
Act; Short Forms of Mort-
gages Act; Statute of Frauds;
Surveys Act; Trustee Act;
Vacant Land Cultivation Act;
Vendors and Purchasers Act;
Wills Act
LAND SURVEYORS Sec.
Land Surveyors Act,
Vol. 2, p. 909.
Accoimts
. audit of 39
Age
. certificates of qualification,
for 21(o)
Agreements
. registration of apprenticeship . . .21
Appeals
. Court of Appeal, to 36(7)
. dismissal or suspension, from 36(3)
. . mode of 36(4)
. hearing of 36(5)
. surveyors not to act pending 36(2)
. Supreme Court, to 36(3)
Application
. penalties, of J&iJL')
Apportionment
. penalties, of 38(3)
Apprenticeship
. certificates of qualification for 21(&)
. education requirements for 22
. exemptions from 23
. . when qualified elsewhere 24
. provisions for. on death, etc.,
of employers 25
. registration of agreements of . . . .27
. transfer of 26
Association
. annual general meetings of ...9(1)
. audit of accounts, of 39
. by-laws of 8(1)
. . ratification of 8(2)
. continuation of 3(1)
. council of management for
—
see Council of management
. defined 1 (a)
. dismissal or suspension from 36(1)
. election of officers of 10(1)
. fines and fees belong to 4
. four members of, on board of
examiners 19(2)
. investments of council for 7
. new members of 3(2)
.
nominating committee of ....11(1)
. powers of, re real estate 5
. recovery of fees and penalties
by 38(1)
. special meetings of 9(2)
. suspension from, for non-pay-
ment of fees 29(2)
Audit
. accoimts of Association, of -^0
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Auditors
.
election of 10(1)
. qualifications of 10(2)
Ballots
. counting of 13(3)
. distribution and return of ...13(1)
. electors placing too many
names on 14(2)
. members to elect officers by. .10(1)
. . form of Form 1
. nominating committee elected
by 11(1)
. record of 13(3)
Board of Examiners
. certificates of qualification by . . .21
. chairman of council as chairman
of 19(5)
. constitution of 19(2)
. defined 1(6)
.
examination of candidates by 19(1)
. meetings of 20(1)
. oath of members of 19(7)
. powers of. re exemptions from
apprenticeship 24
.
quorum of 19(5)
.
regulations by, re exemptions
from apprenticeship 23
. term of office of 19(3)
. vacancies in 19(4)
Bond
.
certificates of qualification for 21 (g)
By-laws
. Association, of 8(1)
. . ratification of 8(2)
Candidates
. board of examiners to
examine 19(1)
. by-laws re examination and
admission of 8(c)
. notice by, for examination 28
Certificates
. qualification as surveyor, of ....21
. . form of Form 2
. qualification, of, for apprentice-
ship 22
Chairman
.
council, of, as chairman of
board 19(5)
. council, of, on board of
examiners 19(2)
. council to elect 6(2)
Cbaracter
. references re, for certificates of
qualification 21 (/)
LAND SURVEYORS—Co«. Sec.
Conditions
.
certificates of qualification, for . .21
Council of management
. appointment of examiners by.. 19(6)
. appointments by, to fill vacancies 17
. attendance of witnesses before . .37
.
chairman and officers of 6(2)
. chairman of, as chairman of
board 19(5)
. defined 1 (c)
. investments of. for Association . . .7
. membership of 6(1)
. ratification of by-laws of
Association by 8(2)
. rectification of entries by order
of 30(3)
. restoration to register by . . . .36(8)
Court of Appeal
. appeals from judge to 36(7)
Definitions
. Association 1 (a)
. board 1 (6)
. council 1(c)
. Minister 1(d)
. surveyor 1(e)
Dismissal
. appeals from : 36(3)
. Association, from 36(1)
Elections
. disputed 18
.
report of results of 16
. results of 15(1)
Examinations
. by-laws of Association re 8(c)
. final, for certificates of
qualification 21(d)
. intermediate, for certificates of
qualification 21(c)
Examiners
. appointment of 19(6)
.
fees and expenses of 20(2)
Exemptions
. apprenticeship, from 23
. . persons qualified elsewhere,
for 24
Expenses
. examiners, of 19(6), 20(2)
Fees
.
belong to Association 4
. examiners, of 19(6), 20(2)
.
payment of, for certificates of
qualification 21(e)
. recovery of 38(1)
. surveyors, of, as witnesses 35
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Fees—Con.
. suspension for non-payment
of 29(2)
. tariff of 29(1)
Fines
.
belong to Association 4
Forms
. ballots, of, for election of
officers Form 1
. certificate of qualification as
surveyor, of Form 2
Hearing
. appeal, of 36(5)
Investments
. council, of 7
Judge—See also Supreme Court
and Coiirt of Appeal
. order of council varied, by . . .36(6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of two members to
board of examiners by 19(2
Meetings
. annual, of Association 9(1
. board of examiners, of 20(1
. election of nominating
committee, for 11(2
. notices of 9(3
. request for special 9(2
Members
. additions to list requested by. .12(2
. by-laws re discipline, etc., of . .8(a
. distribution of ballot papers to 13(1
. election of officers of
Association by 10(1
. list of nominations to 12(1
. nominating committee, of ... .11(1
. request for special meetings by 9(2
Membership
.
council of management, in . . . .6(1
Minister
. council of management, in . . . .6(1
. defined 1 (rf
Nominating committee
. Association, of 11(1
. appointment of chairman and
convener of 11(2
. list of nominations by, to
secretary-treasurer 12(1
.
new elections by, on illegality ... 18
. scrutineers at election of 11(2
Nominations
. list of, sent to members of
Association 12(1)
LAND SURVEYORS—Con. Sec.
Nominations
—
Con,
. request for additional 12(2)
. . added to ballot paper .... Form 1
Notices
. candidates, by, for examination .. 28
. meetings, of 9(3)
. motion of, for appeal 36(4)
. retirement from practice, of . .30(2)
. service of 40(1)
. . address for 40(2)
Oaths
. allegiance, of, for certificates of
qualification 21 (i)
. members of board of examiners,
of 19(7)
. office, of. for certificates of
qualification 21 (t)
Officers
. council, of, appointment of . . . .6(2)
. election of 10(1)
. qualifications of 10(2)
. term of office of 10(1)
. vacancies of 17
Order
. judge, of, on appeal 36(6)
Places
. meetings of board of examiners,
of 20(1)
Penalties
. application of 38(2)
. apportionment of 38(3)
. fraudulent entries in register,
for 32
. procuring entry by fraud, for . . .33
. recovery of 38(1)
. surveyors practising when
unqualified, for 2(2)
. use of title without registration,
for 34(2)
President
. appointment of scrutineers to
examine votes by 13(2)
. election of 10(1)
. notice of motion for appeal to 36(4)
. qualifications of 10(2)
.
report of results of election to ... 16
. vacancy of 17
Presiding officer
. casting vote of. re election of
nominating committee 11(2)
Prosecutor
. persons who may be 38(3)
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Procedure
. disputed elections, on 18
.
equality of votes, on 15(2)
Powers
.
Association, of, re real estate ....5
Provincial Secretary
. oaths of office and allegiance
deposited with 21(»)
Qualifications
.
apprenticeship, for 22
.
officers, of 10(2)
. voters, of 14(1)
Quorum
. board of examiners, of 19(5)
Real estate
. by-laws re management of . . . .8(6)
. powers of Association re 5
Records—See also Reports
. ballots cast for candidates, of 13(3)
References
. certificates of qualification for 21(/)
Register
. penalties for fraudulent entries
in 32
. penalties for procuring entry
by fraud in 33
. rectification of entries in 30(3)
. restoration of name to 36(8)
. secretary-treasurer to keep . . .30(1)
. surveyors, etc., of 30(1)
Registration
. right to use title on 34(1)
. . penalty for contravention ..34(2)
. surveyors, of 2(1)
. . becoming members of
Association upon 3(2)
. . penalty for default of 2(2)
Reports—See also Records
. results of election, of 16
Restoration
. register, to 36(8)
Scrutineers
. appointment of 11(2), 13(2)
. procedure by, where equality
of votes 15(2)
Secretary-treasurer
.
ballot papers distributed by ..13(1)
. books of account kept by 39
. certificates of qualification for
apprenticeship, by 22
. council, of, on board of
examiners 19(2)
. election of 10(1)
. list of nominations to 12(1)
LAND SURVEYORS—Con. Sec
Secretary-treasurer—Con.
. notice by candidates for
examination to 28
. notice of meetings by 9(3)
. notice of motion for appeal to 36(4)
. notice re retirement to 30(2)
. penalties for improper entries by 32
. penalties payable to 38(2)
. qualifications of 10(2)
. rectification of entries in
register by 30(3)
. register kept by 30(1)
. registration of apprenticeship
agreements with 27
. report of results of election by .16
.
tariff of fees payable to 29(1)
Service
. notice of motion for appeal, of 36(4)
. notices, of 40(1)
. . address for 40(2)
Standard measure
. certificates of qualification, for 21(/»)
Subpoenas
. attendance of witnesses, for 37
Summary Convictions Act
. recovery of penalties as under 38(1)
Supreme Court—See also Court of
Appeal; Judge
. appeals from 36(7)
. appeals to, from dismissal or
suspension 36(3)
Surveyor-General of Ontario
. council of management, in ... .6(1)
Siu^eyors
. conditions re, for certificates of
qualification 21
. defined 1(e)
. dismissal or suspension of ...36(1)
.
fees of, as witnesses 35
. members of Association, as . . .3{2)
. notice by, re retirement from
practice 30(2)
. prohibited from acting, pending
appeal 36(2)
.
provisions for apprentice on
death, etc., of 25
. register of 30(1)
. registration of 2(1)
. . penalty for default of 2(2)
. restoration of, to register ...36(8)
. title of, registered 34(1)
. transfers of apprenticeship by . . .26
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Suspension
. appeals from 36(3
. Association, from 36(1
. non-payment of fees, for 29(2
Tariff
. fees, of 29(1
Term
. nominating committee, of .... 11(1
. officers of Association, of .... 10(1
Time
distribution and return of ballot
papers, for 13(1
. meetings of board of examiners,
of 20(1
. notice by candidates for
examination, for 28
. notices of meetings, for 9(3
.
service of notice of motion for
appeal, for 36(4
Title
.
right to use, on registration
. .34(1
penalty for contravention ..34(2
Transfers
apprenticeship, of 26
Treasurer of Ontario
.
bonds deposited with 21 (p
Vacancies
.
board of examiners, in 19(4
. officers, of 17
Vice-president
. election of 10(1
. notice of motion for appeal to 36(4
. qualifications of 10(2
vacancy of 1
Voters
. qualifications of 14(1
. right of, to be present at
counting of votes 14(3
Votes
. election of persons having
highest number of 15(1
equality of 15(2
Witnesses
. attendance of 37
. fees of surveyors as 35
LAND TITLES
Land Titles Act, Vol. 2, p. 923.
See also Companies Act; Con-
ditional Sales Act; Custody of
Documents Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Dower Act;
Execution Act; Judicature
Act; Land Transfer Tax Act;
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec
Mining Act; Mining Tax Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Munici-
pal Act; Planning Act; Public
Lands Act; Registry Act;
Settled Estates Act; Succes-
sion Duty Act; Surveys Act
Absence
. master of 140(1)
Absentee
. decision on stated case binding
on 91(1)
. guardian appointed for, re
stated case 91(3)
Absolute title
—
See also Title
. assurance fund payments on
registration of 127(2)
. transmission of 127(6)
lessor, of, declaration of 48
tax purchaser, of 68(1)
. loss of priority of 68(3)
transfer of land with, estate of
transferee 41 (a)
Access
. right of, registered land subject
to 23(1)(^)
Account
. Assurance Fund under The
Land Titles Act, of 127(4)
Accountant
. Supreme Court, of, assurance
fees payable to 127(6)
. Supreme Court, of, government
stocks issued to 132(1)
Act
. application of 2
. extended to county, expenses
of 150(3)
. extension of provisions of ... 150(1)
. retroactive application of, re
fraud 122(3)
Actions
. existence of highway, re . . .24(3,4)
. indemnity from, of master 103
. owner of charge indemnified
against 31(6)
. pending, caution re 84
. .
affidavit supporting 86
.
recovery of sums paid out of
Assurance Fund, for 128(6)
. specific performance, for .... 117(1)
Address
. purchaser, of, for service 79(2)
Administrator
. application of, re registration . . 71 (2)
. . conditions of 71 (4)
. owner, as 57
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Adverse claim
. notice of. re registration of
letters patent 160(3)
Affidavits
. effect of errors in 146
. supporting caution 74(2)
Agent
. master, etc., not to act as. .149(1,2)
Agreement for lease
. registered land subject to 23(1) (d)
Agreement for sale
. standing timber, of, registration
of 79(1)
. . discharge of 79(3, 4)
Alienation
. leasehold land, of, re
registration of 15(3, 4)
Allowances
. attendance, for 138(7)
Alteration
. description of land, in 100(2)
Amendment
.
plan, of 113(1)
Appeals
. amendment of plan, from . . .113(3)
. amount of compensation,
from 128(4)
. 'Court of Appeal, to 144, 145
. master, from 144
. order for costs, from 89(3)
. order, from, re transmission 56
. stay of procedings re 155(4)
. . exceptions to 156
Applicants
. oath of, re valuation of land. . 127(7)
. payment of costs by 89(1)
. registration, for, of bond . . .127(10)
Applications
. amendment of plan, for 113(2)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. . costs of 113(1)
. cancellation of wrongful
entries, for 122(1)
. compensation from Assurance
Fund, for 128(3)
. . costs of proceedings re ...128(5)
. costs, of 120
.
court, to, re approval of title. .21(c)
.
effect of errors in 146
. inhibition of registered dealings,
re 80(1)
. order for, re rectification of
register 119
. . costs of 120
LAND TITLES—Co«. Sec.
Applications
—
Con.
.
registered land, re, stated case
on 90(1)
. . approval of 90(3)
. . powers of court re 91(2)
. . practice and procedure on . .90(2)
. registered owner, by 24(1)(2)
. registration, for 5(1-3), 71(1)
. registration, for, as owner with
qualified title 12(1)
. . estate of 12(3)
. registration, for, of leasehold
land 15(1), 16
. trial of existence of highway,
re 24(4)
. . registration pending 24(5)
. withdrawal of registered land,
for 133(1)
. . effect of 133(2)
Appointment
. deputy master, of 140(1)
. . power of, to act 140(2, 3)
Assembly
. Order in Council laid before 153(5)
Assessment Act
. fees under 139
Assessment commissioner
. duplicate of plan delivered
to 107(11)
Assurance fee
—
See also Assurance
Fund
. land re-granted by Crown,
on 127(16)
. pro rata payment of 129(2)
.
proof of payment of 127(11)
. provisional judicial districts,
in 127(12,16)
.
registration on payment of
part of 127(13, 14)
. timber, minerals, on 127(15)
Assurance Fund
—
See also
Assurance fee
. account in name of 127(4)
. additional payments into .... 130(1)
. . effect of 130(3)
. . leave for 130(2)
. . memorandum of 130(4)
.
claims against 96(4)
. compensation claimed from, re
mining lands 129(1)
. compensation not recoverable
from 131(l)(a-c>
. compensation paid from, for
wrongful deprival 128(3)
. . amount of 128(4)
. costs of proceedings re ...128(5)
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Assurance Fund—Con.
. constitution of 127(2)
. fees of, as charge 127(11)
. formation of 127(1)
. indemnity to, against loss . .127(10)
. minimum payment into 127(3)
. moneys of, paid to Treasurer of
Ontario 127(5)
. recovery of sums paid out of 128(6)
. transmission of money to . . .127(6)
Attendance
. charge for 138(3,4,7)
. witnesses, of 138(1)
Attorney-General
. notice to, re compensation for
omissions in register 123(3)
. removal of timber, etc.,
prohibited by 127(15)
Barrister
. examination of title referred to . .22
. local master, as 153(3)
Bond
. applicant, of 127(10)
. charge of company as security
for 97(4)
Books
. production of 138(2)
. . refusal re 138(6)
Boimdaries
. description of land not
conclusive re 23(2)
By-laws
. municipality, by, re adoption
of Act 150(1)
. . accommodation supplied
by 150(2)
Caution
. affidavit supporting 86
. application for registration of,
re registered land 74(1)
. . affidavit supporting 74(2)
. . restrictions re 74(3)
. cessation of 75(2)
. discharge or continuance of . .75(6)
. effect of 88
. entry by master of, re errors 123(1)
. improper lodging of,
compensation for 87
. lodging of, by tax purchaser. .68(1)
. notice of, re registration of
letters patent 160(3, 5)
. partial, re registered dealings. .75(5)
. pending actions, re 84
. registered owner, by, re
registration of transferee ..76(1)
. registration of land, against . .83(1)
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Caution—Con.
. renewal of, re registered
dealings 74(4, 5)
. second, allowance of 7S
Cautioner
. address of, re service of
notices 115(1)
. consent of, to registration 75(6)
. consent of, to registration of
letters patent 160(5)
. notice of proposed registered
dealings served on 75(1)
. . exception to 75(4) .
. notice to, re registration 85
. second caution by 78
. security by, re delay of
registered dealings 77
Certificate—See also Certificate of
charge; Certificate of
ownership
. charge of, on transfer 53(5)
. easement of, over registered
land 95(3)
. eflfect of errors in 146
. Inspector of, as proof of debt 128(6)
. Minister of Mines, of, re title
to minerals 96(2, 3)
. ownership of charge, of,
production of 38(2)
. ownership of, easement noted
on 12(5)
. ownership of, on registration .... 13
. ownership of, on transfer of
land 37(3,4)
. ownership of, production of,
on transfer 38(1), 39(1)
. part owners, of 7(3)
. payment of taxes, of 139
. sheriff of, re seizure under
execution 66(1)
. sworn valuator of 127(9)
Certificate of charge
. deposit of, lien created by 94
. evidence, as, of contents 93
. loss of 92(1)
. renewal of 92(2)
Certificate of ownership
. deposit of lien created by 94
. evidence as, of contents 93
. loss of 92(1)
. renewal of 92(2)
Certification
. plan of 107(9)
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Charge—See also Certificate of
charge; Registered charge
. certificate of ownership of,
production of 38(2), 39(1)
company, by, registration of. .97(4)
discharge of 36(1)
. partial 36(3)
enforcement of ZZ
fees of Assurance Fund as. .127(11)
implied covenants re 30(1)
lease of, notice of 72(8)
leasehold land, on, implied
covenants re 31 (a, i)
refusal of master to register 39(1, 2)
registered, disposition of 70(4)
registered land, of, restrictions
on 81(1)
. withdrawal of 81(4)
registered land, of, sealing
of 104, 105
registered land, on, creation of 29(1)
rules re fees on transfer
of 142(2)(6)
seizure of, under execution . . .66(1)
transfer of 53(1)
. completion of 53(2)
. delivery of certificate on . . .53(5)
. effect of 53(3,4)
transfer of part of 53(7)
transmission on death of owner
of 57
.
consent to 62
.
evidence of 60
Chargees
. address of 55(1)
. consent of, to registration of
road 110
. distress by 30(3)
. entry by 2>2
. minerals, of, registration of . .96(3)
. priority between 54
.
right of, to registration 71(1)
Charges
. attendance, for 138(3, 4)
. priority of 35
Claimant
. compensation, for, non-recovery
of 131(l)(a-c)
. defined 131(2)
Claims
. Assurance Fund, against 96(4)
. . Assurance Fund, on, re
valuation of mining lands 129(1)
. notice of adverse, re registration
of letters patent 160(3)
. priority of, against tax
purchaser 68(2)
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Clerk
. agent, as, prohibition re 149(1)
Committee
. applications by 106(2)
Commutation
. fees, of 153(6)
Compensation
. Assurance Fund, from, wrongful
deprival of land 128(3)
. Consolidated Revenue Fund,
from 132(4)
. improper lodging of caution, for. .87
. non-recovery of, from
Assurance Fund 131(l)(a-c)
. rectification of register, on . . 128(7)
. wrongful deprival of land,
for 128(1)
Conditions
. annexation, of, to registered
land 101(1)
. restoration to register of
. .
compensation for 123(3)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment of compensation out
of 132(4)
. stock paid out of 132(3)
Conveyances
. list of 55(2)
Conviction
. fraud, for, re entry in register 122(1)
Co-owners
. reduction of number of 99(2)
Costs
. action for specific performance,
in 117(2)
.
amendment of plan of 113(1)
. application, of, for
compensation 128(5)
.
enforcement of order, for . . . .89(4)
. mortgagee, trustee, of, re
registration 6(3)
. order, of, inhibiting registered
dealings 80(2)
.
payment of 89(1)
. rectification of register, of 120
. rules re taxation of 142(1) (/)
. scale of 89(2)
.
solicitors, of, rules re 142(1) (*)
Coimties
.
application of Act to 2
Coimty court
.
amendment of plan by judge
of 113(1)(6)
.
. appeal from 113(3)
. . application for 113(2)
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Court
application to, re approval of
title 21(c)
appointment of special
examiners by 137(1)
defined 1 (a)
jurisdiction of, under Act 3
order by, inhibiting registered
dealings 80(1)
. discharge of 80(2)
order of, re disposition of land
owned by two or more 99(2)
. entry of "no survivorship"
re 99(3)
order of, re rectification of
register 118, 119
. costs of 120
. master to obey 121
order of, re withdrawal of
restrictions by registered
owner 81(4)
. order, of where persons absent
or under disability 91(4)
. payment of Assurance Fund
moneys into 127(4)
. power of, re action for specific
performance 117(1)
Court of Appeal
. appeal from amendment of plan
to 113(3)
. appeal from amount of
compensation to 128(4)
. . costs of 128(5)
. appeals to 145
Covenants
. annexation of, to registered
land 101(1)
. implied, on transfer of leasehold
land 52(a,6)
. restoration to register of 123(3)
Crown
. application for registration by. .5(3)
. assurance fee on land
re-granted by 127(16)
.
eflFect of registration on licences
under 23(3)
survey of land granted by . . . 108(1)
Curtesy
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (e)
. registration of notice of estates
by the 73
Damages
. omissions, for 123(3)
. wrongful deprival of land, for 128(1)
Death
. chargee of. re discharge of
charge 36(4)
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Death—Con.
. co-owner of, disposition of
land on 99(3)
. master of 4(3). 140(1)
. mortgagee of 26(3)
. owner of, transmission on .... 56, 57
. . consent to 62
Definitions
. claimant 131 (2)
. court 1 (a)
. general rules 1(b)
. Inspector 1(c)
. land 149(2)
. owner 1 (d)
. prescribed 1(e)
. proper master of titles 1(f)
. qualified title 12(2)
. registered 1 (g)
. sworn valuator 1(h)
Deputy Master
. appointment and duties
of 4(2, 3). 140(1)
. oath of office by 147(2)
. . transmission of 147(3)
Devisee
. application of, re regristration 71(2)
. .
conditions of 71 (4)
. owner as 61
Devolution of Estates Act
. entry of heir as owner under ... .61
. . consent to 62
Discharge
. encumbrances of, on
registration 26(1)
Dispositions
. fraudulent 125
. . eflFect of 126(2)
. . penalty for 126(1)
Distress
.
right of chargee to 30(3)
District court
. amendment of plan by judge
of 113(1)(&)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. . application for 113(2)
Documents
. extracts from 141
. other districts in, request for 157(1)
. production of 138(1)
. . refusal re 138(6)
. production of, on examination
of title 21(d)
. return of 157(3)
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Dower
. freedom of land from 45(1,2)
.
registered land subject to..23(l)(^)
.
registration of notice of estates
in 73
. rights of, on transfer of
encumbered land 46
Easement
.
appurtenant, notice of 12(5)
. notice of 12(4)
. registered land, over,
registration of 95(3)
. registered land subject to..23(l)(6)
.
unregistered land, over,
registration of 95(2)
Encumbrances
. discharge of, on
registration 26(1), 36(1)
. . note of 26(2), 36(2)
Entries
. fraudulent, cancellation of ..122(1)
. fraudulent, penalty for 126(1)
Entry
.
owner of charge, by 32
.
registration on, of part owners 7(2)
Errors
. correction of by master 123(2)
. form of proceedings, in 146
Estate
. first registered owner of
leasehold land of 17, 18
. first registered owner, of, with
absolute title 9(a-c)
. first registered owner, of, with
possessory title 11(1)
. . change to absolute or
qualified title by 11(2)
. first registered owner of, with
qualified title 12(3)
Evidence
. certificate of ownership, etc., as. .93
. executions, re 163
. received by master 21 (e, f)
. required by master, on filing
plan 107(10)
. rules re 142(1) (6)
. transmission of 60
. title of 16
. viva voce 137(1)
Examination
. oath on 138(3)
. title of regulations re 21, 22
Examiner
. directions to 137(2)
. oaths administered by 137(1)
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Execution Act
.
proceedings under, re mortgage
or charge 66(3)
Execution creditor
.
certificate by, re completion of
execution 64(5)
Execution debtor
. notice of different name of . . .64(6)
Executions
. entry of letters patent subject
to 162(4)
.
entry of satisfaction of 64(4)
. evidence re 163(2)
. newly patented land liable to 162(3)
. notice of 64(1)
. . fee for 64(7)
. renewal of caution founded on 74(4)
. sale of registered land under ... .67
. seizure under, effect of 66(1)
. writ of, when presumed spent 64(5)
Executors
. application of, re registration. .71(2)
. . conditions of 71(4)
. owner, as 57
Expenses
. extension of Act, of 151(3)
. office accommodation, of .... 150(2)
. valuation, of 127(9)
Expropriation
. right of, registered land subject
to 23il)(g)
Fees
. Assurance Fund, of, as
charge 127(11)
. attendance, for 138(7)
. certificate of payment of taxes,
for 139
. local master of 164
. local master, of, commutation
of 153(6)
. master of, re entry of
conveyances 55(3)
. registrar, of, on transmission of
documents 157(2, 4)
.
registration, for, as owner with
absolute or qualified title . . .11(3)
.
rules re 142(2)(a,6)
. sheriff, of, for certificates ....64(7)
. stamps for 143(2)
Foreclosure
. owner of charge, by 33
Forfeiture
. land of, by Crown, assurance
fee on re-granting of .... 127(16)
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Forms
certificate of charge, of 29(5)
certificate of ownership, of 13,37(3)
. particulars in 14(2)
. registration of 14(1)
certificate of payment of taxes . . 139
oath of office, of 147(1)
. transmission of 147(3)
provision for 135
rules re 142(1)(6)
Fraud
. registered dispositions, re 125
. registration procured by,
cancellation of 122(1)
. renewal of caution founded on 74(4)
General rules
—
See Rules
defined 1(6)
Government of Ontario
. master not to hold other ofi5ce
under 149(1)
Grantee
. address of 55(1)
Guardian
—
See also Official
Guardian
. applications by 106(1)
Heir
. application of, re registration. .71(2)
. . conditions of 71(4)
. owner, as 61
Hereditaments
. special, registry of 95(1)
High Court
. appeal to judge of, re
compensation 128(4)
. . costs of 128(5)
. appeals to judge of 144
. . appeal from 145
Highway See also Public highway
. shown on plan 107(5)
Illness
. master, of 140(1)
Infants
. applications on behalf of . .106(1,2)
. decision on stated case binding
on 91(1)
. gruardian appointed for, re
stated case 91(3)
Inspection
. documents, etc 138(1, 2)
Inspector
. accommodations approved
by 150(4)
. action in name of 128(6)
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Inspector
—
Con.
. amount of compensation
determined by
. appeal from 128(4)
certificate of master
countersigned by 133(3)
defined 1 (c)
documents in other districts
required by 157(1)
. fee for obtaining 157(2, 4)
. return of 157(3)
forms provided by 135
powers and duties of 159
rectification of register directed
by 128(7)
. salaries based on report of . .153(4)
Instruments
. conformity of, to plan Ill
. endorsements on 55(1)
. execution of, by married women 105
. irregularities in, refusal to
register 39(2)
. receipt of, re time of registration 54
. registered land, re. sealing
of 104, 105
. rules re custody of 142(1 )(c)
. stamps affixed to 143(2)
Interest
. assurance fees, on 127(11)
. charge, on 30(1) (a, h)
Investment
. Assurance Fund, of 127(4)
Joint tenants
. owners described as trustees
to be 97(3)
Judge
. county, district court, of,
amendment of plan by. .113(1) (6)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. . application for 113(2)
. High Court, of, appeal from
amount of compensation to 128(4)
. . costs of 128(5)
.
local master, as 153(3)
. order of, re payment out of
Consolidated Revenue
Fund 132(4)
Supreme Court, of, amendment
of plan by 113(1) (a)
Judicature Act
. Inspector appointed under 1(c)
. Orders in Council under 153(5)
. rules made under authority
of 142(1)
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Jurisdiction
. court, of, under Act 3
. master, of, re objections to
title 21(b)
Land
—
See also Registered land
. assurance fee on registration
of, when sold under certain
circumstances 127(13
. defined 149(2
. description of, not conclusive
against adjoining owners . . .23(2
. entry on, by owner of charge . . .32
. exemption of, from Act 160(2
. leasehold, separate register of 15(1
. newly patented, executions
on 162(3
. newly patented, registration
of 160(1, 4). 133
. position of, shown on plan . .107(5
. registered, transfer of 37(1
. . certificate of 37(3
. .
completion of 37(2
. registration of owner of
undivided share of 98(1
. re-granted by Crown, assurance
fee on 127(16
. rules re fees on transfer of 142(2) (a
. sale of interest in, by charge. .33,34
. scale of plans of 109(1) (a-d
. .
verification of 109(2
. subsequent subdivisions of ..109(4
. survey of 107(1
. transmission of 56
. . consent to 62
. . evidence of 60
. unpatented, caution against
registration of 83(3)
. . affidavit supporting 86
. unregistered, caution against
registration of 83(1)
. . affidavit supporting 86
. . renewal of 83(2)
. valuation of 127 (7)
. wrongful deprival of 128(1)
. . liability of purchaser re . . .128(2)
Land registries
, continuance of 2
Land registry
. master of titles of 4(1)
. .
death of 4(2)
. . deputy of 4(3)
Lane
. consent to closing of 113(4)
. plan of, registration of 110
LAND TITLES—Co«. Sk.
Law
. stated case re questions of . . .90(1)
. .
approval of 90(3)
. . power of court re 91(2)
. .
practice and procedure on . .90(2)
Lease
. delivery of, on registration 20
. deposit of office copy of, lien
created by 94
. determination of 27
. entry of determination of ....72(7)
. loss of office copy of 92(1)
. notice of transfer or charge of 72(8)
. . priority of 72(9)
. office copy of, as evidence of
contents 93
. priority of notices of transfer
of 72(9)
. prohibition against alienation
in 15(3)
. registered 15(2)
. registered land subject to 23(1) (d)
. registered owner, by, entry of
notice of 72(2)
. registration of notice of 72(1)
. . effect of 72(6)
. . method of 72(4)
. . notice of
. , 72(3)
.
renewal of office copy of 92(2)
Leasehold land
. alienation of, re registration
of 15(3,4)
. application of Act re trusts and
mortgages to 15(5)
. charge on 31
. effect of registration of 19(2)
. estate of first registered owner
of 17
. estate of transferee of 48-50
. implied covenants on transfer
of 52(a,b)
. office copy of lease delivered on
registration of 20
. registration of owner of
undivided share of 98(1)
. seizure of, under execution . . .66(1)
. separate register of 15(1)
. transfer of 47(1)
. . completion of 47(2)
. . office copy of lease on 47(3)
. transfer of, without considera-
tion, estate of transferee of . . 51
. transmission on death of owner
of 57
. . consent to 62
. . evidence of 60
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Lessee
.
application by, for registration
of notice of lease 72(1)
Lessor
. declaration of title of, to grant
lease 15(1), 16
. qualified title of 19(1)
Letters patent
. registration of 133, 160(1, 4)
. .
exemptions re 160(2)
. . notice of caution re 160^3, 5)
. . notice to sheriff of 162(1)
Lien
. cessation of 69
. creation of, by deposit of
certificate of ownership, etc. . .94
. registered land subject to. .23(l)(c)
Lieutenant-Governor
.
proclamation by, re extension of
Act 150(4)
. .
conditions precedent to ...150(5)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
.
appointment of counsel by, re
examination of titles 22
. appointment of master of titles
by 4(1)
. commutation of fees by 153(6)
. deputy master appointed by. . 140(1)
. duties of Inspector determined
by 159
.
general rules made by 142(1)
. local master appointed by . . .153(2)
. . qualifications of 153(3)
. . salary of 153(4)
. petition to, re extension of
Act 151(1)
. registration of land granted by
order of 133,160(1)
. . exemptions re 160(2)
. . notice of caution re 160(3, 5)
. . notice to sheriff of 162(1)
Lis pendens
. registration of certificate of 84
Local master—See also Master;
Master of titles
. action by, on receipt of letters
patent 160(4)
. application for registration
transmitted by 155(1)
. . approval of 155(2)
. . exceptions to 156
. appointment of 153(2)
. certificate of, countersigned by
Inspector 133(3)
. commutation of fees of 153(6)
. . proportion of 153(7)
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Local master—Con.
discontinuance of proceedings
by 160(3)
Dominion patentees registered
by 161
. notice to sheriflf of 162(1)
ex officio 153(1)
fees of 164
first registration by 155(2)
. delay of, re appeal 155(4)
.
exceptions to 156
indemnity of, re actions 103
letters patent forwarded to . .160(1)
. registration of 160(4)
notice to sheriff by, re registra-
tion of letters patent 162(1)
. action by master after . . 162(3, 4)
oath of office by 147(2)
.
transmission by 147(3)
powers and duties of 154
registration of transferee of
patentee by 163(1)
.
evidence of no execution
on 163(2)
salary of 151(2)
subsequent registration by 158
Lots
designation of, on plan 107(6)
number of, on plan 107(3)
plan of, registration of 107(1)
. contents of 107(2)
. mounting and size of 107(8)
. signing of 107(9)
Maps
.
production of 138(2)
. .
refusal re • 138(6)
Married women
. execution of instruments by .... 105
Master—See also Local master;
Master of titles
. absolute title approved by 8
. action of, on return of
notices 115(5)
.
additional payments into Assur-
ance Fund by leave of .... 130(2)
. . eflfect of 130(3)
. .
memorandum of 130(4)
. administration of oaths by 136
. agent, as, prohibition re 149(1)
. amendment of plan by . . . 113(1) (c)
. . appeal from 113(3)
. . application for 113(2)
. appeals from 144
. application to, for registration
of leasehold land 15(1)
. . deposit of lease on 15(2)
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Master
—
Con.
. application to, re registration as
owner with absolute or
qualified title 11(2,3)
application to, re restrictions on
transfer 81(1
approval of title by 21 (c
cancellation by, of wrongful
entries 122(1
certificate by, re withdrawal of
land from registry 133(2
. registration of 133(4
certificate of Minister of
Mines to 96(2
certificate of ownership by 13
. particulars in 14(2
. registration of 14(1
certificate of ownership required
by 39(1
certificate of sheriff filed with 66(1
. contents of 66(2
cessation of caution entered
by 75(2
. eflfect of 75(3
cessation of lien entered by 69
completion of charge by 29(2
. certificate of 29(5
. effect of 29(4
completion of transfer of land
by 37(2
.
delivery of certificate on. .37(3,4
completion of transfer of
leasehold land by 47(2
correction of errors by 123(2
death or resignation of 4(3
delivery of certificate of charge
by 29(5
delivery of plans from registry
office to 114
description of land determined
by 100(1
. alteration of 100(2
direction by, re trial of existence
of highway 24(4
discharge of caution by 75(6
discharge of charge noted
by 36(1,2
discharge of encumbrance by. .26(1
. note of, on requisition of
mortgagee 26(2
disobedience of orders of . . .138(5
. penalty for 138(6
documents in other districts
required by 157(1
. fee for obtaining 157(2, 4
. return of 157(3
entry by, of heir as owner 6
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Master
—
Con.
entry by, re freedom of land
from dower 45(1, 2)
entry by, re qualified title of
lessor 19(1)
entry of caution by, re errors 123(1)
entry of qualified title by 12(1)
entry of restrictions on transfer
by 81(2)
. withdrawal of 81 (4)
evidence received by 2\{e,f)
examination of title by 21
. notice of 21 (o)
. objections to 21(&)
. production of documents
on 2\{d)
illness or absence of 140(1)
immediate registration by,
subject to assurance fee . .127(13)
indemnity of, re actions 103
information required by, re
plans 107(10)
land registry conducted by 4(1)
lease deposited with, re registra-
tion of leasehold land 15(2)
list of conveyances by 55(2)
. fee for 55(3)
new certificates granted by 92(1,2)
non-concurrence of, to registra-
tion by local master 155(3)
notice by, of proposed
registered dealings 75(1)
. exception to 75(4)
notice by, of sale of land under
execution 67
notice by, re agreement for sale
of standing timber 79(5)
notice by, re sale of land for
taxes 68(1,2)
notice of easement by 12(4)
notice of executions to 64(1)
oath of office by 147(1)
. transmission of 147(3)
oath re value of land dispensed
with by 127(7)
. proceedings when 127(8)
office copy of lease delivered
by 20
order by, inhibiting registered
dealings 80(1)
. discharge of 80(2)
order by, re registration freed
from writ 65
order for costs by 89(2)
. appeal from 89(3)
. enforcement of 89(4)
order of court obeyed by 121
order of, re transmission 56
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Master
—
Con.
.
permission by, for second
caution 78
. personal knowledge of, re
examination of titles by . . . .21(g)
. refusal of, to register plans . .109(3)
.
registered dealings delayed by ..77
.
registration by 71(1)
. . mode of 71(3)
. registration by, of notice of
estates in dower or by the
curtesy 73
registration by, of special
hereditaments 95(1)
registration of agreement for
sale of standing timber by. .79(1)
. discharge of 79(5)
registration of easements by 95(2, 3)
registration of notice of lease
by 72(1)
. effect of 72(6)
. method of 72(4)
. notice of 72(3)
requirements of, re
plans 109(l)(a-d)
rules re duties of 142(1) (rf)
security by 148
stated case or direction for
issue by, re questions of
law or fact 90(1)
. . approval of 90(3)
. . powers of court re 91(2)
. . practice and procedure on . .90(2)
. submission of case to, where
local master in doubt 158
. transfer of charge completed
by 53(2)
. transmission of application for
registration to, by local
master 155(1)
. . exceptions to .' 156
. transmissions of letters patent
to 160(4)
. witnesses named by 137(2)
. . non-attendance of 138(6)
. witnesses summoned by ....138(1)
. . non-attendance of 138(6)
Mechanics lien
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (/)
. tax purchaser registered subject
to 68(4)
Mechanics' Lien Act
. cessation of lien under 69
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Mental incompetent
. applications on behalf of . . 106(1, 2)
. decision on stated case binding
on 91(1)
. guardian appointed for, re
stated case 91(3)
Minerals
. assurance fee on 127(15)
. passing of title to 96(1, 2)
. registration of transferee of . .96(3)
Mining Act
. title to minerals under 96(2)
Mining lands
. valuation of, where compensa-
tion claimed from Assurance
Fund 129(1)
. . pro rata payment of fees re 129(2)
Mining rights
. registration of 95(1)
Mining Tax Act
. registration of order
under 71(8) Note
Minister of Lands and Forests
. certificate of, re disposition of
claim 160(3)
. direction by, re incorrect patents 124
Minister of Mines
. certificate of, re title to
minerals 96(2, 3)
Monuments
. position of, on plan 107(4)
Mortgage
. registration of land subject to 25(1)
. seizure of, under execution . . .66(1)
Mortgagee
. application of, re registration. .6(2)
. . costs of 6(3)
. bona fide, liability of for wrong-
ful deprival of land 128(2)
.
consent of, to registration of
road 110
. distress by 30(3)
requisition of, re discharge of
encumbrances 26(2)
Municipal Act
.
arbitration re expenses under 150(3)
Municipal charges
.
registered land subject to 23(1) (a)
Municipcility
. adoption of Act by 150(1)
.
list of conveyances furnished
to 55(2)
. owner, as, of public highway. .71(7)
. surplus money paid to 152(2)
.
tax certificate binding on 139
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Negligence
.
claimant for compensation,
by 131(l)(c)
Notices
address for service of 115(1)
. failure to furnish 115(2)
amendment of incorrect patents,
of 124
application, of, for certificate
free from highway 24(2)
. objection to 24(3)
caution of, re registration of
letters patent 160(3, S)
cautioner, to, re registration 85
conditions or covenants, of,
annexed to registered land 101(2)
contents of registered instru-
ments, of 82
easement, of 12(4, 5)
estates in dower or by the
curtesy, of, registration of 73
examination of title, of 21 (o)
. objection to 21(b)
. production of documents on 21 (J)
executions, of 64(1)
lease, of, application for
registration of 72(1)
, local master, by, fees on 164
. master, by, of sale of land
under execution 67
. master by, re agreement for
sale of standing timber . . . .79(5)
. master by, re sale of land for
taxes 68(1,2)
. omission to send 116
. registered dealings, of, served
on cautioner 75(1)
. return of 115(4)
. . action of master on 115(5)
. rules re 142(1) (&)
.
service of 115(3)
. sheriff, to, on registration of
letters patent 162(2)
. . action of 162(3)
. transfer of lease, of, registration
of 72(8)
. trusts, of, on register 97(1)
Oaths
. administration of 136, 137(1), 138(3)
.
applicant, of, re valuation of
land 127(7)
. county judge, before 147(3)
. office, of, by master 147(1)
Offence
. fraud, of 126(1)
Office of land titles
. seal of 134
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Officers
.
agent, as, prohibition re ...149(1)
.
rules re duties of 142(1) (rf)
Official Guardian
. applications by 106(2)
Ontario Government stock
.
issue of, as part of Assurance
Fund 132(1)
. .
conditions of 132(2)
Option
. renewal of caution founded on 74(5)
Order
. costs for 89(2)
.
court of re alteration
in description of land 100(2)
.
court of re payment out of Con-
solidated Revenue Fund . . 132(4)
. court of re rectification of
register 118,119
. court, of, where persons absent
or under disability 91(4)
. effect of errors in 146
Owner
—
See also Co-owner;
Registered owner
. act extended on petition of . .151(1)
. charge, of, on transfer 53(6)
. defined 1(d)
. described as trustee, joint
tenant as 97(3)
.
description of, as trustee 97(2)
.
heir or devisee as 61
. non-resident, as ratepayer ..151(4)
. restrictions re registration of. 99(1)
. share of, transfer or charge
by 98(2)
. tax purchaser registered as ..68(1)
. transmission on death of ... .56, 57
. . consent to 62
. . evidence of 60
. verification of plan by 109(2)
. . refusal re 109(3)
Ownership
. certificate of, on registration ... .13
. . particulars in 14(2)
. . registration of 14(1)
Patentee
. Dominion, registration of 161
. registration of 160(4)
. . notice of sheriflF of 162(1)
. registration of transferee of. .163(1)
. . evidence of no execution
on 163(2)
Patents
. correction of errors in, after
registration 124
. fees for entering 153(4)
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Payment
. costs of 89(1)
. . scale of 89(2)
Penalty
—
See also Offence
. fraud, for 126
Petitioners
. costs of extending Act paid
by 151(3)
Planning Act
. application of, to registration
of plans 112
Plans
. application of The Planning Act
to 112
. conformity of instruments to . . .111
. duplicate of 107(12)
. . delivery to treasurer of ..107(11)
. effect and amendment of . . . .113(1)
. . application for 113(2)
. . costs of 113(1)
. field notes of surveyor to
accompany 107(13)
. land laid out in 107(7)
. lots, of, registration of 107(1)
. mounting and size of 107(8), 108(2)
. production of 138(2)
. . refusal re 138(6)
signing of 107(9)
. subsequent subdivisions, of,
accuracy of 109(4)
. survey of township, of 108(1)
. topographical features shown
on 107(5)
. transfer of, from registry office. .114
. verification of, by owner . . . .109(2)
. . refusal re 109(3)
Possession
. adverse, title acquired by . . . .28(1)
Possessory title
—
See also Title
. assurance fund payments on
registration of 127(2)
. . transmission of 127(6)
. transfer of land with, estate
of transferee 43
Posts
. position of, on plan 107(4)
Power of sale
—
See Sale
Powers
. local master, of 154
Prescribed
. defined 1(e)
Priority
. chargees, between 54
. registered charges, between 35
. tax purchaser, of 68(3)
LAND TITLES—Con. Sec.
Proceedings
. errors in form of 146
Proclamation
. Lieutenant-Governor, by, re
extension of Act 150(4)
Production
. certificate of ownership,
of 38(1). 39(1)
Proof
. execution of, of agreement for
sale of standing timber 79(1)
. transmission, of 60
Proper master of titles
. defined 1(/)
Provincial Secretary
. oaths of office transmitted to 147(4)
Provisional judicial districts
. assurance fees re land in 127(12, 16)
. registration of land in ....160(1,4)
Public highway
. municipality registered as
owner of 71(7)
. registered land subject to. .23(1) (/i)
. transferee of, entered as owner 71 (8)
. trial re existence of 24(3)
. . direction for 24(4)
Public Lands Act
. effect of registration on rights
under 23(3)
. title to minerals under 96(2)
Public Officers Act
. security in accordance with .... 148
Piu"chascr
. application for registration by. .5(2)
. bona fide, liability of for wrong-
ful deprival of land 128(2)
. omission to send notices to ....116
. registered land under execution,
of, as owner 67
. standing timber, of, deposit of
agreement for sale by 79(1)
Qualifications
. deputy master, of 4(2)
. local master, of 15(3)
. master of titles, of 4(1)
Qualified title—5"^e also Title
. Assurance Fund payments on
registration of 127(2)
. . transmission of 127(6)
. defined 12(2)
. lessor of 19(1)
. lessor, of, declaration of, estate
of, transferee of 50
. transfer of land with estate of
transferee 42
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Quieting Titles Act
. referee under 153(1)
Ratepayers
, Act extended on petition of. .151(1)
,. . expenses of 151(3)
. non-resident owners as 151(4)
Record
. execution of 64(1)
. .
entry of satisfaction of ... .64(4)
Recovery
.
assurance fee re timber, of 127(15)
Rectification
. register, of, directed by
Inspector 128(7)
Redemption
. foreclosure by chargee subject to 33
Referee
. titles, of, as local master . . . 153(1)
Register
. address of persons entered
' on 115(1)
. . failure to furnish 115(2)
.
cancellation of wrongful entry
in 122(1)
.
determination of lease noted on .27
. entry of charge on 35
. entry on, of municipality as
owner of streets 71(7)
.
entry on, of transfer of charge 53(2)
. entry on, re conviction for
fraud 122(2)
. entry on, re freedom of land
from dower 45(1)
. entry on, re unregistered
estates 70(3)
. leasehold land, of 15(1)
. mortgages noted in 25(1)
. .
instruments dealing with ..25(2)
. notice of easement entered on 12(4)
. notice of trusts on 97(1)
.
procurement of fraudulent
entries on 126(1)
. .
effect of 126(2)
.
rectification of 118, 119
. .
costs of 120
. rectification of, directed by
Inspector 128(7)
.
restrictions entered on 81(2)
. .
withdrawal of 81 (4)
. rules re 142(1) (a)
Registered
. defined 1(g)
Registered charge
—
See also Charge
. disposition of 70(4)
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Registered dealings
. delay of 77
.
inhibition against 80(1)
. . discharge of 80(2)
.
proposed, service of notice of
on cautioner 75(1)
. . exception to 75(4)
Registered instnmients
. notice of contents of 82
Registered land
—
See also Land
action for specific performance
re 117(1)
annexation of conditions or
covenants to 101 (1)
. effect of 101(3)
. notice and discharge of . . .101(2)
. subsequent transfers, effect
of 101(4)
application of Trustee Act to . . . 102
certificate of easement over . .95(3)
creation of charge on 29(1)
.
certificate of 29(5)
. completion of 29(2)
. effect of 29(4)
description of 100(1)
. alteration of 100(2)
disposition of 70(1)
free from dower 45(1, 2)
liabilities, rights, etc., subject
to 23(1)
. freedom from 24(1)
sale of, under execution 67
transfer of 37(1)
.
certificate of 37(3)
. completion of 37(2)
withdrawal of, from Act .... 133(1)
. effect of 133(2)
Registered owner
. address of, re service of
notices 115(1)
. application of, re registration as
owner with absolute or
qualified title 11(2,3)
. application of, re withdrawal of
land from Act 133(1)
, certificate of master on. .133(2,3)
caution by, re registration of
transferee 76(1)
. effect of 76(2)
disposition of land by 70(1)
disposition of registered
charge by 70(4)
effect of adverse possession on 28(1)
inspection of registry by 141
land charged by 29(1)
. completion of 29(2)
leasehold land, of, estate of .17, 18
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Registered owner
—
Con.
. payment of assurance fee on
timber by 127(15)
payment of charge by ..30(1) (a, 6)
power of, to impose
restrictions 81 (1)
transfer of charge by 53(1)
. completion of 53(2)
. delivery of certificate on . . .53(5)
. effect of 53(3,4)
transfer of land by 37(1)
. certificate of 37(3)
. completion of 37(2)
transfer of leasehold land by. .47(1)
. completion of 47(2)
. implied covenants on 52
. office copy of lease on 47(3)
Registrar
. entry by in abstract index .... 14(2)
. local master as 153(3)
.
transmission of documents
by 157(2)
. .
additional fee for 157(4)
Registration
.
agreement for sale of standing
timber, of 79(1)
application for, by owner 5(1)
.
Crown, by 5(3)
.
purchaser, by 5 (2)
caution of by registered owner 76(1)
caution, of, re registered land 74(1)
.
affidavit supporting 74(2)
certificate of ownership on 13
. particulars in 14(2)
. registration of 14(1)
certificate, of, re withdrawal of
land 133(4)
charge, of, by company 97(4)
charge, of, on registered land. .29(2)
. certificate of 29(5)
. effect of 29(4)
Dominion patentees, of 161
easements, of 95(2, 3)
effect of errors in 146
effect of, on timber licences . .23(3)
first, by local master 155(2)
. exceptions to 156
land, of, subject to mortgages 25(1)
land sold for taxes, of, re
assurance fee 127(13)
leasehold land, of, application
for 15(1)
. deposit of lease on 15(2)
leasehold land, of, effect of . . .19(2)
mortgagees, of 6(2)
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Registration
—
Con.
newly patented lands, of 133, 160(1)
. exemptions re 160(2)
. notice of caution re 160(3, 5)
. notice to sheriff of 162(1)
notice of estates in dower or
by the curtesy, of 73
notice of lease, of 72(1)
obtained by fraud, cancellation
of 122(1)
owners, of, restrictions re
number of 99(1)
part owners, of 7(1, 2)
. certificate of 7(3)
plan of township, of 108(1)
. preparation of 108(2)
plans, of 107(1)
. contents of 107(2)
proposed, notice to cautioner
of 85
qualified title, of 12(1)
. estate of owner with 12(3)
right of transferees, chargees,
to 71(1)
special hereditaments, of 95(1)
subsequent, by local master .... 158
tax purchaser, of, as owner . . .68(1)
time of, re priority of 54
transfer, of 37(2)
transfer of charge, of 53(3)
transfer of leasehold land, of. .47(2)
.
implied covenants on 52
transferee of minerals, of . . . .96(3)
transferee of patentee, of ...163(1)
transmission, under, from
unregistered owner 71 (5)
trustees, of 6(1)
vesting order, under 71(6)
Registry
. inspection of 141
Registry Act
administration of oaths under . . 136
application of 14(1)
application of, re mortgages . .25(2)
application of, to charges ....29(6)
fees payable under 143(1)
money received under 152(1)
. surplus of 152(2)
powers and duties of Inspector
under 159
Registry office
. certificate re withdrawal of
land registered in 133(4)
. transfer of plans from 114
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Regulations
. examination of title, re 21
. . notice of 21(a)
. . objections to 21(6)
. . production of documents on 21(d)
Religious Institutions Act
. transfer to trustees under 40
Remedy
. wrongful deprival of land .128(1)
. . liability of purchaser re . . .128(2)
Resignation
.
master, of 4(3)
Restrictions
. registered owner, by, on
transfer 81(1)
Road
. consent to closing of 113(4)
. plan of, registration of 110
. shown on plan 107(5)
Rules
. defined 1(6)
. general, power to make 142(1)
Rules Committee
. general rules made by 142(1)
Salary
. local master, of 151(2), 153(4)
Sale
. enforcement of charge by ... .33, 34
. execution, under, validity of . .64(3)
. power of, in charge 29(3)
. registered land, of, under
execution 67
School rates
.
registered land subject to. .23(1) (a)
Seal
.
office of land titles, of 134
Security
.
cautioner, by, re delay of
registered dealings n
master, by 148
Service
.
address for, of purchaser of
standing timber 79(2)
. notices, of 115 (3)
. . return of 115(4)
Shares
. transfer or charge of 98(2)
Sheriff
. certificate of, re seizure under
execution 66(1)
. . contents of 66(2)
. fee of, for certificates 64(7)
. notice by, of executions 64(1)
. . fee for 64(7)
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Sheriff
—
Con.
. notice to, on registration of
letters patent 162(1)
. . sending of 162(2)
Short Forms of Mortgages Act
. charges under 30(2, 3)
Solicitors
. rules re costs of 142(1) (*)
Specific performance
. action for, power of court re 117(1)
. . costs of 117(2)
Standing Timber
. registration of agreement for
sale of 79(1)
. . discharge of 79(3, 4)
Stated case
. direction for, re registration
freed from writ 65
. questions of law, re 90(1)
Stamps
. fees, for 143(2)
Street
. consent to closing of 113(4)
. plan of, registration of 110
Subdivisions
. plan of different 109(6)
Subsequent registration
.
local master, by 158
Succession duty
.
registered land subject to. .23(1) (a)
Supreme Coiui:
. amendment of plan by . . .113(1) (a)
. . appeal from 113(3)
.
assurance fees payable to
accountant of 127(6)
. trial re existence of highway
in 24(3)
. .
direction for 24(4)
. . registration pending 24(5)
Survey
. township, of 108(1)
Surveyor
. field notes of 107(13)
.
plan certified by 107(9)
.
plans certified by .... 107(9), 109(1)
Surveys Act
. survey of township under . . .108(1)
Sworn valuator
. defined 1(A)
Tax Purchaser
. objection to registration of . .68(2)
. registration of, as owner 68(1)
Tax Sale
. interest acquired after 68(2)
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Taxation
. costs, of, rules re 142(1) (/)
Taxes
. certificate of payment of 139
.
registered land subject to. .23(1) (a)
Tenants in common
. personal representative of, as
owner 58
. . title of 59
Timber
—
See Standing timber
. assurance fee on 127(15)
Timber licences
. effect of registration on 23(3)
Title
absolute, change to, from
possessory title 11(2)
absolute, first registered owner
with 9
absolute, registration of owner
of 8
approval of 21 (c)
evidence of. on application re
registration of leasehold land.. 16
examination of, by counsel 22
examination of, stated case on 90(1)
. approval of 90(3)
. powers of court re 91(2)
. practice and procedure on . .90(2)
examination of, regulations re . . .21
. notice of 21 (o)
. objections to 21(6)
. production of documents on 21 (<f)
fiduciary owners, of 59
possessory, effect of adverse
possession on 28(2)
possessory, estate of first
registered owner with 11(1)
possessory, registration of
owner with 10
qualified, estate of first
registered owner with 12(3)
qualified, of lessor 19(1)
referee of, as local master . . .153(1)
Topographical featxires
. shown on plan 107(5)
Township
. registration of plan of 108(1)
Transfer
. charge, of 53(1)
.
execution, under, validity of . .64(3)
. land obtained by fraud, of, to
innocent holder 122(2)
.
land, of, to trustees 40
. land, of, with absolute title,
estate of transferee 41 (o)
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Transfer
—
Con.
. land, of, with possessory title,
estate of transferee 43
. land of, with qualified title,
estate of transferee 42
. land of, without consideration,
estate of transferee 44
. lease, of, notice of 72(8)
. leasehold land, of 47(1)
. leasehold land, of, implied
covenants on S2(a, b)
. leasehold land, of, with declara-
tion of absolute title of lessor,
estate of transferee on. .48(a,b,c)
. leasehold land, of, with declara-
tion of qualified title of lessor. .50
. leasehold land, of, without a
declaration of title of lessor . . .49
. refusal of master to register 39(1, 2)
.
registered land, of 37(1), 70(1)
. registered land, of, sealing
of 104, 105
. restrictions on. entry of . . . .81(1,2)
. . withdrawal of 81(4)
Transferees
. application by, to be registered
freed from writ 65
. charge, of, certificate of charge
delivered to 53(6)
. charge, of, rights of 53(3)
. encumbered land, of, dower
rights re 46
. intermediate, entry of, as
owner 71 (3)
. minerals, of, registration of ..96(3)
. notice of covenants running
with land to 101(2)
. objection to registration of . . .76(1)
. . eflfect of 76(2)
. priority between 54
. right of. to registration 71(1)
Transferer
. application by, to be registered
freed from writ 65
. land, of, certificate of ownership
to 37(4)
. leasehold land, of, implied
covenants by 52(a)
. leasehold land, of, office copy
of lease to 47(4)
Transmission
. consent to, by Treasurer of
Ontario 62
. death, on 56, 57
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Treasurer
. certificate by, re payment of
taxes 139
. duplicate of plan delivered
to 107(11)
Treasurer of Ontario
commuted fees paid to 153(6)
.
disposition of, on death . . .153(7)
consent of, to transmission 62
. exception to 63
money paid to, re expenses of
land titles office 152(1)
. surplus of 152(2)
payment of Assurance Fund
moneys to 127(5)
stock issued by 132( 1
)
.
conditions of issue of 132(2)
. payment of 132(4)
Trustee Act
.
application of, to registered
land 102
Trustees
.
application of, for registration. .6(1)
. . costs of 6(3)
.
owner described as 97(2)
. transfer of land to 40
Trusts
. notice of, on register .... 97(1)
Unborn persons
.
decision on stated case
binding on 91(1)
.
guardian appointed for, re
stated case 91(3)
Undivided shares
. land, of, registration of owner
of 98(1)
Unpatented land
. caution against registration of 83(3)
. . affidavit supporting 86
Unregistered estates
. protection of 70(3)
Unregistered land
. caution against registration of 83(1)
. . affidavit supporting 86
. . renewal of 83(2)
. registration of easements over 95(2)
User
right of, registered land subject
to 23(1,9)
Valuation
. land, of, by sworn valuator . . 127(8)
. mining lands, of, re compensa-
tion claimed from Assurance
Fund 129(1)
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Valuator
. land valued by 127(8)
. . expense of 127(9)
Vendors and Purchasers Act
. evidence dispensed with under 21(6)
Vesting order
. registration under 71(6)
Water rates
. registered land subject to. .23(l)(o)
Widow
. land free from dower rights of 45(2)
Wife
. right of dower claimed by 45(1), 46
Witnesses
.
examination of 137(2)
. non-attendance of 138(6)
. power of master to summon 138(1)
Women
—
See Married women
Writ
. execution, of, when presumed
spent 64(5)
LAND TRANSFER TAX
Land Transfer Tax Act,
Vol. 2, p. 993.
See also Department of Munici-
pal AflFairs Act; Land Titles
Act; Registry Act
Affidavit
. administration of oaths 8
. contents of 4(1,3)
. form of S
. made by whom 4(2)
. reference to Controller of
Revenue 4(4)
Amoimt of tax
. purchase price determines 1(1)
Collection of tax
. registrar or master of titles, by . . .2
Consideration
. affidavit, set out in 4(1)
. . signified by Controller of
Revenue 4(4)
Controller of Revenue
. affidavit referred to 4(4)
Crown
. exempt from tax 1 (3)
Division
. transfer aflfecting more than one. .6
Encumbrance
. affidavit, set out in 4(1)
Exemption from tax
. Crown and foreign states 1(3)
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Poreigtn state
. exempt from tax 1(3)
Inspector of Legal 0£Bces
.
disagreements between reg-
istrars determined by 6
Land Titles Act
. application of 6,
8
Lien
. affidavit set out in 4(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations, powers re 5
Master of titles
—
See Registrar of
titles
Oaths
.
administration of 8
Pajmient of tax
. one registration only, on 1(2)
. protest, under 7
. registrar or master of titles, to . . .2
. vendor, when liable for 4(4)
. when required \i\),2
Percentage of tax
. remuneration by 2,6
Power of attorney
. affidavit made under 4(2, 3)
Protest
. payment of tax under 7
Purchaser
.
affidavit, made by 4(2)
. recovery of tax from, vendor's
right of 4(5)
Realty
. transfer of, tax on 1(1)
Refimd of tax
. permitted, when 7
Registrar of titles
. affidavit filed with 4(1)
. payment of tax to 2
. . protest, under, duties when ....7
. remunerated by salary or
percentage of tax 2, 6
. returns submitted by 3
Repstration
. multiple, tax payable once only 1(2)
. tax payable before 2
"Registry Act
. application of 1(1), 6,8
Regxilations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 5
Remuneration of regfistrar
.
salary or percentage of tax . . . .2,6
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Rettims
. monthly 3
Tenements
. transfer of tax, on 1(1)
Treasurer of Ontario
. approval of person making
affidavit 4(2)
. protested payment of tax,
duties re 7
. returns submitted to 3
Vendors
. affidavit made by 4(2)
. liability for tax 4(5)
. recovery of tax paid by 4(6)
LANDLORD AND TENANT
Landlord and Tenant Act,
Vol. 2, p. 997.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act; Conditional Sales
Act; Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Division
Courts Act; Dower Act; Local
Improvement Act; Mental In-
competency Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Settled Estates
Act; Short Forms of Leases
VAct; Snow Roads and Fences
Act
Act
. application of, re relief against
forfeiture 19(6)
. . exceptions to 19(7, 8)
Actions
. assigns of grantors or lessors,
against 6
. defined 18(1) (a)
. disputes re distress, on, re-
moved to Supreme Court 68
. . costs re 69(2)
. . entry of judgment on 69(3)
. illegal distress, for 31(3)
. irregular distress, for 53
. notice of breach of covenant
before 18(2)
. overholding tenants, against . .57, 58
. personal representatives, by 59
.
recovery of land, for, notice by
tenant to landlord re 28
. re-entry or forfeiture, for
. .
parties to 21
. re-entry or forfeiture, for
. . protection of under-lessee re . .20
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Actions—Con.
. re-entry, re, stayed on payment
of rent 19(4)
. wrongful distress, for 54
Administrators
—
See Personal
representatives
Agents
. goods in stores managed by,
distress on 30(3)
Agreements
. implied, re right of re-entry 17(1,2)
. non-performance of, remedies re. .3
Alterations
. form of covenant re taxes, in 26(2)
Appeals
. disputes re distress, from 71
. order for possession, from re
overholding tenant 79
Application
. Act, of, re relief against
forfeiture 19(6)
. . exceptions to 19(7, 8)
consent to sub-lease withheld,
re 22(2)
. disputes re distress for rent,
on 65(2)
. . jurisdiction of judge re ... .67, 68
. lessee, by, for relief against
forfeiture 19(1,2)
. remove overholding tenants,
to 75(1)
. . appeal from 79
. . hearing of 75(2)
. . irregularities in 78
. . style of cause of 76
Appraisers
. appraisal by, of distrained goods 52
Arrears of rent See Rent
Assignees
. bankrupt tenant, of, rights of to
assign lease 37(2)
. lessors, of, actions of covenant
against 6
. reversion, of, remedies available
to 3
. tenant in bankruptcy, of,
surrender of lease by 38(1)
Assignment
.
consent re, not unreasonably
withheld 22(1)
.
lease, of, by liquidator, etc. . . .37(2)
Assignments and Preferences Act
.
relief against forfeiture not
allowed under 19(7) (a)
LANDLORD AND Sec.
TENANT—Con.
Assigns
—
See Personal
representatives
Attornment
. stranger, to, void 60
. tenant, of, unnecessary in
certain cases 61
Bankruptcy
. relief against forfeiture not
allowed re 19(7) (o)
. tenants in
. . lien for rent re 37(1)
. . rights of sub-tenants re . . . .38(2)
. . settlement of disputes re . . .38(3)
Beasts
.
conditional exemptions of
certain, from distress 45
.
distrained, to remain in
municipality 50(1)
Boarders
.
declaration by, re goods
distrained 31(2)
.
replevy by, of goods taken on
illegal distress 31(3)
Cattle
.
distrained for rent 44(1)
. .
remain in. municipality, to ..50(1)
Chattels—See Goods
Compensation
. lessee, by, for breach of
covenant 18(2)
Conditions
.
non-performance of, remedies re..
3
Confirmation
. invalid lease, of 11
. . duty of lessee to accept 12
Constables
. houses broken in by, where
goods fraudulently secured ...48
Costs
. disputes, of, re distress 73
. .
Supreme Court, in 69(2)
. renewal of leases by court, re 63(6)
County Courts Act
. procedure, under, re appeals. .79(1)
Court of Appeal
. appeals to, for, possession re
overholding tenant 79
Covenants—5"^^ also Leases; Rent
. breach of, restrictions re
forfeiture of leases 18(2)
. enforcement of, by grantee of
reversion 5
. lease until breach of 19(3)
. lessee, by, to run with reversion . . 4
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TENANT—Con.
Sec
I
Covenants—Con.
lessees' rights under certain IS
lessor, by, to run with reversion . .7
licence re, restrictions of eflfect
of 23
non-performance of, remedies re. .3
partial licence re, restricted
operations of 24
pay taxes, to
. altering form of 26(2)
. local improvement taxes not
in 26(1)
. waiver of, restriction of eflfect of . .25
Criminal Code (Canada)
. disorderly houses under, right
of re-entry of 17(2)
Crops—See also Standing crops
. defined 1(a)
. seizure of, under execution 56
Declarations
. under-tenant by, re goods
distrained 31(2)
Defects
. form, in 36
. leases, in, made imder powers
of leasing 10
Definitions
. action 18(l)(a)
. crops 1 (a)
. judge 64
. landlord 1(6)
. lease 18(1)(6)
. lessee 18(1) (O
. lessor 18(l)(rf)
. mining lease 18(1) (e)
. standing crops 1(c)
. tenant l(rf),30(l)
. under-lease 18(1)(/)
. under-lessee 18(1) (<7)
. under-tenant 31(1)
Disorderly houses
. re-entry of, by landlord 17(2)
Disputes
. distress for rent, re 65(1)
. . applications to judge re . . . .65(2)
. . order of judge pending
determination 66
. settlement of, re bankrupt
tenants 38(3)
Distress
. beasts or cattle, on, to remain
in municipality 50(1)
. conditional exemptions of
certain beasts from 45
. determination of leases, after . . .40
LANDLORD AND
TENANT—Con.
Sec.
Distress—Con.
exemptions from
. goods, of 29(1, 3)
. rent, of 29(2)
. surrender of premises on 32
goods, fraudulently removed,
of 47(1)
. exceptions from 47(2)
goods in store managed by
agent 30(3)
goods not on premises, of,
not allowed 46
goods of, sub-tenant, of, re rent
due by tenant 31(2)
goods on
. belongfing to tenant only . . .30(2)
. sale of 52
grain, etc., of 43
impounding after 50(2)
irregularities re 53
live stock, of 44(1)
penalties for improper 31(3)
reasonable 42
rent, for
. disputes re 65,74
. during life of another 41
. goods belonging to tenant
only, on 30(2)
rents seek, re 39
right of. by landlord 2
right of, by personal
representatives 59
rights re, on renewal of lease 62(2)
standing crops, of 44(2)
. satisfying 44(4)
wrongful, damages for 54
Execution
. goods of
. . proceedings on 55(2, 3)
. . rent paid before removal of 55(1)
. standing crops, of 56
Executors—See Personal
representatives
Exemptions from distress
. conditional, of certain beasts ... .45
. goods, of 29(1), 30(2)
. . notice by landlord of seizure
of 33(1)
. . selection of 29(3)
. . surrender of premises on 32
Forfeiture
. actions for, parties to 21
. enforcement of, by grantee of
reversion S
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TENANT—Con.
Sec.
Forfeiture—Con.
. relief against
. .
application for 19(1,2)
. . exceptions to 19(7, 8)
. restrictions re 18(2)
. stay of proceedings for, on
payment of rent 19(4)
. . position of lessee re 19(5)
. superior lease, of, protection of
under-lessee on 20
Forms
. covenant re taxes, of, alterations
in 26(2)
. defects in 36
. notice by landlord, of seizure of
exempted goods, of Form 1
. notice for claim of set oflf
against rent, of Form 2
. writ of possession, of Form 3
Goods
distrained for rent
.
belonging to tenant only . . .30(2)
.
exemptions from 29(1,3)
. notice of place of 44(3)
.
penalties for rescue of 51
. sale of 52
execution of
.
proceedings on . .55(2, 3)
. rent paid before removal of 55(1)
exempted from distress, notice
by landlord of seizure of . .33(1)
fraudulently concealed
.
penalty for 49
. right of landlord to break
open houses for 48
fraudulently removed
. distress on 47(1)
. .
exceptions re 47(2)
impounding of 50(2)
. penalties for offences
against 50(3)
.
place of 50(4)
irregular distress of 53
premises, oflf, distress not
allowed 46
restoration of, interim order
re 69(1)
store managed by agent, in,
distress on 30(3)
sub-tenant of, distress for rent
due from tenant 31(2)
wrongful distress of, damages
for 54
Grain
. distrained for rent 43
LANDLORD AND
TENANT—Cow.
Sec.
Grantee of reversion
. enforcement of covenants by ...5
Grantees
.
actions by, against assigns of
grantors 6
Grantors
. assigns of, actions of covenant
against 6
Hearing
. application, of, re overholding
tenant 75(2)
appeal from 79
appearance at 77(2)
default of appearance at ...77(1)
notice of 75(3)
style of cause re 76
Impounding
. distress, after 50(2)
. . penalties for offence against 50(3)
. . place of 50(4)
Injunction
. relief by, against forfeiture . . 19(1)
Insolvency—See Bankruptcy
Insurance
. default of, no relief against
forfeiture on 19(8)
Inventory
. oath of appraisers endorsed on . . 52
Irregularities
. distress, re 53
Judge
. defined 64
. disputes to, re distress 65
. . appeal from 71
. . costs re 73
. . decision final, when 70
. . jurisdiction of 67, 68
. . order of, pending
determination 66
. . removal of, to Supreme Court 68
Judge of county court
. application to, re consent to
sub-lease withheld 22(2)
. application to, re overholding
tenant 75(1)
. . appeal from 79
. .
hearing re 75(2)
. . power re amendment 78
Judge of Supreme Court
. application to, for relief against
forfeiture 19(1)
. order of, for protection of
under-lessee 20
. settlement of disputes by, re
bankrupt tenants 38(3)
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TENANT—Con.
Judgment
. Supreme Court, by, re disputes
re distress 69(3)
Jurisdiction
. disputes re distress, re 67, 68
Landlords
. defined 1(6)
. houses broken into by, where
goods fraudulently concealed. .48
. notice by, of seizure of
exempted goods 33(1)
. . form of Form 1
. re-entry, by
. . disorderly houses, re 17(2)
. . non-payment of rent, on ...17(1)
.
relation of, to tenant 2
Leases
—
See also Covenants;
Mining leases; Rent
. assignment of, by liquidator,
etc 37(2)
. breach, until 19(3)
. certain covenants in, lessees
rights in 15
. covenants in, enforcement of
by grantee of reversion S
. defined 18(1)(6)
. defects in, made under powers
of leasing 10, 13
. distress after determination of . .40
. expiration of, application re
overholding tenant 75
. forfeiture of, restrictions re . . 18(2)
. intended exercise of power re ... 14
. invalid
. . confirmation of 11
. . duty of lessee to accept
confirmation of 12
. licence granted under,
restrictions re 2Z
. licence to assign, not unreason-
ably withheld 22(1)
. non-performance of covenants
in, remedies re 3
. partial licences re, restricted
operation of 24
. renewal of 62(1)
. . court, by 63
. . rights of parties on 62{2)
. reversion expectant on, merger
or surrender of 16
. severance of reversion re, appor-
tionment of condition of
re-entry 8
. sub-lessee of, rights for title re
reversion 9
LANDLORD AND Sic
TENANT—Con.
Leases
—
Con.
. surrender of, by liquidator,
etc 38(1)
. waiver of covenant in,
restriction of effect of 25
Lessees
. actions by, against assigns of
lessors 6
. application by, for relief against
forfeiture 19(1,2)
. covenants by, to run with
reversion 4
. defined 18(1)(0
. duty of, to accept confirmation
of invalid lease 12
. non-payment of rent by,
remedies re 3
. notice to, of breach of
covenants 18(2)
.
rights of, under certain covenants IS
Lessors
. assigns of, actions of covenant
against 6
. covenants by, to run with
reversion 7
. defined 18(l)(rf)
. rights of, re re-entry IS
Licences
. assign, to. unreasonably
withheld 22(2)
. assign, to, not unreasonably
withheld 22(1)
. partial, restricted operation of . .24
. restrictions of, eflFect of 23
Lien
. rent, for. re tenant in
bankruptcy 37(1)
Liquidators
. right of, to assign lease 37(2)
. surrender of lease by 38(1)
Live stock
. distrained for rent 44(1)
Lodgers
. declaration by, re goods
distrained 31(2)
replevy by, of goods taken on
illegal distress 31(3)
Merger
. reversion, of 16
Mining leases
. defined 18(1)(0
. relief against forfeiture not
allowed re 19(7)(t)
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Notices
breach of covenants, re 18(2)
claim for set off against rent,
of 34(2)
. eflfect of 34(3)
. form of Form 2
hearing, of, re overholding
tenant 75(3)
landlord by, of seizure of
exempted goods 33(1)
. form of Form 1
overholding tenants, to 57
place of keeping distrained
goods, of 44(3)
posting up of 35(2)
quit, to
. length of time for 21
. overholding tenant, re 75(1)
service of 35(1)
surrender of lease, of, by
liquidator, etc 38(1)
surrender of premises by
tenant, of 32(2)
tenant by, re intention to quit,
overholding after 58
Oaths
. appraisers, of 52
Orders
. interim, re restoration of goods
on security 69(1)
. pending determination of
disputes re distress 66
. protection of under-lessee, for . . .20
Overholding tenants
—
See also
Tenants
actions against, for penalty 57
application to remove 75(1)
. appeal from .79
. appearance at 77(2)
. default of appearance at . . .77(1)
. notice of hearing re 75(3)
notice to quit, after, liability
for double rent 58
Payment
. rent, of, proceedings stayed
on 19(4)
. . position of lessee re 19(5)
. under-tenant, by, to superior
landlord 31(2)
. . effect of 31(4)
Penalties
. failure of tenant to notify land-
lord re writ for recovery of
land, for 28
. fraudulent removal of goods,
for 49
LANDLORD AND
TENANT—Con.
Sec
Penalties
—
Con.
.
improper distress, for 31(3)
.
offences against impounding,
for 50(3)
.
overholding tenants, re 57
. pound breach, for 51
Personal representatives
. lessees of, non-payment of rent
by 3
. rights of, re distress 59
Pound breach
. damages for, penalties for 51
Proceedings
. execution of goods, for 55
Purchasers
. distrained standing crops, of,
liability for rent 44(6)
Re-entry
. actions for, parties to 21
. apportionment of conditions re,
on severance of reversion 8
. enforcement of, by grantee of
reversion 5
. landlord, by
. . disorderly houses, re 17(2)
. . non-payment of rent, on ...17(1)
. lessors' rights re 15
. protection of under-lessee re ... .20
. relief against
. . application for 19(1, 2)
. . exceptions to 19(7,8)
. res'trictions re 18(2)
. stay of proceedings for, on
payment of rent 19(4)
. . position of lessee re 19(5)
Remedies
. lessees, against, for non-
payment of rent, etc 3
Renewal
leases, of 62(1)
. rights of parties on 62(2)
leases, of, by court 63(1)
conditions for 63(4)
costs re 63(6)
discretion re action, on ...63(3)
payment of premiums on 63(5)
validity of 63(2)
Rent
—
See also Covenants; Leases;
Mining leases
. acceptance of, as confirmation
of invalid lease 11
. distress for
. . disputes re 65, 74
. .
exemptions from 29(2)
. . personal representatives, by ..59
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Rent
—
Con.
. double, by overholding
tenants 57, 58
. due by tenant, distress or goods
of sub-tenant 31(2)
. grain distrained for 43
. lessees' covenants re, to run
with reversion 4
. liability for, of purchaser of
seized standing crops 44(6)
. lien for, against tenant
in bankruptcy 37(1)
. live stock distrained for 44(1)
. non-payment of
. . lessee, by 3
. . re-entry on 17
. payable before removal of
goods on execution 55(1)
. payment of, by under-tenant
to superior landlord 31(2)
. . effect of 31(4)
.
proceedings stayed on
payment of 19(4)
. recovery of, during life of
another 41
. sale of distrained goods for ....52
.
standing crops distrained for 44(2)
. .
satisfying 44(4)
Rents seek
. distress re 39
Replevin
. goods, of, by under-tenant,
taken on illegal distress ...31(3)
Reversion
. assignees of, remedies
available to 3
. grantee of, enforcement of
covenants, by 5
. lessees' covenants to run with . . .4
. lessors* covenants to run with ...7
. merger or surrender of 16
. severance of, apportionment of
condition of re-entry on 8
. title to, no rights by
sub-lessee re 9
Sale
. distrained standing crops, of
. . liability of purchaser for
rent on 44(6)
. goods distrained, of 52
. seized grain, of 43
. seized standing crops, of 44(2, 5)
Security
. restoration of goods on,
interim order re 69(1)
LANDLORD AND
TENANT—Co«.
Sec.
Security
—
Con.
. tenant by, pending disputes
re distress 66
Service
. notices, of 35
Set off
. claim of, by tenant 34(1)
. . notice of 34(2)
. . . effect of 34(3)
. . .
form of Form 2
Severance of reversion
. apportionment of condition or
re-entry re 8
Sheep
. conditional exemption of,
from distress 45
Short Forms of Leases Act
. form of covenant re taxes
under, alteration of 26(2)
Standing crops
—
See also Crops
. defined 1(c)
. distrained for rent 44(2)
. . satisfying 44(4)
. sale of distrained 44(5)
. . liability of purchaser for
rent on 44(6)
. seizure of, under execution 56
Stores
. goods in, distress on 30(3)
Sub-lease
. consent for, unreasonably
withheld 22(2)
. licence granted under,
restrictions re 23
Sub-lessees
. application by, re consent for
sub-lease 22(2)
. rights of, to call for title
to reversion 9
Sub-tenants
. tenants in bankruptcy, of,
rights of 38(2)
Supreme Court
. action for disputes re distress
removed to 68
. . costs re 69(2)
. . entry of judgment on 69(2)
. renewal of leases by, on absence 63
Surrender
. lease, of, by liquidator, etc. . .38(1)
. premises, of, on claiming
exemptions from distress ..32(1)
. . effect of 33(2)
. . notice of 32(2)
. reversion, of 16
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Taxes
.
covenant to pay
, .
altering form of 26(2)
. . local improvement taxes
not in 26(1)
Tenancy
.
weekly or monthly, notice to
quit re 27
Tenants—^5"^^ also Overholding
tenants
. application by, re consent
for sub-lease 22{2)
. attornment of
. .
stranger, to, void 60
. .
unnecessary in certain cases . .61
. bankruptcy, in, lien for
rent re 37(1)
. claims by, of set oflF
against rent 34(1)
. . notice of 34(2)
. . .
form of Form 2
. defined 1(d), 30(1)
. distress against, for rent
. .
dispute re 65
. . remedies re 74
. fraudulent removal of goods by
. . distress on 47(1)
. .
penalty for 49
. notice by, to landlord re writ
for recovery of land 28
. notice to, of place of
distrained goods 44(3)
. relation of, to landlord 2
. security by, for restoration of
goods on interim order . . . .69(1)
Time
. distress after determination of
lease, for 40
. distress on goods fraudulently
removed, for 47(1)
. notice of hearing re overholding
tenant, for 75(3)
. notice to quit, for 27
. re-entry, for, on non-payment
of rent 17(1)
Title
. reversion, to, sub-lessees'
rights re 9
Trustee in bankruptcy
. right of, to assign lease 37(2)
.
surrender of lease by 38(1)
Under-leases
. defined 18(1)(/)
. renewal of chief lease,
eflfect on 62(1)
LANDLORD AND
TENANT—Con.
Sec
Under-lessees
• defined 18(l)(f;)
. protection of, on forfeiture of
superior lease 20
Under-letting
.
relief against forfeiture not
allowed re 19(7) (a)
Under-tenants
. declaration by, re goods
distrained 31(2)
. defined 31(1)
. payment by, to superior
landlord 31(2)
. .
effect of 31(4)
. replevy by, of goods taken on
illegal distress 31(3)
Waiver
. covenant, of, restriction of
effect of 25
Writ or possession
. overholding tenant, against ....77
. . form of Form 3
LANES
See Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act
LAUNDRIES
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Municipal Act;
Public Health Act
LAVATORIES
See Municipal Act
LAW
See Barristers Act; Interpreta-
tion Act; Law Society Act;
Property and Civil Rights
Act; Solicitors Act
LAW SOCIETY
Law Society Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1027.
See also Barristers Act; Solici-
tors Act
Accounts
. barristers and solicitors . . .AZ{c-g)
. investigation of 43(*)
Admission
. barristers, regulations re 41,43
. solicitors 42(2), 42.43
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Alterations
. voting list, to 10
. voting paper in 26
Appeal
. voting list, re 10(2, 3)
Application
. reinstatement, for 45(2-4)
Articled clerks
—
See also Articled
service; Students-at-law
. discipline, regulations re 43
Articled service
. rules re 42(1)
Attendance
. benchers, at meetings 29(1)
Attorney-General for Ontario
. ex officio bencher S^2
Audit
. accounts of Society, of 54(1)
. . statements re 54(2)
Bar of Ontario
. members of, as members
of Society 4
Barristers
. accounts 43(c-g)
. call of, regulations re ...36,41,43
.
disbarring 44, 46
. fees payable by 53
. misconduct of 43(/), 44, 46
. privileges of, cessation of 46
. suspension of 45
Benchers
. audit, powers re rr- . . .54
. disbarring, etc, powers re ..44,45
. election of 6
. . acclamation, by 13(6)
. . convocation, in 22, 36
. examiners appointed by 39
. ex officio 5
. fees, powers re 53, 55
. libraries, powers re 50
. nomination of—see Nomination
. members of 6
. officers appointed by 38
. petition against election of 30
. qualifications 11, 13
. regulations, powers to
make 24,36,42,43
. remission, powers of 55
. reporters appointed by 52(1)
. resolutions 44, 45, 47
. retiring, re-election of 12
. rules, powers to make 35, 36, 42, 43
.
tenure of office by . .20(1), 28, 36
. vacancies among, how filled 34
LAW SOCIETY—Con. Sec.
Benchers
—
Con.
. vacation of seat by
. . non-attendance, for 29(1)
. . non-payment of fees, for . . .29(2)
. visitors' powers of discipline
vested in 49
Book
. votes recorded in 16
Call to the Bar
. rules re 36,41
. women, of 41(2)
Committees
costs, discretion re 32
. petition heard by 31(2)
Costs
. deposit for, by petitioner 32
. investigation, of 44(2)
Dean of law school
. appointment of 40
Definition
. Society 1
Delivery
. nomination paper, of 13(3), 36
Disbar
. benchers powers to 44
Discipline
. visitors' powers as to, vested
in benchers 49
Education
. legal 40
Election
. acclamation, by 13(6)
. committee to inquire into 30
. highest votes result in 20
. holding of 8(1), 22, 36
. petition—see Petition
. regulations re 24, 36
. result declared by secretary 23
. voting at 9
Errors
. voting list, in 10(2, 3)
Examinations
exclusion from 44
. fees payable for S3
. regulations re 36, 40, 41 (1)
. solicitors 42(1)
Examiners
. appointment of 39
Exchequer Coiut of Canada
. retired judge of
. . ex officio bencher when ...5(^)
Ex officio membership
—
See
Membership
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Falsification
. voting paper, of 26
Fees
. amount of prescribed by
benchers 53
.
appropriation of 53
.
non-payment of, suspension for. .45
, remission of 55
.
suspension for non-payment
of 29(2)
Finances of Society
. audit of 54
Fund
—
See Law Benevolent Fund
Investigations
. benchers, when
permitted 42(2), 43(^)
. cost of, by whom payable . . .44(2)
Judge
. Supreme Court, as visitor 3
Law Benevolent Fund
. reputations re, benchers'
powers to make 51
Law reporters
. appointment of 52(1)
», regulations re 52(3)
. salaries of 52(4)
. tenure of office by 52(2)
Law school
. establishment of
Lecturer at law school
. appointment of 40
Legal education
. rules re 40
Libraries
. law, benchers' powers re 50
List of voters
. regulations re 10
Membership
. entitlement to 4,5
. ex officio 5
Mental incompetency
. suspension for 45
Minister of Justice
. ex officio bencher 5111
Misconduct
. professional 43(e)
. . penalties for 44-46
Name
. Society, of 2
Nomination—See also Nomination
papers
.
declined, regulations re 13(5)
. required 13(1 )
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Nomination papers
. delivery of 13(3), 36
. secretary's duties re 13(3-5)
.
signing of 13(2)
Nominee
.
declining nomination, effect
of 13(5)
. notice to 13(4), 36
Oath
. examination under, permitted . 37
Officers
. appointment of 38
Ontario Gazette
. publicaion in 23
Penalties
. remission of 55
Petition—See also Petitioner
. contents of 31(1)
. election of bencher, against 30
. filing of 31(1), 36
. hearing of 31 (2), 36
. service of, required 31(1), 36
. witnesses at hearing of 37
Petitioner
. deposit for costs by 32
. who may be 30
Poll
. conduct of 14-27, 36
President
. treasurer as 33(1)
Property
. powers of Society re 2
Qualifications
. benchers II, 13
. voting 9
Remission
. fees and penalties, of 55
Reporters
—
See Law reporters
Reports of decisions—See also
Law reporters
. regulations re 52(3)
Rules
. benchers powers to make ...35,36
. non-observance of effect of . .43(/)
School
. law, establishment of 40
Scrutineers
. absence of 8(2)
.
appeal to, re voting list .... 10(3)
. appointment of 7(1)
. "drawing by chance"
witnessed by 19
. remuneration of 24
. vacancy in 7(2)
. votes counted by 16
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Secretary
absence of 21
deposit for costs paid to 32
duties when suspension of
member terminated 45(4)
election declared by 20(1), 2i
nomination papers, duties re 13(3-5)
poll, duties re 14-16, 23
vacancy in oflSce of Zl
voting list
. addition to, by 10(4)
. appeal to, re 10(2, 3)
voting papers
. opened by 16
. retained by 25
Society
. defined 1
Solicitor-General of Canada
. ex officio bencher Sfl
Solicitors
. accounts 43(c-f7)
. candidates for admission as,
examination of 42
. fees payable by 53
. misconduct of 43(/), 44, 45
. suspension of 45
Statement
. financial distribution of 54(2)
Students-at-law
—
See also Articled
clerks; Articled service
. discipline, regulations re 43
. fees payable by 53
. law school, attendance at ......40
. members of Society 4
. misconduct of 43(/), 44, 45
Subpoena
. summons of treasurer as 37
Summons
. treasurer, under hand of 37
Supreme Court
. attachment in, for disobeying
summons 37
. judges as visitors 3
. Registrar
. . order of, striking oflf rolls . . .48
. . suspensions notified to . . . .45(4)
Supreme Court of Canada
. retired judge as ex officio
bencher 5f5
Supreme Court of Ontario
. order for recovery of
expenses 44(2)
. retired judge as ex officio
bencher 5% 6
LAW SOCIETY—Con. Sec
Suspension
. benchers' powers to order 45
. termination of 45(4)
Treasurer
. election of 33(1, 2)
. ex officio bencher, when 5 IT 3
. president of the Society 33(1)
. retiring, eligible for
re-election 33(2)
. scrutineer, as 7(1)
. voting papers opened in
presence of 16
Vacancy
. benchers, among, how filled ....34
. secretary, in ofifice of 27
Visitors
.
discipline, powers vested
in benchers 49
.
Supreme Court judges as 3
Votes
—
See also Voting; Voting
papers
. book records 16
. counting of 16, 21
. equality of 19
. highest number of, secures
election 20
. void 17,18
Voting—See also Votes; Voting
papers
. list 10
. . additions to 10(4)
. . appeal re 10(2, 3)
. . examination of 10(2)
. poll—see Poll
. qualifications 9
Voting papers
. alterations in 26
.
falsification of 26
. form of Form 1
. preservation of 25
. retained by secretary 25
Witnesses
. summoning and examination of 37
Women
. call to the Bar of 41(2)
LAW STAMPS
Law Stamps Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1041.
See also Ontario Municipal
Board Act; Public Service
Act; Surrogate Courts Act
Accoimts
. Treasurer of Ontario to keep ... 13
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LAW STAMPS—Con. Sec.
Allowance
.
spoiled stamps, for 18
Application
. rectify document, to 10
Cancellation
. officers by 12
. penalties re improper 20
Court officers
.
cancellation by 12
. issue of documents by 5
. mistake by, in stamping 11
. money not receivable as fees by. .4
. service of unstamped process
forbidden 8
.
unstamped document not
allowed by 6
Definitions
. fees 1(a)
. Treasurer 1(6)
Discount
. allowance of IS, 16
Documents
. issue of stamped 5
. requirements re further stamps on 9
.
unnecessary, fees re 7
. unstamped
action on, fofbidden 6
evidence re 21
inspector's duties re 11
issue of 5
penalties re 19
rectification of 10
service of, forbidden 8
Fees
. defined 1(a)
. document unnecessary, payment
of 7
. money not allowed as 4
. regulations re 22
Inspector
. unstamped documents duties re 11
Issue
. stamps, of, regulations re 2
. Treasurer of Ontario, by 14
Judge
.
leave to stamp granted by 10
.
unstamped document not
allowed by 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. allowance by for spoiled stamps 18
. discount allowed by 16
. issue of stamps, powers re 2
. regulations by 22
Money
. fee not payable by 4
LAW STAMPS—Con. Sec
Offences
—
See Penalties
Officers
—
See Court officers
Paper
—
See Documents
Penalties
. offences by vendors, for 17
. unstamped documents, re 19
Proceedings—See Documents
Purpose
. stamp required for each 9
Regulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 22
Sale
. exclusive right of, by vendor ... 16
. . duties re 17
Sheriff—See Court officer
Stamps
. cancellation of 12
. discount on 15, 16
. further, requirements re 9
. omission of 10, 11
. spoiled, allowance for 18
Treasurer of Ontario
. account of stamps by 14
. discount allowed by IS
. issue of stamps by 14
. . restriction re 16
. supply of stamps, by 13
. Treasurer, defined 1(&)
Vendors
. appointment of 16
. discount to 16
. duties of 17
Writs See Documents
LAWYERS
See Barristers Act; Law Society
Act; Solicitors Act
LEASE
See Apportionment Act; Estates
Tail Act; Infants Act; Land
Titles Act; Landlord and Ten-
ant Act; Mental Incompetency
Act; Mining Act; Power Com-
mission Act; Public Lands
Act; Public Works Act;
Quieting Titles Act; Railways
Act; Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Religious Insti-
tutions Act; Settled Estates
Act; Short Forms of Leases
Act; Statute of Frauds; Trus-
tee Act
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LEASEHOLD Sec.
See Companies Act; Conveyanc-
ing and Law of Property Act;
Estates Tail Act; Insurance
Act; Landlord and Tenant
Act
LEGACIES
See Charitable Gifts Act; Limi-
tations Act; Succession Duty
Act; Wills Act
LEGAL TENDER
See Gold Clauses Act
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Legislative Assembly Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1045.
See also Business Records Pro-
tection Act; Controverted
Elections Act; Election Act;
Executive Council Act; Extra-
provincial Corporations Act;
Fines and Forfeitures Act; Fire
Marshals Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Interpretation
Act; Judicature Act; Libel
and Slander Act; Lieutenant-
Governor Act: Niagara Parks
Act; Official Notices Publica-
tion Act; Ontario Northland
Transportation Commission Act;
Personation Act; Power Com-
mission Act; Provincial Loans
Act; Public Inquiries Act;
Public Schools Act; Public
Works Act: Railways Act;
Representation Act; Soldiers'
Aid Commission Act; Voters'
Lists Act
Absence
. Speaker of 22(1)
. . vacancies re 26(2)
Act
. contravention 16, 36, 38, 46
. . penalty for 42
. . proceedings on 47(1)
Acting Speaker
—
See Speaker
pro tem
Action
. assembly member not liable to . .27
. notice of recovery of judgment
on 15(2)
. other 15(3)
. publishing, for 50( 1
)
. publishing reports, for 49(1)
. recovery of penalty, for IS
LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec
Affidavit
. certificate verified by 49(1)
. filing 16
. member elect, of 16
. . form of Form 1
. taken by officers 59
. verification of papers 50(1)
. witnesses, by 59
Age
. members, of 6(1)
Agreement
. member as party to 9
. . disqualification of 14(1)
Allowances
. leader of opposition, re
. . advances 61 (4)
. . amount 61(1)(&)
. . computation of 61 (2)
. . payment of 61(3)
. members, re
. . advances 60(4)
. . amount 60(1) (&)
. . computation of 60(2)
. . payment of 60(3)
Appropriations
. condition precedent to 56
. legislature, by 53
Arrest
. breach of privilege, for 47(1)
. member of, freedom from . . . 37, 38
Assatilts
. member on 45(1)
Assembly
. composition of 1
. court of record, as 4S
. decision of, final 48
. declaration by, re violation 44
. jurisdiction of 45(1-11)
. office of 14(2)
. powers and privileges
of 35-39,45,49,52
. printing committee of 53
. quorum of 54
.
right to expel member 11
.
Speaker elected by 29(1)
. Speaker pro tem elected by 33
Baili£fs
.
aid given by, under warrant ... .36
Bm
. member, by, re privileges 37
Bribery
. member of 45(3)
British North America Act
. oath required by 16
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LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec.
British subjects
. members of Assembly 6(1)
. women deemed 7(2) (o-c)
Certificates
. notification of receipt of ....22(2)
.
publication, re 49(1)
Civil proceedings
.
jurisdiction of Assembly
over 45(10), (11)
Clerk of Assembly
.
affidavits filed with 16
. certificate by, re publication . .49(1)
. copy of disclaimer sent to
Court of Appeal by ....17(3) (a)
. disclaimer sent to 17(2)
. notice entered in journals of
Assembly, by 19(1) (a)
. notification to, re certificate ..22(2)
. warrant by, re writ 22(1)
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
. warrant received by 18
. writ issued by 19(3), 20
. . vacancy re 28
. . void election re 22(1)
Commissioner
. eligibility as member 8(2) (rf)
.
judges of Supreme Court, as . . .57
Committees
. power to examine on oath 58
Compensation
. land, for, not to disqualify 10(1) (/)
Composition of Assembly
. number of members 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. appropriations from 56
Constables
. aid given by, under warrant ....36
Contempt
. punishment for 45(1)
Contested election
. vacancy in, effect of 27(2)
Contract
. member as party to 9
. , . disqualification of 14(1)
Controverted Elections Act
. certificate issued under 22(1)
. petition filed under 17(5)
Coroner
.
eligibility of, as member . .
.8(2)(&)
Corrupt practice
. member, by 43
Court of Appeal
. copy of disclaimer sent to 17(3) (6)
LEGISLATIVE Sec.
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Crown
. demise of 2(1)
Damages
. member not liable to 37
Death
. member, of 26(1)
Declaration
. resignation of member 18, 19
. witness, by 59
Disclaimer
. form of 17(2)
. member elect, by 17(1)
. notice of filing of 17(4)
. transmission of copy of, by
clerk 17(3)
. transmission to clerk 17(2)
Disqualification
. acceptance of office, by 14(1)
. duly found 11
. exceptions to 8(2) (a-e)
. member of House of Commons,
of 7(1)
. operation of 11
. others, of 8(1)
.
person not duly elected 24(1)
. public contractors, of 9
. . exception 10(1) (o)
.
senator, of 7(1)
Disqualified person
. election of 12
. member, re-election of 14(1)
Dissolution—See also Prorogation
. Legislature, of 2(1)
Documents
. false presenting of 45(8)
. production of 49(1), 50(1)
Duration
. Legislature, of 3
Election
. contested, vacancy re 27(2)
. controverted 21(2)
.
disqualified person, of 12
.
general, vacancies after 27(1)
. speaker for day, of 32
. vacancy, on, when void 27(2)
. void, issue of writ re 28(1)
. void, on violation 44
Election court
. determination by, re contested
election 27(2)
. disqualification found by 11
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LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec.
Eligibility
—
See also Disqualifica-
tion; Qualifications
exception
. fishery licensees, of . . . .10(l)(£r)
. holders of mining leases,
of 10(l)(rf)
. lenders of money, of ...10(1)(£')
lenders of money to govern-
ment, of 10(2) (c)
. mail carriers, of 10(1) (t)
. owners of newspapers,
of 10(1)(^)
. postmasters, of 10(l)(t)
. receivers of compensation
for land, of 10(1)(/)
Estate bills
. rules of Assembly re 57
Evidence
. affidavit, by 59
. refusal to give 45(6)
. witnesses, of 58
Exceptions
. eligibility re
. . sureties, of 10(1) (A)
. . timber licensees, of 10(1) (/)
Executive Council
. exchange of offices in 14(3)
. member of, as member of
Assembly 8(2) (a)
. member of, holding additional
office 15(3)
. member of, not disqualified .... 13
Fees
. received by member, violation re 42
Fishery licensees
. eligiblity of, as members . .10(l)(p)
Forms
. affidavit of members elect . . Form 1
. oath of witnesses Form 2
Government of Canada
. officer of, disqualification re . .8(1)
Government of Ontario
. officer of, disqualification re . .8(1)
House of Commons
. member of, disqualified 7(2)
Illness
. Speaker, of
Imprisonment
. determined by Assembly 46
. member not liable to 37
Indemnity
. Leader of Opposition 61 (4)
. . amount of 61(l)(fe,t)
. . computation of 61(2)
.
.
payment of 61 (3)
LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec.
Indemnity
—
Con.
members 60(4)
. additional 62(1)
. amount of 60(l)(a)
. computation of 60(2)
. payment of 60(3)
Speaker 61 (4)
. amount of 61(1) (a)
. computation of 61(2)
. payment of 61(3)
Inquiries Act (Canada)
. Commissioner under, as
member 8(2)((i)
Inquiry
. jurisdiction of Assembly re . .45(2)
Interference
. officer, with 45(4)
Intimidation
. member, of 45(2)
Joumcils of Assembly
. declaration of resignation
recorded in 19(2)
. notice entered upon 19(1) (a)
. proceedings, resignation re,
recorded in 2Z
Judge
. Court of Appeal, of, dismissal
of petition 17(4)
. Supreme Court, of, certificate
re qualification of women 6(2) (c)
Judgment
. recovery of, notice of 15(2)
Jurisdiction of Assembly
. altering or forging records . .45(9)
. assaults upon member 45(1)
. bribery and oflFering of fee . .45(3)
.
civil proceedings re actions in
Assembly by member . . . .45(10)
. civil proceedings re actions out
of Assembly by member . .45(11)
. disobedience to warrant 35(1), 45(7)
. evidence, giving of 45(6)
. inquiry, of 45(2)
. interference with officer 45(4)
. intimidation of members 45(2)
. presenting false documents . .45(8)
. punishment, of 45(2)
. refusal to produce 45(7)
. tampering with witness 45(5)
Jury duty
. members exempt from 39
Justice of the Peace
. eligibility as member 8(2) (6)
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LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Co«.
Sec.
Land surveyor
.
surety of, not disqualified as
member 10(1) (^)
Leader of Opposition
.
allowance
. .
advances of 61 (4)
. .
amount of 61(l)(t)(ii)
. .
computation of 61(2)
. .
payment of 61(3)
. indemnity of
. .
advances of 61 (4)
. . amount of 61(l)(&)(i)
. .
computation of 61 (2)
. . paid when 61(3)
Legislature
.
appropriations by, for printing . . .53
.
dissolution, effect of demise of
Crown 2(1)
.
duration of 3
.
members of, qualifications of -6(1)
. session, yearly 4
. vacancies in 27(1)
Lenders of money
. eligibility of, as members . .10(l)(c)
Lieutenant-Governor
. recommendation by, re money
votes 56
. issue of writ directed by 17(5)
. power of dissolution 3
Mail carriers
. eligibility as members 10(1) (»)
Malice
. publication without, defence of .51
Members
.
additional offices held by 14(3)
. allowances of
. . advances of 60(4)
. . amount of 60(l)(ft)
. . computation of 60(2)
. .
payment of 60(3)
. allowances of, additional
. . as member of Committee. .63(a-b)
. . mileage, for 64
. appointment to Executive
Council 13
. appointment to Senate 7(2)
. arrest of, privileges re
. . actions before Assembly, re . . .37
. . actions out of Assembly, re . . .38
.
disclaimer by 17
. election to House of Commons 7(2)
. exemption from jury duty 39
. expelled 11
. fees 40
. holders of mining leases as 10(l)(d)
LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec.
Members
—
Con.
fishery licensees as I0(l)(g)
indemnity of
. advances of 60(4)
. amount of 60(1) (a)
. computation of 60(2)
.
payment of 60(3)
indemnity of, additional
. amount of 62(1)
. payment of 62(2)
lenders of money to Govern-
ment as 10(1) (f)
mail carriers as 10( 1 ) (i)
newspaper owners as 10(1) (e)
postmasters as 10( 1 ) (t)
qualifications re 6(1)
re-election of, if not declared
ineligible 14(1)
residence 6(1)
resignation before meeting of
Legislature 18
shareholders as 10(1) (6)
sureties as 10(l)(h),lO(\)(k)
timber licensees as 10( 1 ) (/)
trustees, as 10(l)(a)
Mining lease holders
. eligibility of, as members. AO(l)(d)
Minister of Agriculture
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Education
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Health
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Highways
.
office of 14(2)
Minister of Labour
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Mines
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Municipal Affairs
.
office of 14(2)
Minister of Planning and
Development
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Public Welfare
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Public Works
. office of 14(2)
Minister of Reform Institutions
. office of 14(2)
I
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LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec.
Minister of Travel and Publicity
. office of 14(2)
Money votes
. Assembly, by 56
. recommendation by Lieutenant-
Governor, on 56
Motion
. member, by, privileges re 37
Notary public
.
eligibility of, as member . . .8(2) (c)
Notice
. intention to resign 19(1) (a)
. intention to produce certificate 49(1)
. recovery of judgment 15(2)
Oath
.
administration of 58
. allegiance, of, re women ...6(2)(f)
. member, by 16
. witnesses, by 58, Form 1
Owners
. newspapers of, eligibility of,
as members 10(1) (e)
Payment
. publications, for 53
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for ....42,46
. judgment recovered for 44
.
disqualified person sitting or
voting 15(1)
. recovery of 15(1)
Petition
. complaint, of, dismissal of ...17(4)
. election, re resignation 21(2)
. election, time for filing 43
. limit of time for filing 17(5)
. member, by, re privileges 37
Postmasters
. eligibility of, as members . .10(l)(i)
Powers of Assembly
. attendance of witnesses
compelled by 35
. inquiry re breaches and
contempts 45(1)
. issue of warrants commanding
aid 36
. persons acting under authority
of 36
. production of documents 35
. punishment, of 45(1)
President of the Cotmcil
. office of 14(2)
Printing Committee
. Assembly, of
. . recommendation by 53
LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec
Privileges of Assembly
. acts done under authority of,
protection for 36
. arrest, re 37, 38
. breach of 45(1)
. . penalty for 46, 47(1)
. exemption from jury duty 39
. inherent, protected 52
. speech, re 37
Proclamation
. formal, not necessary 5
Prorogation
—
See also Dissolution
. Legislature, of 5
Prosecution
. freedom of member from 37
Public contractors
. disqualification of 9
Public School Inspector
. eligibility of, as member ...8(2)(c)
Public Works Act
. award under 10(1) (/)
Publication
. extract of report 51
.
reports, etc., of, protection for 49(1)
. purchase and payment 53
Publishing
. action for 50(1)
. . stay of 50(2)
Purchase
. publications, of 53
Qualifications
. members, of 6(1)
Quonmi
. Assembly, of 54
Re-election
. disqualified member, of 14(1)
. member, of, not necessary . . .14(3)
Registrar
. local, copy of disclaimer
received by 17(3) (6)
Representation Act
. members of Assembly fixed by ... 1
Residence
. members, of 6(1)
Resignation
. consequences of 21(1)
. declaration in writing to
Speaker 19(1) (&)
. declaration of, form of 18
. notice of intention in
Assembly 19(1) (a)
. time for 21(2)
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LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec.
Resolution
. member, by, re privileges 37
Rtiles
. Assembly, of, re estate bills 57
Seat
.
disclaimer of 17(1)
. vacated, member by 14(1)
Secretary and Registrar of Ontario
. office of 14(2)
Senator
.
disqualification of 7(1)
Sergeant-at-arms
. Assembly, of 47(1)
Session
. issue of writ during 25
. Legislature, of, yearly 4
Shareholders
. contracting company, of
ineligible 10(1) (fc)
Sheriffs
. aid given by, under warrant 36
Speaker
. absence of 22(1), 26(2), 31-33
. certificate by, re publication . .49(1)
. duty to preside 30
. election of 29(1)
. illness of 31
. indemnity of
. . advances of 61 (4)
. . amount of 61(l)(a)
. . computation of 61(2)
. . payment of 61(3)
. member as 26(2)
. notification, certificate re . . . .22(2)
. office of, vacancy in .. .26(1), 29(1)
. power re, production of
documents 35(2)
. power to order attendance of
witnesses 35(1)
. pro tent, election of 33
. quorum, in 54
. substitution of
. . Assembly, by 32
. . Speaker, by 31
. voting of 55
. warrant by, re imprisonment. .47(1)
. warrant by, re writ 22(1)
Speech
.
freedom of 37
Stay of proceedings
.
publication, re .. 15(3), 49(2), 50(2)
Supreme Court Judges
. estate bills, re 57
LEGISLATIVE Sec
ASSEMBLY—Co«.
Sureties
.
elected, duties discontinued . . 10(2)
. eligibility of, as
members 10(1) (A, /fe)
Threats
. members, to 45(2)
Timber licensees
. eligibility of, as members. . 10(1) (/)
Toronto
. election in, disclaimer sent to
Court of Appeal 17(3) (a)
Travelling expenses
. member of 64
Treasurer of Ontario
. office of 14(2)
.
publications purchased by 53
Trustees
. contractors, of, exceptions re
eligibility as members .10(1) (a)
Vacancies
. before session 27(1)
. contested election, in, effect of 27(2)
.
death, by 26(1)
. disqualification, by 26(1)
.
office of Speaker, in 29(1)
.
period of, issue of writ re 28
. proceedings re, no Speaker . . .26(2)
. seat, of 13, 14(1), (3)
.
violation of Act, for 44
Violation
. Act, of, election void for 44
. declaration, of, Assembly by 44
. defined 43
. set up by election petition 43
Votes
. money 56
Voting
. majority, by 55
. Speaker, re 55
Warrant
. Assembly, of, re aid 36
. committal, of 47(2)
. disobedience to 35(1), 45(7)
. issue of writ, for
. . Assembly, by 20
. . procedure for 18
. . Speaker by 19(3)
. writ, for, vacancies before
session 27(1)
Witnesses
.
declaration of resignation 19(1) (t)
. evidence of, affidavit by 59
. oral examination of 58, Form 2
. subscribing to disclaimer 17(2)
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ASSEMBLY—Con.
Sec.
Women
. deemed British subjects, when 6(2)
Writ
.
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
by, re vacancy 28
. issue of 27(1)
. . during session 25
. . when election void 22(1)
York County
. election in, disclaimer sent to
Court of Appeal 17(3) (a)
. imprisonment in 47(2)
LEGITIMATION
Legitimation Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1065.
5"^^ also Adoption Act; Children
of Unmarried Parents Act;
Vital Statistics Act
Adoption Act
. application of 6(2)
Illegitimate child
. inheritance by 6(1)
. intestacy of 6(2)
Inheritance
. child born out of wedlock to
married persons, by 2
. illegitimate child, by 6(1)
. legitimized child, from 3
Intestacy
. inheritance upon 5,
6
Legitimatized child
. inheritance by and from 2, 3
. re-marriage while former spouse
living 5
.
status of 1
Marriage
. re-marriage while former spouse
living 5
. subsequent 1
Marriage Act
order of presumption of death,
under 5(6)
Property
. rights re, not prejudiced 4
LEVIES
See Assessment Act; Local Im-
provement Act; Municipal
Act; Separate Schools Act
LIBEL AND SLANDER Sec
Libel and Slander Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1067.
See also Division Courts Act;
Judicature Act; Legislative
Assembly Act; Trustee Act
Absolute privilege
.
court proceedings, re 10
Actions
. apology before 3
. consolidation of—see
Consolidated actions
. frivolous security for costs
when 11(1), 18(2)
. limitation of, against
newspapers
. .7(1,3), 13, 14(1), 17
. multiplicity of—see
Consolidation of actions
. notice of 7(1,3), 17
.
prior, effect re damages 16
. verdict 4
Adultery
.
woman, imputed to 18(1)
Advertisement
.
"article", not deemed 5(3)
Apology
. mitigation of damages in 3
newspaper in 6
. time for 3
Appeal
security for costs order, from 11(4)
Applications
. consolidation of actions, for . . .5(1)
. security for costs, for ... 11, 18(2, 3)
. trial, re place of 12
Article
. defined 5(3)
Averments
. denial puts, in issue 2
. unnecessary, when 18(1)
Blasphemous matter
. publication of, prohibited 9(2), 10(2)
Bona fide publication
. actual damages only
for 7i2)(a),7i3)
Candidate for public office
. libel against 7(3)
Chief constable
. publication requested by,
privileged 9
Commissioner of police
. publication requested by,
privileged 9
Compensation
. receipt of, effect of 16
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LIBEL AND
SLANDER—Con.
Sec.
Consolidated actions
. application for 5(1)
. costs in 5(2)
. damages in 5 (2)
. jury's duties in 5(2)
. order 5(1)
Correspondence
. newspaper, in, is "article" 5(3)
Costs
. apportionment of, in consoli-
dated actions 5(2)
. security for—see Security for
costs
Court—See also Judge
. absolute privilege re proceed-
ings in 10
consolidation of actions, by ...5(1)
damages assessed by 12
directions to jury by 4
payment into 8
powers re place of trial 12
Criminal charge
. actual damages if no . .7(2)(c), 7(3)
. libel involving 11 (2)
Damages
. actual, only, when
recoverable 7(2, 3)
. apportionment of, in consoli-
dated actions 5(2)
. assessment of 12
. mitigation of
. . apology in 3, 6, 7(e)
. . evidence in support of 16
. proof of, unnecessary, when . .18(1)
Definitions
. article 5(3)
newspaper 1
. public meeting 9(5)
Denial
averments put in issue by 2
Editorial
. newspaper, is "article" 5(3)
Election
. candidate, libel against 7(3)
Evidence
. prima facie 14(2)
Examination
. parties, of 11(3), 18(3)
Fees
. witness, payment of 12
Frivolous action
, security for costs re . . .11(1), 18(2)
General verdict
. jury may give 4
LIBEL AND
SLANDER—Con.
Sec.
Good faith
—
See Bona fide
Government official
. publication requested by,
privileged 9
Gross negligence
—
See Negligence
House of Commons of Canada
. proceedings of, privileged 9
Indecent matter
. publication of, prohibted 9(2), 10(2)
Judge
—
See also Court
. appeals from orders re security
of costs 11(4)
. costs, order re 5(2)
Judgment by default
. mitigation of damages re 3
Jury
. consolidated actions, duties re. 5(2)
. verdict, duties re 4
Legislative Assembly
. proceedings of any, privileged ... .9
Limitation of actions
. libel in newspapers,
for 7(1, 3), 13, 14(1), 17
Malice
. newspaper libel, in 6
Meetings
.
proceedings at, privileged 9
.
public—see Public meeting
Mistake of facts
.
publication, in 7 (2), ((f), 7(3)
Motion for judgment
. mitigation of damages after 3
Mimicipal official
.
publication requested by,
privileged 9
Negligence
.
gross, in newspaper libel 6
Newspaper
.
apology in 6, 7(e)
. article, defined 5(3)
. copy of, prima facie evidence. . 14(2)
.
defined 1
. libel in
. . costs re—see Security for
costs
limitation of action
for 13, 14(1), 17
. .
mitigation of damages in..6, 7(^)
.
. notice of action re 7(1,3), 17
. . trial re, place of 12
Ontario, in, protection re 17
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LIBEL AND
SLANDER—Con.
Sec
Notice
. action, of re newspaper
libel 7(1.3). 17
. service of IS
Ontario
. newspapers in. protection for .... 17
Order
. consolidation of actions, for . . .5(1)
. security for costs, for 11(4)
Payment into court
. defence, with 8
Privileged publications
. absolute 10
. qualified 9
Public benefit
. publication for. actual damages
only 7(2){c),7(3)
Public meeting
defined 9(5)
.
proceedings of. privileged 9
Public office
. candidate for, libel against . . . 7(3)
Qualified privilege
. defence re 9
Retraction of statement
. actual damages recoverable
on 7i2)ie).7(3)
Security for costs
newspaper libel, in
disentitled to 11 (2)
. . entitled to 11(1)
. .
examination re 11(3)
. . order for 11(4)
. women, slander of, re 18(2, 3)
Seditious matter
. publication of, prohibited 9(2), 10(2)
Senate
. proceedings of, privileged 9
Service
. notices and writs, of 15
Special verdict
jury may give 4
Statement of claim
. averments re 2
Supreme Court judge
. appeal to and order by 11(4)
Trial
. place of, for newspaper libel 12
Unchastity
. women, imputed to 18(1)
Verdict
general or special 4
LIBEL AND Sec.
SLANDER—Con.
Witness
. fees, payment of 12
Women
. adultery imputed to 18(1)
. unchastity imputed to 18(1)
Writ of simimons
. service of IS
LIBRARY
See Department of Education
Act; Mortmain and Charitable
Uses Act; Municipal Act;
Public Libraries Act; Public
Schools Act
LIENS
See Change of Name Act; Com-
panies Act; Conservation Auth-
orities Act; Conveyancing and
Law of Property Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Crown
Timber Act; Dower Act; For-
est Fires Prevention Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Inn-
keepers Act; Land Titles Act;
Limitations Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Mining Act; Min-
ing Tax Act; Partition Act;
Power Commission Act; Pro-
vincial Land Tax Act; Public
Parks Act; Public Utilities
Act; Quieting Titles Act; Rail-
ways Act; Registry Act; Sale
of Goods Act; Wages Act;
Warehouse Receipts Act;
Warehousemen's Lien Act;
Woodmen's Lien for Wages
Act
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR
Lieutenant-Governor Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1073.
See also Executive Coimcil Act;
Interpretation Act
British North America Act, 1927
. powers vested by 1
Corporation sole
. Lieutenant-Governor as 3
Crown
. vesting of prerogative powers of. .1
Deputies
. power to appoint 4
Executive Council
. consent re appointment of
deputies ,.., .. ., 4
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GOVERNOR—Con.
Legislature
. Acts of, powers to execute 4
. powers vested by 1
Powers
.
deputies, appointment of 4
.
general 1
. remission of sentences 2
Sentences
. power of remission re 2
LIGHT
See Limitations Act; Municipal
Act
LIGHTNING RODS
Lightning Rods Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1075.
Agents
. licensing of 4(1)
. limitation on power of 4(2)
Application of Act
. regulations re 13, 14(c)
Certificate of installation
. conditions of 7(1)
. disposal of copies 7 {2)
. form of, prescribed by
regulation 14(rf) (v)
Damage
. right of recovery re 10
Definitions
. Fire Marshal 1 (a)
. inspector 1(&)
. lightning rods 1 (c)
. regulations 1 (d)
. Treasurer \{e)
Diagram
.
requirement of, re
installation 7(1) (rf)
Fees
. agents licences 4(1) (6)
. application of 11
. licence 3(1) (6)
Fire Marshal
. agents licensed by 4(1)
. defined 1(6)
. installation certificate forwarded
to 7(2)
. licence fees applied for 11
. licence issued by 3(1)
. licence produced on demand
by deputy, etc 6(fc)
'
. licence to sell, etc., by 2
. licences suspended by 5
. regulations re 14(<i)
. samples required by 3(1) (c)
LIGHTNING RODS—Con. Sec
Grounding
marking of, on diagram 7(1) (rf>
.
method of 7(1)(/)
Inspectors
. alterations after report by ....9(1)
. appointment 12
. defined 1(6)
.
form of report, etc 14(rf)
.
seal of approval 9(2)
Installations
. agents, by 4(2)
.
alterations after inspection . . . .9(1)
approval after inspection 9 {2)
. certificate requirements re ....7(1)
.
damage following, action re 10
.
disposal of, certificates after .7(2)
licence produced when making 6(a)
. licence requirements for 2, 3
. owner or employee, by 13
. regulations re 14(&)
Liability
.
limit of licensee where loss
arises 10(1)
. non-conforming installations,
re 9(1)
Licences
.
agents applications 4(1) (o)
. agents fees 4(l)(fe)
. applications 3(1 )(o)
. fees 3(1)(6)
. . application of 11
. forms re 14(rf)
. issue of 3(1)
. limitation on sales under 3{2)
. production of 6
. requirements generally 2
. suspension and revocation of 5
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. inspectors appointed by 12
.
making of regulations by 14
. power of appointment by 12
Lightning rods
. defined 1(f)
Offences
—
See Penalties
Owner
installation by 13
. receipt by, of certificate of
installation 7(2)
. right of recovery in respect to
loss 10
Penalties
. non-compliance with Act, re 8
Police
. licence produced on demand by 6(6)
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LIGHTNING RODS—Con. Sec.
Public confidence
. applicant entitled to 3(1)
Regulations
. defined l(rf)
. enforcement by inspectors 12
. installations certified under ...7(1)
. installations conforming to 9
. licence suspended for
non-compliance 5
. scope of 14
Report
. form of, prescribed by
regulation 14(rf) (vi)
Sales
agents, by 4(2)
fees based on 3(1) (ft)
licence produced when making 6(a)
licence requirements for 2
limitation under licence 3(2)
samples for 3(l)(c)
statement of receipts 3(1) (a)
Samples
required by Fire Marshal . .3(l)(c)
Seal
. conforming installations
indicated by 9(2)
. form prescribed by
regulation 14(rf)(vii)
Specifications
statement of, required in
application 3(1) (a)
Statement
. required re amount received
from sale 3(1) (a)
Suspension
. licences 5
Time limit
. commencement of action, re. 10(2)
Treasurer
. defined 1(e)
. licence fees payable to 3(1)(&)
. receipt of licence fees by 11
LIMITATIONS
Limitations Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1081.
See also Accumulations Act;
Controverted Elections Act;
Crown Timber Act; Division
Courts Act; Election Act;
Farm Products Marketing
Act; Fatal Accidents Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Libel
and Slander Act; Marriage
Act; Master and Servant Act;
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec
Mechanics' Lien Act; Medical
Act; Mental Hospitals Act;
Private Sanitaria Act; Profes-
sional Engineers Act; Public
Authorities Protection Act;
Public Officers Act; Public
Utilities Act; Railways Act;
Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Surrogate Courts
Act; Telephone Act; Trustee
Act; Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act
Absentee
.
limitation of action against 51
. . acknowledgment by 53(1)
Access
. light or air, to 36
Account
. action of
. . limitation of 49
. . provisions re 54(1) (o)
Acknowledgment
. arrears of rent for 17(1)
. mortgagee, by 19
. one joint debtor, by, eflFect 55
. . new 56
. one of several mortgagees, by . . .21
. one of several mortgagors, to ... .20
. part payment of debt, by . . . .53(1)
. right to principal and interest,
of 23(1)
. right to redemption, of, of
mortgage 19
. title, of, eflFect 13
. words only, eflFect 54(1)
.
writing, in, of debt 53(1)
Acquiescence
. refusal of relief because of 2
Act
. application of
. . administrators, to 7
. . claim by way of set oflF, re .... 58
. .
Crown, to 3(2)
. . Part II 45
. .
part payment of mortgages,
re 53(2)
. . waste or vacant land of
Crown, to 16
. benefit, not lost 55
Action
account of 49, 54(1) (o)
defined 1 (a)
limitation
. absent defendant against 51
. account, of 49
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Action—Con.
. limitation
—
Con.
. .
acknowledgment by debtor
in writing, on 53(1)
. . arrears of interest, by
subsequent mortgagee 18
. .
arrears of rent, for 17(1)
. . Crown, by 3(1)
. . death of tenant in tail, on 29
. . dower, of, computation of ... .25
..
. personal 48(1) (a-w)
. . recovery of land or rent, for . . .4
. . recovery of land where
mortgage in arrears 22
. .
redemption, for 17(2)
. . trustees, against 46(2, 3)
.
pending or prosecuted, re
easements 42
. plaintiff barred as to one or
more joint debtors, effect of . . .56
. right to
. . accruing on death 39, 41
'.
. accruing when person under
disability 39
. . against bona fide purchaser . . . .32
. . by administrator 7
. . equitable 2
. . not by continual claim 9
. . person under disability, by ... .40
. . receiving acknowledgment
of title, on 13
. . recovery of land or rent,
where concealed fraud 31
. time of, specially limited by
statute 48(2)
. trustees, against 46
Administrators
. acknowledgment in writing by
one, effect 55
. defence under existing statute 46(3)
. right of action devolving on 7
. trustee, as 46(1)
Agreement
. right of way, for 34
Air
. right to, by prescription,
abolished 36
Alienation
. rights accruing on 5(3)
Annuities
. included in rent 1(d)
Application of Act
.
actions against trustees,
re 46(2), (o-6)
Arrears
. dower, of 27
. mortgage in 22
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec
Arrears—Con.
. recovery of, secured by trust 24
.
rent, of 17(1), 48(1), 54(1) (c)
Assault
. limitation of action for ... .48(1) (;)
Assurance
. defined 1(b)
. tenant in tail, by 30
Award
. limitation of action on . . . .48(1) (d)
Battery
. limitation of action for . . . .48(1) (;')
Beneficiaries
. rights of, effect of judgment or
order on 46(3)
. statute of limitations running
against 46(2) (&)
Benefits
. Act, of, not lost 55
. lands of Crown, from 44
Bill of exchange
. endorsement of payment on 57
Bona fide
. purchaser, action against 32
Bond
. limitation of action on . . . .48(1) (&)
Breach
. condition, of, rights accruing on 5(9)
Building
. access to by prescription 36
Cables
. easements not acquired for
carrying 38
Calculation of period
. easements, re 35
Case
. action upon the 54(1) (a)
Cestui que trust
. claim against express trustee,
not barred by statute 47(2)
. not deemed tenant at will to
trustee 5(8)
. right to action, re express
trust 47(1)
Charge
. created by execution against
land 23(2)
Civil proceedings
. action, as l(o)
Claim
. cestui que trust, by, re express
trust 47(2)
. continual, preservation of rights
by 9
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Claim—Con.
. easements re, resisting of by
persons under disabilities 42
. not enforceable after limitation
of time 49
. profits, to 33
. right of way re 34, 43
. trustee, against, founded on
fraud 46(2)
. ways, to, proof of 37
Commission
. road allowance or highway
vested in 16
Concealed fraud
. right of action where 31
Condition
. breach of, rights accruing on . .5(9)
Consent
. right of way, to 34
Construction
. trust arising by 46(1)
Continiial claim
. not to preserve rights by 9
Contract
. action on
. . limitation of 48(1) (<;)
. . provisions re 54(1) (6)
Contractors
. executors of, acknowledgment
in writing by 55
joint, acknowledgment in
writing by one 55
. joint. limitation of action
against, when one absent ..52(1)
. . effect of recovery 52(2)
Conveyance
. not set aside, as against
bona fide purchaser 32
Coparceners
. possession by one, not deemed
by others 11
Covenant
. mortgage in, limitation of action
upon 48(1) (ife), 53(2)
Covenantors
. joint, acknowledgment in
writing by one 55
Crown
. application of sections to 3(2)
. easements derived from 44
. information by, action as 1 (a)
. limitations re actions of 3(1)
. waste or vacant land of,
excepted 16
LIMITATIONS—Con. Ssa
Damages
. limitation of action for . . . .48(1) (A)
. . arrears, for 24
. . arrears of dower, on 27
Death
. husband of dowress, of 25
. person under disability, of ...39,41
. rights accruing on 5 (2)
Debt
. action for
. . limitation of 48(1) (<;)
. . provisions re 54(1) (fe)
Debtors
. executors of, acknowledgment
in writing by 55
. joint—see Joint debtors
Deed
. land conveyed by 1 (b)
. subsequent estate created by . .6(2)
Defendants
. joint debtors as, judgment for 56
. non-resident, limitation of
action against 51
Definitions
. action ^ 1 (a)
. assurance 1(6)
. land 1(f)
. rent 1(d)
. trustee 46(1)
Descent cast
. rights re land not defeated by ... 10
Detinue
. limitation of action for . . .
.48(1) O;)
Disability
. dowress, of, limitation of action
re 25
. persons under
. . computation of, period of
accrual of rights re
easements 42
. . death of 41
. . limitation of action by, on
acknowledgment 53(1)
. . right of action 39
. . utmost allowance for 40
. plaintiflF, of, accrual of right of
action 50
Discontinuance
. rights re land not defeated by ... 10
Distress
. accruing on death 5(2)
. accruing on dispossession 5(1)
. arrears of rent, for, limitation
for recovery, by 17(1)
. Crown, by, limitations re 3(1)
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Distress
—
Con.
. limitation re making 4
. right of
, . death of persons under
disabilities, on 41
. . death of tenant in tail, on 29
. . not by continual claim 9
. .
persons under disabilities, by. .39
. .
reserved rents, re 5(5)
Dispossession
. rights accruing on 5(1)
Dower
.
limitation of action for 25
. . arrears of 27
Dowress
.
limitation of action by 25, 26
Dwelling house
.
access to, by prescription 36
Easements
. accrual of rights to, by persons
under disabilities 42
.
claims to, proof of 37
. Crown, from
. . limitation of action re 33
. . no claim unless within town-
ship or duly surveyed 44
. held undSV term of years 43
. light and access, of 36
.
prescription re 33
.
water-course, re 34
. wires and cables, re 38
Endorsement
. payment, of, on promissory note 57
Entry
.
Crown, by, limitations re 3(1)
. effect of 8
. right to
. . accrual of, on death 5(2)
. . limitation of 4
. . limitation of, on death of
persons under disabilities . . .41
. .
limitation of, on death of
tenant in tail 29
. . mortgage payments in arrears. .22
. . not by continual claim 9
. . persons under disabilities,
by 39,40
. . receiving acknowledgment of
title, on 13
. reserved rents re 5(5)
Equity
. rule re refusing relief 2
Escape
. limitation of action for . . . .48(1) (^)
Estates in remainder
.
accrual of rights re 5(11)
.
assurance by tenant in tail on,
eflFect 30
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec.
Estates in reversion
.
accrual of rights re 5(11)
Estates tail
.
assurance by tenant in tail 30
. death of tenant in tail 29
. right of tenant in tail, barred ... .28
Evidence
. acknowledgment by words only
as 54(1)
. strict proof, on claims re
easements 37
Execution
. action for money levied on 48(1)(/)
. land, against, period in force. .23(2)
Executors
. debtor, of, acknowledgment in
writing by one 55
. defence of, under existing
statute 46(3)
. trustee, as 46(1)
Express trust
. right to action by cestui que
trust re 47(1)
Forfeitiu-e
. remainder man, by, when rights
deemed accrued 5(10)
Fraud
. action on, against trustee . . . .46(2)
. concealed, right of action where. .31
Future estates
. bar of, effect on subsequent
interests 6(2)
. bar to right, where acquired
after bar of particular estate. .6(3)
. limitation where person entitled
to particular estate out of
possession 6(1)
. rights accruing under
. .
further provisions re 5(12)
. . time of 5(11)
Grantee
.
equity of redemption, of, limita-
tion of action against. . . .48(1) (/)
. limitation of action re, where
not in possession of
uncultivated lands 5(4)
Heirs
. possession by relations of, not
deemed by 12
Implication
. trust arising by 46(1)
Imprisonment
.
limitation of action for ... 48(1)0)
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Indenture
. acknowledgment of liability
upon, limitation of action
on 53(1)
Infancy
.
disability, of 39
Infant
. action by, limitation of 50
. resisting of claims by, re
easements 42
Information
. Crown, of, action as 1 (o)
Informer
. action for penalty, limitation
of 48(l)(m)
Instrument
. land conveyed by 1 (h)
Interest
. payment of
. . effect of 54(2)
. . mortgage in arrears, limitation
of action, re 22
. recovery of
. . limitation on time for 17(1)
. . subsequent mortgagee by,
exceptions as to limitations,
re 18
Interruption
. acts deemed, re easements 35
Issues
. actions by Crown for,
limitations re 3(1)
Joint debtors
. acknowledgment in writing by
one, effect of 55
. actions against
. . limitation when one absent. .52(1)
. . plaintiff barred as to one or
more but not all 56
. recovery against one, eflfect . .52(2)
Joint tenant
. possession by one, not deemed
possession by others 11
Joint trustee
. trustee as 46(1)
Judgment
. action upon limitation of . .48(1) (c)
. . acknowledgment of liability
under 53(1)
.
eflfect on rights of beneficiaries 46(3)
. recovery against one joint
debtor, on 56
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec.
Land
action for recovery
. against bona fide purchaser .... 32
. cestui que trust, by 47(1)
. concealed fraud, where 31
. interest payable 17(1)
. money charged upon ...23(1), 24
. mortgage in arrears 22
. persons under disabilities,
by 39,40
Crown of, exceptions to claims
re easements 44
defined 1(c)
possession of, not by mere entry. .8
right to. accrual on alienation. .5(3)
uncultivated, right of action by
grantee re 5(4)
Lapse of time
. plea of, by trustee 46(2) (6)
Lease
. writing, in, rent reserved by,
wrongfully received 5(5)
Legacy
. interest, on, limitation on
recovery of 17(1)
. money charged upon, limitation
of action for 23(1)
Lending
. action of debt grounded on 54(1) (6)
Lessee
. receipt of rent from, effect of ... 14
Lien
. execution against land, of . . . .23(2}
Light
. right to, by prescription 36
Married woman
. statute running against ...46(2)(&)
Memorandum
. payment, of. on promissory note 57
Mental defective
. action by, limitation of 50
. resisting of claims by, re
easements 42
Mental deficiency
.
disability of 39
Mental incompetent
. limitation of action by 50
. resisting of claims by, re
easements 42
. right of action by 39
Money
. periodical sums of, rent as .... 1 (d}
. given to Crown, limitation of
action for 48(1) (A)
. levied on execution, limitation
of action for 41(1) (/)
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Mortgagees
,
acknowledgment by one of
several, effect 21
. action by, against grantee of
equity of redemption . . . .48(1) (/)
^ entitled to divided part of land. .21
. possession, in, action by
mortgagor for redemption .... 19
prior, possession by 18
Mortgages
. limitation of action when in
arrears 22
Mortgages Act
.
action against grantee
under 48(1)(/)
Mortgagors
. acknowledgment to one of, effect 20
. action for redemption by 17(2)
. . mortgage in possession, when. .19
. not deemed tenant at will, to
mortgagee 5(8)
. right of, to redeem divided land. .21
Municipal corporation
. road allowance or highway
vested in 16
Non-resident
acknowledgment by, limitation
of action on 53(1)
limitation of action against 51
Notice
. acts of interruption of
easements, re submission after 35
Obligors
joint, acknowledgment in
writing by one 55
Order
. effect rights of beneficiaries . .46(3)
Owner
.
buildings, of, consent re
easements 38
. land, of, right of action against
hona fide purchaser 32
Part payment
. acknowledgment of debt by . .53(1)
.
mortgages, of, acknowledgment
re 53(2)
Particular estate
. bar to, right to future estate
acquired after 6(3)
.
person entitled to, not in
possession when determined 6(1)
Pasrment
.
endorsement on promissory
note, etc 57
.
principal or interest, of, effect 54(2)
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec.
Penalty
.
limitation of action for . . .48(1)(A)
. . informer, by 4£(l)(m)
Pending action
.
easements, re, time excluded in
computation 42
Period of years
. calculation of, interruption of .35
Plea
. lapse of time, of, by trustee 46(2) (&)
Plaintiff
. disability of, limitation of
action by 50
Possession
.
coparceners by, not deemed
possession of others 11
. dowress. by, computation of
time for action by 26
.
land, of. entry re 8
.
mortgagee in, limitation of
action for redemption by
mortgagor 19
person acknowledging title in
writing, by 13
.
prior mortgagee, by, recovery
of interest by subsequent
mortgagee 18
. relation of heirs, by, not
deemed possession by heirs ... 12
Prescription
. easements, re 33-38
Presumption
. claim re no allowance of 37
Principal
. payment of, effect of 54(2)
. payment on mortgage in arrears 22
Privileges
. conferred by statute of
limitations, applicable
to trustee 46(2) (o)
Profits
. action for, by Crown, limitations
re 3(1)
.
claim to. limitation re 33
. lands of Crown, from,
exceptions re claims to 44
.
land, of, rent deemed 14
Promise
. words only, by, effect 54(1)
Promissory note
. endorsement of payment on 57
Proof
. claims, to. easements il
.
payment, by endorsement, not
sufficient 57
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Public body
. road allowance or highway
vested in 16
Public highway
. freehold of, vested in Crown .... 16
Purchaser
. bona fide, no right of action
against 32
. trustees, from, right of action
against 47(1)
Receipt
. rent, of, effect 11, 12, 14
Recognizance
. limitation of action on
. . acknowledgment of liability
under 53(1)
Recovery
arrears of dower, limitation of
time for 27
arrears of rent, limitation of
time for 17(1)
judgment on, against defendants 56
land, rights not defeated by
descent cast, etc 50
land and rent
. action against bona fide
purchaser 32
. action on dispossession 5(1)
. action where concealed fraud.. 31
money charged upon land, of ... .24
one joint debtor, against,
effect 52(2)
. trust property, of, action re. . .46(2)
Redemption
. limitation of action for, when
mortgagee in possession 19
. . exceptions to 17(2)
Relations
. heirs of, possession by, not
deemed possession by heirs .12
ReUef
. refusing c: 2
Remainder
—
See Estates in
remainder
. forfeiture for breach re effect 5(10)
Remainder man
forfeiture not taken by 5(10)
Rent
. arrears
. . action for 54(1) (f)
. . limitation of action for . .48(l)(g)
. . limitation of time for
recovery 17(1)
. defined l(rf)
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec
Rent
—
Con.
limitation of action for 48(1) (o)
.
concealed fraud, where 31
. Crown, by 3(1)
receipt of
. effect 14
. one co-parcener, etc., by 11
. person acknowledging title
in writing, by 13
. relation of heirs, by 12
right to, accrual on alienation. .5(3)
right to action for recovery of
. accrual for cestui que trust .47(1)
. against bona fide purchaser ... .32
. disabilities re, exceptions to . . .39
. disabilities re, limitation of
time where 40
Rents and services
. excepted from claim to profits,
limitations re 33
Rents reserved
. wrongful receipt of, accrual of
right to 5(5)
Replevin
. limitation of action for ... .48(1) (^)
Revenues
. action for, by Crown 3(1)
Reversion
. estates in, accrual of rights re 5(11)
. expectant, resistance of claim
by person entitled to 43
Right
. access, to, by prescription 36
. accruing on breach of condition 5(9)
. accruing on forfeiture 5(9)
. accruing, when person entitled
to particular estate not in
possession 6(1)
. conferred by statute of limita-
tions, applicable to
trustee 46(2) (o)
distress, to 4
estate in possession, re 5(10)
future estates, re 5(11)
preservation of, by continual
claim 9
redemption, to, of mortgagor ... 19
rent reserved, to 5(5)
tenancy from year to year, re. .5(6)
tenant at will, re 5(7)
title, to extinguishment at end
of period of limitation 15
Right of action
. accrual, when grantee of Crown
not in possession 5(4)
. accrual, when persons under
disabilities 39
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Right of way
claims to, proof of Z7
. defeat of claim to 34
Road allowance
. freehold of, vested in Crown .... 16
Set-off
.
claim by way of 58
Setting aside
. conveyance, as against bona fide
purchaser 32
Settlement
. subsequent estate created by . .6(2)
Specialty
. limitation of action on . . . .48(1) (6)
. . acknowledgment of liability
under 53(1)
Statute of limitation
. no bar to claim of cestui que
trust 47(2)
. rights conferred by, applicable
to trustee 46(2) (o)
Subject
. limitations of 4
Submission
. interruption, to, re easements ...35
Subsequent estates
.
rights re, when action re future
estates barred 6(2)
Subsequent mortgagee
. recovery of interest by, from
prior mortgagee 18
Tenancy
. at will, when deemed
determined 5(7)
. year to year, from, rights of
entry accruing under 5(6)
Tenant at will
.
cestui que trust not deemed ... .5(8)
. mortgagor not deemed 5(8)
.
rights accruing re 5(7)
Tenant for life
. resisting of claims by, re
easements 42
Tenant in common
. possession ,by one, not deemed
to possession by others 11
Tenant in tail
. assurance by 30
. death of, during period of
limitation 29
.
rights barred 28
Tide
.
acknowledgment in writing of,
eflFect 13
LIMITATIONS—Con. Sec
Title—Cow.
. extinguishment of, on end of
period of limitation re rights . . 15
.
mortgagor of, acknowledgment
in writing by mortgagee 19
Trespass
.
goods or land, to, limitation of
action for 48(1) (^)
Trust
. constructive or implied 46(1)
. created by instrument or Act ... .45
.
money in arrears secured by ... .24
Trust property
. action to recover 46(2)
Trustee
.
actions against 46(2) (a-6)
. defined 46(1)
. land vested in, by express
trust 47(1)
Uncultivated or unimproved land
.
grantee not in possession of,
rights re 5(4)
Unsound mind
.
person of, limitation of action by 50
. person of, resisting claims re
easements 42
. disability of, exceptions to right
of action re 39
Use
. light, of, by prescription 36
Vacant land
.
Crown, of, excepted 16
Warranty
.
rights re land not defeated by ... 10
Waste land
.
Crown, of, excepted 16
Water-courses
.
claims to, proof of i7
. easements re 34
Will
. subsequent estate created by . 6(2)
Wires
.
easements not acquired for
carrying 38
Words
. action upon the case for . . .48(1)(«)
Work-shop
.
right to access and use of by
prescription 36
Wounding
. limitation of action for ...
.48(1) (/)
Writing
. acknowledgment or promise in,
effect 54(1)
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Years
. calculation of period, re
easements 35
LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS
Limited Partnerships Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1101.
See also Partnerships Act
Accounting
. general partners liable for 16
Agent
. limited partner not 4
Alterations
. dissolution deemed object of ... .11
Banking
. limited partnership, prohibited
by 1
Bankruptcy of partnership
. rights upon 17
Capital
. alterations in, cflFect of 11
. interest on 13
. withdrawal of, by limited partner 13
Certificates
contents of 5
. alterations in 11
execution of 6
false statement in 9
filing of 7
. fees for 8
. partnership formed on 9
form of Form 1
inspection of 7
. fees for 8
renewal, of 10
Clerk of the court
. certificate filed by 7
. fees payable to 8
Commencement of partnership
. certificate to state S{e)
Constitution
.
requirements as to 2
Creditors
. preference of, to limited partners 17
Dissolution
. alterations deemed 11
. requirements re 18
Fees
. certificates, re 8
Formation
. certificate required on S, 9
. conditions re 1
LIMITED
PARTNERSHIPS^-Con.
Sec.
Forms
. certificate, of Form 1
General partners
. distinguished in certificates ...5(c)
. liability of 3, 9, 16
Insolvency
. rights of limited partners re 17
Insurance
. limited partnership prohibited
from business of 1
Limited partners
agent, powers re 4
bankruptcy, rights upon 17
capital contributed by 2
. withdrawal of 13
insolvency, rights upon 17
interest on capital to 13
liability of 3,9,15
partnership name, use of, in 12
refund by 14
rights of 15,16
Management
. liability to account for 16
.
limited partner's rights re .... 15, 16
Name of partnership
. alteration in 11
. certificate to state 5(o)
. regfulations re 12
Notary public
. certificate sworn before 6
Notice
. dissolution, of 18
Ontario Gazette
. dissoluUon notice published in .18
Profits
. limited partners to share in 13
Railways
. limited partnership prohibited
from operating 1
Refund
. limited partner, by 14
Renewal of partnership
. dissolution after 18
. requirements re 10
Stationery
. limited partners' names on 12
Statements
. false, in certificates 9
Termination of partnership
. certificate to state S(e)
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LINE FENCES Sec.
Line Fences Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1105.
See also Municipal Act; Snow
Roads and Fences Act
Act
. application of 1(3)
Action
. enforce award, to 9(1)
Adjoining land
. tree falling on 16(1)
Affidavit
. copy of award verified by .... 10(2)
Agent
. owner, of, re service of notice. .3(c)
Agreement
. form, filing of 14, Form 4
Appeal
. hearing of 1 1 (3)
. notice of intention to 1 1 (2)
. provisions re, application of ..15(2)
. right of 11(1)
Application
. extension of time, for 8
Arbitration
. disputes settled by 3
Award
altered or affirmed 11(6)
. appeal from 11(1)
. contents of 6(1)
. deposit of 7
. enforcement of 9(1)
. fence-viewers, by 6(1), Form 3
. form of 6, Form 3
, method of registration of . . . .10(2)
. notice of 7
. order on appeal, expenses re. .13(1)
. payment of, non-removal of
fence on 1S(1)(6)
. provisions for enforcing,
application of 15(2)
. registered, as charge on land. . 10(1)
By-law
. fees fixed by 12(1)
. unoccupied land, re 1(3)
Certificate
debt and costs, of, by clerk of
division court 9(2)
Charge
. registered award as 10(1)
Clerk of division coiirt
. certificate re judgment made by 9(2)
Clerk of municipality
.
deposit of award with 7
. notice given by, re award 7
LINE FENCES—Con. Sec
Clerk of township
. duty of 1(3)
Collector's roll
. amount certified placed on . . . .9{,2)
. amount of fees placed on 12(2)
Compulsory proceedings
. owners liable to 2(2)
Costs
. appeal, re 11(3)
. fence, of, proportion re 6(1)
. ordered and fixed by judge on
appeal 11(5)
Crops
.
damage by trees, liability for .16(1)
Decision
. judge of, final 11(6)
Definitions
. fence-viewers 1 (2) (a)
.
judge l(l)(a)
. land, situation of 1(2) (b)
. occupied lands 1(1) (b)
Demand
. payment of fence, for 15(1) (a)
Department of Mimicipal Affairs
. copy of by-law sent to 1(3)
Deposit
. duplicate of award, registration
re 10(2)
Disputes
.
fence-viewers, settled by 16(4)
. owners, between proceedings re . .3
. provisions for determining,
application of 15(2)
Division court
. action in 9(1)
. clerk, certificate of 9(2)
.
practice and procedure on
appeal as in 1 1 (7)
Employment
. land surveyor, of 6(4)
Entry
. right of, to remove tree 16(3)
Evidence
.
award as 7
Examination
.
witnesses, of, on oath 11(5)
Execution
. issue of 9(2)
Expenses
. judge, of
. . fixing of 13(1)
.
.
payment of 13(2)
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Fallen tree
. owner to remove 16(1
)
.
refusal of 16(2)
X* ees
. fence-viewers, of 12(1)
. . payment of 12(2)
. land surveyors, of 12(1)
. witnesses, of 12(1)
Fence
location of 6(3)
making of, extension of time for . 8
. nature of 6(2)
.
proportion, kept by owners . . .2(3)
non-removal of 15(1) (6)
. removable on notice 15(1 )(o)
. removable, proceedings re . . . .15(2)
. repair of, remuneration for . . . 16(2)
. tree across, liability for
damage 16(1)
Fence-viewers
. arbitration by 3(0)
. award by, contents of. .6(1), Form 3
. considerations by 6(2)
. defined l(2)(a)
. disputes, settled by 16(4)
duties re unopened road
allowance 2(2)
- examination of premises by 5
. fees of 12(1)
. land surveyors employed by ..6(4)
. notice of hearing to 11(4)
. power to examine on oath 5
Forms
. agreement 14, Form 4
. award, of 6, Form 3
. notice to fence-viewers, of 3, Form 2
. notice to opposite party,
of 3, Form 1
. provisions re, application of ..15(2)
Hearing
. appeal, of 11(3)
11(5)
Inspection
. premises, of, by judge .
.
Judge
appeal to, from award 11(1)
decision of, final H (6)
defined l(l)(a)
expenses of 13(1)
. collection as taxes 13(2)
. extension of time by 8
, fence-viewers named by 3(d)
. hearing of appeal fixed by . . . .11(3)
. notification of, by clerk 11(3)
. order by, re costs 11 (3)
LINE FENCES—Con. Sec
Judge
—
Con.
. powers re, appeal 11(5)
. time and place of hearing fixed
by 11(3)
Judgement
.
enforcement of 9(2)
Jurisdiction
. two counties, between 11(8)
Land
. situate in diflFerent counties,
appeal re 11 (8)
. situation of, defined 1(2) (6)
. title to 6(3)
Land surveyor
. employment of fence-viewers
by 6(4)
. fees of 12(1)
Locality
. described by land surveyors . . .6(4)
. fences in 6(2)
Location
. fence, of, title to land re 6(3)
Municipal Act
. power of municipality to pass
by-laws under 16(4)
Mimicipality
. rights re unopened road
allowance 2(3)
Notice
. contents of 3(c)
. copy to clerk of division court 11(3)
. enforcement, re 9(1)
. intention to appeal 1 1 (2)
. intention to remove fence 15(1) (a)
. owner, by, re
fence-viewers 3(a), Form 1
. owner, by, to
fence-viewers 3(&), Form 2
. occupant, by, to owner 4
. removal of fallen tree, for .... 16(2)
. service of 1 1 (4)
Notification
. award, of 7
Oath
. witnesses, by 5
. witnesses, of 1 1 (5)
Occupants
. disputes between 1(2)
. . proceedings on 3
. liability to owner 4
. notice to, re
arbitration 3(a), Form 1
Occupied lands
. adjoining, duties of owners re. .2(1)
. defined 1(1)(&)
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Owners
.
agreements between 14
. disputes between 1 (2)
.
fence, proportion kept up by . .2(3)
. notice by, re
.
. fence-viewers 3(a), Form 1
. . service of 3(c)
. notified of objections, time for. .3(d)
. objections by, re fence-viewers 3(d)
. occupied lands, duties re 2(1)
. unoccupied lands, duties re . . .2(2)
Payment
. appellant, by, re costs of
appeal 11(3)
Practice and procedure
. appeal, on 11 (7)
Premises
.
inspection by judge 11(5)
Proceedings
. compulsory, owners liable to . .2(2)
. cost, payment of 6(1)
.
initiation of 7
. recovery of costs, for 9(1)
Proof
. award, of 7
Proportion
. costs, of 6(1)
Registration
. agreement, of 14
. award, of .10(1)
. . method of 10(2)
Removal
. fences, of 15(1) (a)
. tree, of, by injured party ...16(2)
Remuneration
. damage re tree, for 16(2)
Road allowance
. unopened, division of 2(2)
Service
. notice, of 3(c)
. . enforcement of award, re .9(1)
. notice of hearing, of 11(4)
. notice of intention to appeal,
of 11(2)
Title
. land, to 6(3)
Trees
damage caused by, liability for 16(1)
. notice to remove 16(2)
. removal of, right of entry for 16(3)
Unoccupied land
. adjoining occupied land, duties
of owners re 2(2)
. application of Act to 1(3)
LINE FENCES—Con. Sec.
Witnesses
. examination of 11(5)
. fees of 12(1)
LIQUIDATORS
See Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Wages Act
LIQUOR
See Andrew Mercer Reforma-
tory Act; Corporations Tax
Act; Extra - provincial Cor-
porations Act; Highway Traf-
fic Act; Jails Act; Liquor Con-
trol Act; Liquor Licence Act;
Mining Act; Pharmacy Act;
Police Act; Private Sanitaria
Act; Provincial Parks Act;
Public Vehicles Act; Public
Works Act; Railways Act;
Reformatories Act; Replevin
Act
LIQUOR CONTROL
Liquor Control Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1113.
See also Liquor; Liquor Licence
Act
Accounts
. payable by Board, audit of ...20
. regulations re 10(2) (/>)
. reports re 15(1) (b)
. yearly audit of 21
Acquisition
. plants and equipment by
Board, of 9(y)
. property, of, by
Board 12(a), 13(1) (a)
. . perfection of title re 13(2)
Act
. application of, on ceasing of
Canada Temperance Act .143(2)
. interpretation of, re dealings
with liquor 142
. non-application of, in certain
areas 143(1)
. purpose of, and interpretation . . 140
. reports re working of ...15(l)(c)
.
violation of, as offence 99
Actions
. Board, against, by permission 27(3)
.
prohibition to take, against
Board, etc 27(1)
Address
. wrong, on application 87(3)
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CONTROI^-Con.
Sec.
Adjournment
. hearing on amendment of
charge, of 120
Administering of liquor
. dentist, by 59
. hospitals, etc., in 61
physician, by 57(1)
.
veterinary, by 60
Adulteration
.
liquor, of, prohibition re 73
. penalty 104(2)
Advertising
.
permission of Board, by ....91(3)
. prohibition of 91(1)(0
. . exception from 91(2, 4)
. . penalty for contravention
of 104(4)
Affidavit
. appeal, on 138(3)
contents of 138(15)
Agents
appointment of, by Board . . . 12(6)
brewer's, examination of
books of 49(1)
. penalty for refusal re 49(2)
brewer's, limitation of sale
of 46(2)
brewer's, returns by 46(3)
. penalty for default re 48
corporation, of, service on .... 134
Alcohol
. denatured, penalty for use of 65(1)
. external use, for S8(l)(c),61
. mixing in liquor 73
. prohibition re preparations
with 65(2)
. sale of drugs containing . . . .64(1)
. use by druggist of 55
Ale
. denomination, as 93
Amendments
. prosecution before judgment, of 120
. second conviction, of, after
quashing of previous
one 133(1)(0
Analysis
. liquor, of, as evidence 128
Annual reports
. Board, by 15(1)
. . presentation to Legislature
of 15(2)
Appeals
. certificate of justice on . . . 138(8, 9)
. convictions, from 138(1)
LIQUOR Sec.
CONTROL—Con.
Appeals
—
Con.
. convictions, from
—
Con.
. . affidavits to accompany 138(3, 15)
. . notice of 138(2)
. dispatch of documents by
justice on 138(8)
. fee of clerk on 138(10)
. hearing of, by judge .. .138(12)
. hearing of, in Supreme
Court 139(6)
. limitation of, to cases
provided by Act 138(16)
. notice of, from order of
judge 139(2)
. . service of 139(3)
. order of dismissal, from . . .138(14)
. order of judge, from 139(1)
. payment of fine and costs,
after 138(4)
. procedure on 138(13)
. summons by judge on 138(11)
Appellant
. admission of, to bail in Court
of Appeal 139(7)
. deposit of costs by 4
. liberation of, upon providing
security 138(8)
. recognizance by
. . deposit, by 138(6)
. . sureties, by 138(5)
Application
. declaring hotel as public
place, for 90(2)
. permit, for 38(2)
. . false address, with 87(3)
. . false name, in 87(2)
. suspension during 86(2)
Arrest
. warrant, without 110
Attempt
. purchase, of
. . minor, by 81 (3)
. . suspension, during 87(1)
Attorney-General
. consent by
action against Board, to . .27(3)
appeal from dismissal, to 138(14)
directing appeal from order
of judge 139(1)
Audit
. accounts payable by Board, of 20
. annual, of accounts of Board . . .22
. books and records of Board, of 16
. receipts, of 24
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Automobile
. forfeiture of 1 14
. . owner unknown, of 115(3)
.
impounding of 115(1)
. search of Ill
.
seizure of 114
. . retention upon 115(2)
BaU
. appellant, to 138(12)
.
pending appeal in Supreme
Court 139(7)
Bailiff
. liquor seized by 69(4)
Bar
. prohibition to post word 91(1) (6)
. . penalty 104(4)
Bar-room
. prohibition to post word 91(1) (6)
. . penalty 104(4)
Barrels
.
labelling of beer 93
Beer
brewers' licences for sale of . 46(1)
defined 1(a)
labelling of 68(1), 93
. penalty for offence re 68(2)
limitation re sale of 46(2)
prescription of quantities re . .83(4)
prohibition to supply
. disqualified persons, to ..83(1,3)
. interdicted persons, to 85
returns re sale of 46(3)
. penalty for default re 48
sale of
.
permits, without 38(5)
.
prescription, on 58(l)(c)
samples of, to Board 51
unlawful supply of 70
Beverage
. use of drugs as 65(1)
Bills of lading
. inspection of 118(1)
Board
. actions against 27(1, 3)
. appointment of officers and
staff by 12(6)
. assets of, to be property
of Crown 14
. audit of accounts of 22
. audit of accounts payable by . . .20
.
audit of books of 16
. audit of receipts of 24
. authority of, to advertise 91 (4) (a)
. defined 1(6)
LIQUOR
CONTROL—Con.
Sec
Board—Con.
. determining periods of
prohibition 36((i)
discretion of
. licences, re 30
. permits, re 30, 38(3)
duties and powers of 9
establishment of 2
establishment of stores by . .31(1)
expropriation by 13(l)(a)
. injunction not to be made re 13(4)
. procedure of 13(3)
finality of orders of 21 {2)
fiscal year of 21
fixing of prices by 31(2)
issue of permits by 38
members of
. appointment of ^{p.)
.
interest in liquor business
forbidden to 74(1)
. members of Assembly as 4
. salaries of 5(c)
. taking of commission
forbidden to 74(2)
order by
. contravention of 83(3, 4)
. forfeiture of liquor upon,
re prohibition 83(2)
. prescribing kinds and
quantities to sell 83(4)
. prohibiting purchase, etc. ..83(1)
. purchase of liquor, for 28
. service of 83(5)
. subject to review, not Zl{^)
. supply to interdicted
person, re 83(3)
payment of net profits of 25
payment of salaries and
expenses by 18
power of, to introduce
restrictions 11
powers of Minister of
Public Works, of 13(1) (6)
proceeds of sale paid to 19
purchase, importation and
sale by 62(2)(6)
purchase of forfeited liquor
by 116(2)
purchase of liquor from
interdicted person 96
purchase of property and
output by 12(o)
quorum of 5(6)
receiver of money penalties, as 121
regulations by 10
. authentication of 8
reports by 15
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Sec
Board
—
Con.
. reserve fund of 23
. sale of liquor to 62(2) (a)
. sale of wine and beer by,
without permits 38(5)
. seat of 6
Boarders
.
disqualification of rooms of 43(2)
Boat
forfeiture of 114
. owner unknown, of 115(3)
impounding of 115(1)
search of Ill
seizure of 1 14
.
retention upon 115(2)
Books
. account, regulations re ...10(2)(<7)
.
examination of brewers', etc. 49(1)
. freight, inspection of 118(1)
. seizure of 113
Bottles
. labelling of beer 93
Breaking
. fastenings and locks by
police, of 109(1.3)
Brewers
arrangement of premises by ....50
examination of books of 49(1)
. penalty for refusal re 49(2)
furnishing of samples to
Board by 51
licence of
. delivery to named persons,
re 46(1)(5)
. direct sale, re 46(1) (c)
. sale to Board, re 46(l)(a)
limitation of sale of 46(2)
marks of. on containers ....68(1)
. penalty for default re ...68(2)
penalty on, for unlawful sale 101
prohibition to, to give
liquor illegally 70
returns by 46(3)
. penalty for default of special 48
. penalty for default re 47
British Pharmacopoeia
. medicated alcoholic fluids
according to 64(1) (a) (i)
Burden of proof
. bona fide administration of
liquor, re 132(2)
. distribution of, re medication 66(3)
. ownership of seized liquor,
re 115(4)
. possession of liquor, re 131(1)
LIQUOR
CONTROL—Con.
Sec
Burden of proof
—
Con.
. right to possess or deal with
liquor, re 132(1)
Canada Temperance Act
. referred to 143(1,2)
Cancellation
. certificate declaring hotel a
public place, of 90(4)
. evidence of 131(3)
. licences, of
. . brewer or distiller, of 54
. . default in paying
penalty, for 106(3)
. orders, of 28(3)
. permit, of 44(1,6)
. . interdiction, upon 97
Canoe
forfeiture of 114
. owner unknown, of 115(3)
impounding of 115(1)
search of Ill
seizure of 1 14
. retention upon 115(2)
Canvassing
.
prohibition of, for orders 91(1) (a)
penalty 104(4)
Carriage
. liquor, of 37
Carrier
. inspection of documents with 118(1)
. refusal by, to produce
document as offence 118(2)
Certificates
. analysis, of, as evidence 128
. cancellation or suspension,
of, as evidence 131 (3)
. declaring hotel a public place 90(2)
. . cancellation of 90(4)
. insufficient medication, of . . . .66(3)
. . publication of 66(4)
. justice, of, on appeal 138(9)
. minimum, of, in prescription 58(2)
. publication of, re
disqualification of medicine 66(4)
. rehabilitation, of 43(2)
Certiorari
. Board not subject to 27(2)
Chief Commissioner
. authentication of regulations by . .8
. authorization of purchase
orders by 28(1)
. designation of 3
. duties and powers of 7
. signing by
. . cheques, of 20
. . prohibition orders, of 83
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Charges
. several, in one information 133(2)
Clerks
court, of, certifying proceedings
to Supreme Court 139(5)
forbidding consumption in store 35
penalty on, for unlawful
sale 102(1,2)
regulations re 10(2) (^)
Commission
prohibition to customers,
etc., to ofTcr 74(3)
prohibition to ofTicers of
Board to take 74(2)
Complainant
.
appeal by 138(14)
Complaint
.
making of 122
Compounds
. pharmaceutical, sale of 64(l)(a)(ii)
.
prohibition to sell alcoholic 65(2)
Constables
. arrest by 110
impounding of vehicles by . .115(1)
.
inspection of documents of
transportation by 118(1)
. investigation and complaint by,
re contraventions 117
. retention of seized objects
by 115(2)
. search by
.
.
warrant, with 109(1)
.
.
warrant, without 109(3)
.
seizure by
licences or permits 109(4)
liquor, of 78(2)
.
.
objects of evidence, of 113
Control
handling of liquor, over . 9{b)
Consumption
.
beer and wine, of, by
disqualified person 89(4)
penalty for 104(4)
liquor, of
accjuircd illegally 89(3)
liotel, in 90
interdicted person, by, as
offence 95(2)
interpretation of Act re 142
permit, on 89(2)
proof of 127
residence, in 79(1)
statement in proceedings re 119
LIQUOR Sec.
CONTROI^Con.
Consumption—Con.
. prohibition of
.
.
disqualified premises, on 76
interdicted persons, to 95(2)
minors, by 81
Ontario wine on producer's
premises, of 94(2)
. . stores, in 35
.
.
unlawful 77
Conveyances
.
claim to, impounded 115(4)
.
forfeiture of 114
owner unknown, of 115(3)
.
regulations re 10(2) (r)
. search of Ill
. seizure of 114
.
.
retention upon 115(2)
Conviction
.
description of offence in 119
.
different sections, under 133(l){d)
enforcement of, as judgment
against corporation 106(2)
.
evidence of previous 133(1) (6)
.
notice of motion to quash .... 137
. one, for several offences
. . . .133(3)
. previous, in proceedings re
subsequent offence ...133(1) (a)
Corporations
.
cancellation of licences of .106(3)
.
filing of orders against, in
court for enforcement ...106(2)
.
general penalty on 105(2)
.
liability of officers of 107
presumption of incorporation re 135
.
recovery of penalties and
compensation from 106(1)
provision re, barring no
proceedings 106(4)
. service on 134
Costs
.
deposit for 138(4)
Council
liability of, for fees of
Crown attorney 117
County court
appeals to 138
.
certification of proceedings
in 139(5)
.
fee of clerk of 138(10)
Crown
. assets of Board to be property of 14
Crown attorney
. approval by
.
.
bail, of 138(12)
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Crown attorney
—
Con.
. approval by Con.
. deposit in lieu of sureties 138(6)
. .
sureties, of 138(5)
. prosecution by, for ofifence ...117
Da3rs
. prohibition, of 36
penalty for violation of ...104(4)
Definition
. beer, of 1 (a)
. Board, of 1(6)
. dentist, of 1(f)
. druggist, of \{d)
. Government store, of \(e)
. interdicted person, of 1(/)
. judge, of \{g)
. justice, of 1 {h)
. licence, of 1 (i)
. liquor, of 1 (;')
. Minister, of l(ife)
. Ontario wine, of 1 (/)
. package, of 1 (m)
. permit, of 1 («)
. physician, of 1 (o)
. prescription, of 1 {p)
. public place, of 1(g)
. regulafions, of l(r)
. residence, of l(s)
. sale and sell, of 1(/)
. veterinary, of 1 (u)
. wine, of 1 (v)
Delivery
. beer by brewer, of . . . .46(l)(fc), (2)
. forfeited liquor to Board,
of 115(3), 116(1)
. liquor after interdiction to
Board, of 96
. liquor by distiller, of 52(3)
. regulations re 10(2) (r)
. suspended permit, of 44(3)
Denatured alcohol
. penalty for use of, as
beverage 65(1)
Dentist
. administering of liquor by 59
. . penalty for violation of
provisions re 104(4)
. defined 1(c)
. permit to 38(2, 3)
Dentistry Act
. referred to 1(c)
Department of Health
. analysis of medicines by 66(3)
. certificate of insufficient
medication 66(4)
LIQUOR Sec
CONTROL—Con.
Deposit
. appeal, on, after payment ...138(4)
. dispensing with, on appeal
from dismissal 138(14)
. sureties, in lieu of 138(6)
Deputy Chief Commissioner
. authorization of purchase
orders by ' 28(1)
. certificate of hotel as public
place by 90(2)
. designation of 3
. order by
. . prescribing quantity 83(4)
. . prohibiting supply 83(3)
prohibition, of 83(1)
Description
. offence, of
. . proceedings, in 119
. . prosecution, on 126
Destruction
. forfeited liquor unfit for use,
of 116(3)
. permit, of 42
Disorderly house
. disqualification of keeper or
frequenter of 38(3)
Disposal
. proof re, of liquor 127
Disqualification
. Dominion statutes, under 45
. keeper and frequenter of
disorderly house 38(3)
. medicines, of 66(4)
. . hearing of parties before ..66(5)
. premises, of 43(2)
Distillers
. cancellation or suspension of
licences of 54
. granting of licences to 52(1)
. limitation of sales of 52(3)
. penalty on, for unlawful sales . . 101
. prohibition to, to give liquor
contrary to regulations 70
. regulations re 52(2)
Distress
. penalty from corporation,
for 106(5)
Distribution
. regulations re 10(2) (q)
Documents
. refusal of carrier to produce 118(2)
. transportation of, inspection
of 118(1)
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Druggist
.
defined \(d)
. furnishing of samples by ....67(1)
. .
penalty for refusal re 67(2)
.
permit to 38(2, 3)
. possession of alcohol by 55
. sale by
. . limitation of 56
. . medicinal mixtures . .62(l)(a)(iv)
. . perfume, lotions, etc.,
of 64(l)(a)(iii)
. . pharmaceutical
preparations 64(l)(a)(ii)
. . proprietary medicines, of 63
. . tinctures, medicated spirits,
etc., of 64(l)(a)(i)
Drugs
. analysis of 66(3)
. medication of 64(1)
. sale of 64(l)(fl)(iv)
. unreasonable quantity 64(2)
. use of, as beverage 65(1)
Drunkenness
. prohibition to permit, on
premises SS(a)
. public place, in 79(2)
Duplicate permits
. issue of 42
Elections
. sale prohibited on day of ..36(b,c)
. . penalty 104(4)
Employees
.
prohibition to
. . interest in liquor business,
re 74(1)
. . remuneration from sellers of
liquor, re 74(2)
Entries
. permit, on, as evidence 131(2)
Equipment
. acquisition of, by Board 9(g)
Essence
. sale of 64(l)(a)(i)
Evidence
.
certificate of analysis as 128
. certificate of cancellation or
suspension as 131 (3)
. entries on permit as 131 (2)
. facts of, on prosecution 126
. insufficient medication, of . . . .66(3)
. previous conviction, of .. 133(1) (&)
Excise Act
. referred to 65(1)
LIQUOR
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Expenses
.
payment of, by Board 18
Experts
. powers of Board to engage 9(A)
Expiry
. individual permits, of 39(a)
. licences, of 53
. permits, of 39
Express books
. inspection of 118(1)
Express company
. inspection of documents with 118(1)
.
refusal by, to produce docu-
ment as offence 118(2)
Expropriation
. property of, by Board . . . .13(1) (a)
. . injunction not to be made
re 13(4)
. . perfection of title re 13(2)
. . procedure of 13(3)
Extracts
. sale of 64(l)(a)(i)
Fees
. clerk, of, on appeal 138(10)
. Crown attorney, of, liability for 117
. regulations re 10(2) (o)
Filing
. duplicate cancellation orders,
of 28(3)
. duplicate orders, of 28(2)
. penal orders against corpora-
tions in court, of 106(2)
Fiscal year
. Board, of 21
Forfeiture
liquor, of
. cancellation of permit, on . .44(7)
. conviction, on 113
. disregard of interdiction, on 95(2)
. kept unlawfully 78(2)
. order of prohibition, upon . .83(2)
vehicles on conviction, of 114
Forms
. justice's certificates on appeal,
of 138(9)
. regulations re 10(2) (i)
Gifts
. prohibition to customers, etc.
to oflFer 74(3)
. prohibition to functionaries of
Board to take 74(2)
Government stores
. defined l(^)
. establishment of 31(1)
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Government stores
—
Con.
. location of, by Board 9(c)
. permission to, to advertise 91(4) (a)
. prohibition to consume in 35
. prohibition to interdicted person
to enter 85
regulations re 10(2) (a)
regulations re furnishing of
liquor to 10(2) (c)
Holidaj^
sale prohibited on 36(a)
. .
penalty for violations re ..104(4)
. search on 1 12
Homes for aged
. administering of liquor in 61
penalty for unlawful 104(4)
Hospitals
administering of liquor in 61
penalty for unlawful 104(4)
Hotels
. declaration of, as public
places 90(2)
. . cancellation of 90(4)
. . consequences of 90(3)
. keeping and consuming by
guest in 90(1)(6)
. penalty for violation of pro-
visions re 104(4)
. permit found in 90(5)
. place of keeping and consum-
ing in 90(1) (a)
Hours
. sale, of 10(2) (e)
Importation
. liquor, of
. . Board, by 62(2) (b)
. . power of Board, re 9(a)
Impounding
.
liquor and vehicles, of 115(1)
Imprisonment
. default of payment of penalty,
on 106(5)
Incorporation
. presumption of, in proceedings 135
Inference
. circumstances, from, re
prescriptions 132(2)
. intoxicating nature of liquor, re 129
sale or keeping of liquor, re . . . 130
Informant
appeal by 138(14)
LIQUOR Sec
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Information
. amendment of, before judgment 120
. description of oflFence in 119
. Minister, to 15(1) (d)
. several charges in one 133(2)
. time for laying, for prosecution 122
Injunction
. expropriation by Board not
restrained by 13(4)
Inspectors
. appointment of 12(6)
. regulations re 10(2) (b)
Interdicted persons
. defined 1(/)
. delivery of liquor to Board by .96
. disregard of interdiction by . .95(2)
. entry of Government store by .85
. notification of vendors of 97
. prohibition to issue permits to ..85
. supply of liquor to 84
Interdiction
. cancellation of permit upon 97
. delivery to Board of liquor upon 96
. excessive drinkers, of 95(1)
. . annulment of 98(1)
Interpretation
. Act re dealings with liquor .... 142
Intoxicated condition
. prohibition of, in public place 79(2)
. prohibition of sale to persons in 80
Judges
. appeals from orders of justice
to 138
. defined l(^)
. hearing by, of motion to quash
convictions 137
. order of interdiction by 95(1)
. . disregard of 95(2)
. . revocation of 98(1)
. powers and duties to amend
information 136
Judgment
. appeal on, effect of 138(12)
. enforcement of convictions
as 106(2)
Justices
. amendment of information by.. 120
. defined 1(h)
. description of offences before . . 125
. determination by, of minority 81(2)
disqualification of premises by 43(2)
. evidence before 126, 128
. inference from circumstances by 130
.
inference on intoxicating nature
of liquor by 129
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Justices
—
Con.
.
jurisdiction 123
.
order of forfeiture by 116(1)
. order of interdiction by 95(1)
. .
revocation of 98(1)
.
order of procedure before 133
.
powers of, on default in pay-
ments of penalties 106(5)
. proof of disposal of liquor
before 127
. search warrants by 109(1)
. service of documents by, on
appeal 138(8)
Keeping of liquor
. exceptions re
. . imported by Board ....78(l)(a)
. . manufacturer of Board,
by 78(1)(0
. . religious purposes, for ..78(l)(fe)
.
guest in hotel, by 90(1) (6)
. inference from circumstances re 130
. interdicted person as offence,
by 95(2)
. place of 43(1)
. . disqualification and rehabilita-
tion of 43(2)
..
. hotel, in 90(1) (a)
-. sealed containers, in 78(1)
. statement in proceedings re ..119
'. unlawful 69(2)
. . exceptions of 69(3)
Labels
. beer, on 93
. regulations re 10(2) (A)
Land
. expropriation of, by Board 13(1) (a)
.
perfection of title re acquired 13(2)
. purchase of, by Board 12(o)
Lease
. plants and equipment of Board,
of 9(g)
. premises by Board, of 9(/)
Legislative Assembly Act
. referred to 4
Liability
. offence, for
.
.
occupant, of 108(1)
. .
officer in charge of premises,
of 107
. . owner, of 108(2)
Licences
.
cancellation and suspension of .54
. cancellation of, for default in
paying penalty 106(3)
. defined 1 (i)
LIQUOR
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Licences—Con.
. discretion of Board re 30
. Federal, keeping of liquor
under 62(1)
. granting of
. . brewers, to 46(1)
. . distiller, to 52(1)
. regulations re terms of ...10(2)(i)
.
seizure of 109(4)
. term of 53
Licensees
. prohibition re adulteration of
liquor by 73
. . penalty for violation of . . 104(2)
. security by 29
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. appointment by
. . auditor, of 22, 24
. . Board members, of 5(a)
. approval by
. . acquisition and expropriation
of land, to 13(1) (o)
. . appointment of officers, etc.,
to 12(6)
. . exercise of powers re public
works by Board, to ..13(1)(6)
. . purchase of property and
output, to 12(a)
. . regulations by Board,
to 10(1), 52(2)
. emergency prohibition by 141
. fixing of salaries by 5(c)
. specification of quorum of
Board by 5(6)
Liquor
analysis of, as evidence 128
defined U/)
description of, in proceedings. .. 119
forfeiture of
. cancellation of permit 44(7)
. conviction 113
. delivery to Board 116(1)
. destruction of, unfit for use 116(3)
. owner unknown 115(3)
. payment by Board for . . . .116(2)
onus re ownership of seized 115(4)
place of keeping 43(1)
prohibition re adulteration 73
prohibition to supply
.
consideration, for 69(1)
. persons with cancelled permits 82
seizure of 78(2), 113
. report to Board re 116(4)
. retention upon 115(2)
Liquor Control Board of Ontario
—See Board
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Liquor Licence Act
. referred to .. 10(2)(;b,.f),31(l),43(l),
76, 77, 79(1), 83(3, 4),89(1),
90(1), 109(4), 121. 142, 143(2)
Liquors
. prohibition to post word . .91(1) (6)
. penalty 104(4)
Location
. stores, of, by Board 9(c)
Lodgers
. disqualification of rooms . . .
-43(2)
Loss
.
permit, of 42
Lotions
. sale of 64(l)(o)(iii)
Magistrate
. prosecution to take place
before 123
Manufactory
.
permit to 38(2,3)
Manufacturers
disproof of prima facie evidence
by 66(3)
. penalty on, for unlawful sale . . . 101
. prescription of quantities to
sell 83(4)
. prohibition to, to give liquor
contrary to regulations 70
. sale by
. . medicinal mixtures,
of 62(l)(o)(iv)
. . perfume lotions, etc.,
of 64(l)(a)(iii)
. . preparations, etc., of 64(1) (a) (ii)
. . proprietary medicines, of 63
. . tinctures, etc., of . . . .64(l)(a)(i)
Mechanical devices
. prohibition to advertise by 91(l)(f)
. . penalty 104(4)
Medical Act
. referred to l(o)
Medicated spirit
. sale of 64(l)(a)(i)
Medication
. analysis re, of medicine 66(3)
. preventative against use as
beverage 63, 64(1)
. sale of medicines with
insufficient 66(1)
. . charging of offence re 66(2)
Medicines
. penalty for sale of disqualified 66(4)
. penalty for use of, as beverage 65(1)
. sale of 64(l)(a)(ii)
LIQUOR
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Merchants
. sale of medicines and perfumes
by ....64(1)(&)
Minister of Public Works
. exercise of powers of, by
Board 13(1)(6)
. . manner of 13(3)
Ministers
. approval by
. . brewer's licence 46(1)
. . distiller's licence 52(1)
. defined l{k)
Minors
. lawful supply of, with liquor 81(4)
. penalty for violation of Act,
re 104(3)
. prohibition
. . application for permit 72(2)
. . purchase of liquor 81(3)
. . selling liquor to 81(1, 2)
Mixtures
. medicinal, sale of 64(1) (a) (iv)
. prohibition to sell alcoholic ..65(2)
Motion to quash
. notice of 137
Motor car
claim to, impounded 115(4)
forfeiture of 114
.
owner unknown 115(3)
impounding of 115(1)
search of Ill
seizure of 114
. retention of 115(2)
Notices
. appeal, of, from order of
judge 138(2)
. . service of 138(3)
. application, of, re revocation
of interdiction 98(2)
.
hearing claim for impounded
property .'.
.115(4)
. motion to quash conviction . . . 137
. regulations re service of . .10(2)(m)
Notification
. vendors, etc., of
. . cancellation of permits . . . .44(5)
.
.
interdicted persons 97
Oaths
. administration of, by vendors .26
Occupants
. evidence against 127
. liability of, for oflfence on
premises 108(1)
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Occupants—Con.
.
prohibition
. .
giving liquor to intoxicated
persons 88(c)
. .
permitting consumption by
intoxicated persons, of . . ,88(6)
. . permitting drunkenness, of 88(a)
Offences
. application for permit during
suspension 86(2)
. charging of, re colourable
sale 66(2)
. description of
. .
informant, by 125
. .
proceedings, in 119
. liability of owner for, of lessee,
etc 108(2)
. occupant deemed party to ..108(1)
.
officer of corporation deemed
party to 107
. prescription of conviction for
first 100
. presence on premises during
violation of Act as 92
.
substitution of, in charge 120
. violation of Act and regulations
as 99
Officers
appointment of 12(6)
corporation, of
. liability for oflFence of 107
. service on 134
inspection of documents of
transportation by 118(1)
police—see Police officers
prohibition
. interest in liquor business,
re 74(1)
. remuneration from sellers of
liquor, re 74(2)
regulations re 10(2) (6)
submission of cases for prosecu-
tion by 117
Officials
. administration of oaths by 26
. appointment of, by Board 9(i)
. prohibition
.
.
interest in liquor business,
re 74(1)
. regulations re duties
of 10(2) (n), 12(6)
. . remuneration from sellers of
liquor, re 74(2)
Ontario Gazette
. publication in, re disqualifica-
tion of medicine 66(4)
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Ontario wine
. defined l(/)
. prohibition of unlawful sale
and consumption of 94(1)
Orders
amendment of defective 136(2)
Board, by
. finality of 27(2)
. prescribing quantities to sell
to person 83(4)
. prohibiting purchase 83(1)
. prohibiting sale to person. .83(3)
defect of form or substance not
to invalidate 136(1)
interdiction, of 95(1)
. revocation of 98(1)
motion to quash 137
purchase of liquor, for
. authorization of 28(1)
. cancellation of 28(3)
. filling of duplicate of 28(2)
service of, on corporation 134
Supreme Court, of, on appeal 139(6)
Output
. purchase of, by Board 12(o)
Owners
. liability of. for oflFence by
lessee, etc 108(2)
. prohibition
. . giving liquor to intoxicated
persons 88(f)
. . permitting consumption by
intoxicated persons, of . .88(6)
. . permitting drunkenness, of 88(a)
Ownership
. proof re, of seized liquor .115(4)
Packages
claim to impounded 115(4)
defined l(m)
determination of, by Board . . .9(/)
forfeiture of 113,114
. owner unknown 115(3)
seal on 34
seizure of 113
. retention upon 115(2)
Papers
. seizure of 113
Patent medicines
—
See Medica-
tion; Medicines
Penalties
.
adulteration 104(2)
. authorized seller, on, for
unlawful sales 102(1, 2)
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Penalties
—
Con.
circumstances increasing . . . .105(3)
corrupt dealings of officials,
for 102(3)
default, for
. brewers, etc., re special returns 48
. brewers re returns 47
.
marking beer containers ...68(2)
drunkenness in public places 104(7)
manufacturers, on, for unlawful
sales 101
moneys, payment to Board of . . 121
offences by and re minors,
for 104(3)
recovery of 124
recovery of, from corporations 106
. provision re, barring no
proceedings 106(4)
refusal, for
. brewers to produce books,
of 49(2)
- .
furnish samples of medicines,
to 67(2)
sale, for
. .
disqualified medicines 66(4)
.
.
medicines with insufficient
medication 66(1)
minors and interdicted
persons 103
. supply without authority ...104(1)
. unlawful issue of permits . . . 102(2)
. unspecified offences 105(1)
.
.
corporations 105(2)
. use of drugs as beverages . . . .65(1)
. use of liquor in disqualified
residence 104(5)
Perfumes
• sale of 64(l)(a)(iii)
Permits
application for 38(2)
. false address 87(3)
. false name 87(2)
. suspension, during 86(2)
cancellation of 44(1)
. interdicted persons 97
. notification of vendors re . .44(5)
proof of 131(3)
defined 1 (r)
delivery of, found in hotel ..90(5)
detention of, by vendor 44(6)
discretion of Board re 38(4)
expiry of 39
granting, etc., of, by Board . .9(e,i)
holding of false 87(4)
individual 38(l)(o)
. non-residents, for 38(2) ff 2
. residents, for 38(2H 1
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Permits
—
Con.
issue of, in name 40
loss of 42
penalty for unlawful issue of 102(2)
prohibition to issue
. disqualified persons. .45, 71 (3) (a)
. interdicted persons 85
. persons convicted under
Act 38(3)
. persons furnishing false
information 71 (3) (6)
.
persons having permit 71(2)
. persons under 21 72(1)
regulations re duplicate
..10(2)(y)
regulations re officials
issuing 10(2) (n)
regulations re terms 10(2) (i)
restriction re issue 42
return 44(4)
sale of beer and wine without 38(5)
seizure 109(4)
signature of holder 41
special 38(1) (&)
. dentist 59
. druggist 55
. hospitals and sanitaria 61
individual purposes 38(5)
. physicians 57
. professional use, for 38(2, 3)
. sacramental purposes 38(4)
. veterinary 60
suspension of
. conviction, upon 44(2)
. delivery upon 44(3)
prohibition to hold, etc.,
during 86(1)
. return upon 44(4)
use of, invalid 44(6)
. forfeiture of liquor purchased
by 44(7)
Pharmacy Act
. referred to 1 (rf)
Physicians
.
contravention of Act by 57(2)
. . penalty for 104(4)
. defined 1 (o)
. permits to 38(2, 3)
. possession and sale of liquor
by 57(1)
Place
. consumption of liquor 79(1)
. keeping liquor 43(1)
Plants
. acquisition of, by Board 9(g)
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Police officers
. arrest by 110
. inspection of documents of
transportation by 118(1)
. investigation and complaints
by, re contraventions 117
. retention of seized objects
by 115(2)
. search by
. . warrants, with 109(1)
. . warrants, without .... 109(3), 111
. seizure by
. . licences or permits 109(4)
. . liquor, of 78(2)
. . liquor and vehicles by force,
of 115(1)
. . objects of evidence, of 113
Porters
. denomination, as 93
Possession
. beer and wine by disqualified
persons, of 89(4)
. liquor, of
. . illegally 89(3)
. .
permit, on 89(2)
. . permit, without 89(1)
. proof of ....131(1)
.
unlawful, of liquor 69(2)
. . exceptions of 69(3)
. .
penalty for 104(4)
Post office
. permission to, to deal with
advertisement 91 (4) (6)
Premises
.
arrangement of brewers' 50
. disqualification of, as
residence 43(2)
. inexcusable presence on, as
offence 92
. lease of, by Board 9(f)
. occupant of—see Occupants
. owner of—see Owners
.
prohibition to consume liquor
on, disqualified 76
. proof against occupant of 127
. regulations re, of sale and
consumption 10(2) (/)
. search of
. . warrant, with 109(1)
. . warrant, without 109(3)
Preparations
. pharmaceutical, sale of 64(1) (a) (ii)
. prohibition to sell alcoholic ..65(2)
Prescriptions
. covering one sale and
delivery 58(3)
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Prescriptions
—
Con.
. defined l(^)
. first conviction, of 100
. indication of minimum in
medical 58(2)
. proof re lawfulness of 132(2)
. sale on medical
. . alcohol for external use 58(1) (c)
. . beer, of S8(l)(a)
. . contravention of Act re ...58(4)
. . wine and distillate, of ..58(l)(fc)
Presumption
. incorporation, of 135
Price lists
. regulations re 10(2) (/)
Prices
. fixing of 31 (2)
Proceedings
. appeal, on 138(13)
. certifying of, to Supreme
Court 139(5)
. description of offence in 119
. person convicted previously,
against 133(1) (a)
.
second conviction after quashing
of previous one, upon . . 133(1) (c)
Proclamation
. forbidding possession of liquor 141
Profits
. payment of Board's net 25
Proof
. disposal of liquor 127
. intoxicating nature of liquor . . . 129
. previous conviction 133(1) (6)
Prosecution
. application of Summary Convic-
tions Act to 124
. taking place before justice .... 123
Provincial Auditor
. annual audit by 22
. audit of receipts by 24
.
auditing of accounts payable
by Board 20
.
submission of balance sheet,
etc., to 21
Public place
. declaration of residence as . .43(2)
. defined l(q)
. prohibition to appear in,
intoxicated 79(2)
. . penalty 104(7)
Public Works Act
. referred to 13(1) (6). 13(3)
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Pxirchase
land and output, by Board . . 12(a)
liquor, of
. authorization of order for . .28(1)
. Board, by 9(a), 62(2) (6)
. cancellation of order for . .28(3)
. filing of duplicate order re 28(2)
. funds for, provided by
Treasurer 17
. interdicted person as offence,
by 95(2)
. interpretation of Act re 142
. proof of 127
. regulations re 10(2) (c)
. regulations re, by
licensee 10(2) (s)
. regulations re records of 10(2) (/)
.
statement in proceedings re . .119
prohibition of
, illegal 75
. minor, by 81 (3)
suspension, during 87(1)
Purchaser
. duties of
. . cash payment, re 32(2) (c)
. . presentation of permit,
re 33i2)(b)
. . written order, re 33(2) (a)
. prohibition, to offer
remuneration 74(3)
Quantities
. regulations re, of liquor .10(2) (it)
Quorum
. board, of 5(b)
Railway company
inspection of documents
with 118(1)
- refusal by, to produce document
as offence 118(2)
Receipts
audit of 24
. inspection, of goods 118(1)
Receptacles
breaking of. by police . . . .109(1, 3)
. labelling of beer 93
Recognizance
conviction
. . deposit, with 138(6)
. . sureties, with 138(5)
Records
. inspection, of transportation 118(1)
Records of sale
. regulations re 10(2) (^)
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Reg^ilations
. authentication of 8
. Board, by 10
. defined 1 (r)
. interpretation of, re dealings
with liquor 142
. reports re working of . . . . 15(l)(c)
. violation of, deemed offence ... .99
Reports
. Board, by
. . accounts, re 15(1) (b)
. . requested information,
re I5(l)(d)
. vendors* business, re ...15(l)(a)
. . working of Act, re 15(l)(<r)
. seizure of liquor, re 116(4)
Reserve fund
. creation of 23
Residence
. consumption in 79(1)
. defined l(s)
. disqualification and rehabilita-
tion of 43(2)
. penalty for use of liquor in,
disqualified 104(5)
Retention
. seized objects, of 115(2)
Return
. suspended permit, of 44(4)
Returns
. brewers' and agents' 46(3)
. . penalty for default re 47,48
. . verification of 49(1)
. regulations re distillers' 52(2)
Sacramental wine
.
appointment of vendors of, by
Board \(k)
. exception as to keeping ..78(1) (6)
. permits for 38(4)
Salaries
. payment of, by Board 18
Sales
. beer and wine without
permits 38(5)
colourable 66(1)
defined 1(0
drugs after disqualification,
of 66(4)
drugs and perfumes, of 64(1) (a, &)
hours of 10(2) (e)
liquor
. Board, by 9(a), 62(2) (&)
. Board, to 62(2) (a)
. brewer, by 46(2)
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Sales
—
Con.
liquor
—
Con.
.
conditions of 33(2)
. days when, prohibited 36
. distiller, by 52(3)
. druggist, by 56
. holders of permits, to 33(1)
.
inference from circumstances
re 130
. interpretation of Act re 142
. payment of moneys from,
to Board 19
.
penalty for, to unauthorized
persons 104(4)
. penalty for unlawful 102(1)
. penalty on manufacturer for
unlawful 101
, physician, by 57
.
prescription, on 58
. proof of 127
. regulations re records of 10(2) (^)
. regulations re, to
licensee 10(2) (j)
. statement in proceedings re . .119
Ontario wine, of 94(1)
prohibition of
illegal permits, on 71(4)
interdicted person, to 97
intoxicated persons 80
minors, to 81(1)
Ontario wine unlawfully, of 94(2)
seeming minor, to 81 (2)
unlawful 69(1)
proprietary medicines, of 63
unreasonable quantities of
product, of 64(2)
Saloon
. prohibition to post word . .91(1)(&)
. . penalty 104(4)
Samples
. beer, of. to Board 51
. furnishing of, by druggist ...67(1)
. . penalty for refusal re 67(2)
Sanitarium
. administering of liquor in Ol
. . penalty for unlawful 104(4)
Scientific pursuit
.
permit for 3)B){2, 3)
Seal
. providing of package with 34
. regulations re 10(2) (A)
Search
. warrant, with 109(1)
. .
time of execution of 112
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. warrant, without
. . premises, of 109(3)
. . vehicles, of Ill
Security
. liberation of appellant upon
providmg 138(8)
. licensee, by 29
. protraction of, provided
by appellant 138(7)
. recognizance, by
. . deposit, with 138(6)
. . sureties, with 138(5)
. withdrawal of 138(7)
Seizure
. liquor, of 78(2), 113
. . report to Board re 116(4)
. objects of evidence re
offence, of 113
. vehicles, of 114
. . licences or permits, of . . . .109(4)
. . liquor, of 78(2)
SeU
. defined 1(/)
Seller
. prohibition, to oflfer
remuneration 74(3)
Servants
. appointment of 12(6)
. penalty on, for unlawful
sale 102(1,2)
.
regulations re 10(2) (6)
Service
.
corporation, on 134
. notice of
. . appeal from order of
judge, of 139(3)
. . motion to quash, re 137
. revocation of interdiction,
re 98(2)
. regulations re, of notices 10(2) (m)
Sheriff
. liquor seized by 69(4)
Signatiu'e
. holder, of, on permit 41
Signs
.
prohibition of exhibiting .91(1) (ft)
. . penalty 104(4)
Special permits
—
See Permits
Spirits
. prohibition to post word 91(1) (6)
. .
penalty 104(4)
Statement
. facts in proceedings, of 119
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Stopper
. beer bottles, of, marking of 68(1)
Storage
. regulations re 10(2) (g)
Stout
. denomination, as 93
Summary Convictions Act
. referred to 124,138(13)
Summons
charging of several offences
in 133(2)
. description of offence in 119
. judge appealed to, by ...138(11)
.
service of, on corporation 134
unlawful use of patent
medicine, re 66(2)
Sunday
. search on 112
Supply
. liquor, of
.
interpretation of Act re 142
. . lawful, to minors 81(4)
.
penalty for, out of place,
etc 102(2)
. .
penalty for unlawful 104(1)
. .
prohibition of, to interdicted
person 84
. . prohibition of, to suspended
persons 82
Supreme Court
.
application of rules of
practice of 139(4)
Sureties
. convict in custody, of 138(5)
Suspension
. evidence of 131 (3)
. licences, of 54
. permits, of
. Board, by 44(1)
. . justice, by 44(2)
Tax
.
regulations re 10(2) (o)
Telegraph
. permission to, to deal with
advertisements 91(4) (b)
Tenant
disqualification of rooms of 43(2)
liability of owner for
oflfence of 108(2)
prohibition
. giving liquor to intoxicated
persons, of 88(c)
. permitting consumption by
intoxicated persons, of . .88(&)
.
permitting drunkenness, of 88(a)
LIQUOR Sec
CONTROL—Con.
Term
. licences, of 53
Time
. appeal from order of
judge, for 139(1)
. delivery of permit found in
hotel, for 90(5)
. making complaint re oflfence, for 122
. motion to quash conviction,
for 137
. notice claiming seized
objects, for 115(3)
. submitting report of Board
to Legislature, for 15(2)
. summons by judge, for . . . .138(11)
. taking effect of judge's
order, for 138(12)
Tincture
. sale of 64(l)(a)(i)
Tide
. perfection of, by Board re
acquired land 13(2)
Toilet water
. sale of 64(l)(o)(iii)
Transfer
. permit not liable to 40
Transportation
. liquor, of 37
Treasurer of Ontario
. payment to, for forfeited
liquor 116(2)
. providing of funds by,
for operations 17
Varieties
. prescription of 83(4)
. regulations re. on sale ...10(2)(rf)
Vehicle
. claim to impounded 115(4)
. forfeiture of 1 14
. . owner unknown 115(3)
. search of Ill
. seizure of 1 14
. . retention upon 115(2)
Vendors
. administration of oaths by 26
. appointment of 12(&)
. duties of
. . detention of permits, re . .44(6)
. . endorsement of permit,
re 33(2)(d)
. . inspection of permit, re 33(2) (b)
. . written order, re 33(2) (a)
. notification of
. . cancellation of permit 44(5)
. . interdicted persons, of 97
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CONTROL—Con.
Sec.
Vendors
—
Con.
penalty on, for unlawful sale 102(1)
prohibition of sale by
. contrary to regulations ....71(1)
. illegal permits, on 71(4)
reports re transactions by 15(1) (a)
retention by, of invalid
permits 44(6)
sacramental wine, of l(^)
sale of liquor by 32
. penalty for illegal 102(1, 2)
. prescription, on 58
Vessels
claim to impounded 115(4)
forfeiture of Ill
. owner unknown 115(3)
search of Ill
seizure of 114
. retention upon 115(2)
Veterinary
administering of liquor by 60
. . penalty for unlawful 104(4)
. defined 1(m)
. permit to 38(2,3)
Veterinary Science Practice Act
. referred to l(u)
Warehouses
. carriage to and from 37
. provision for, by Board 9(d)
. regulations re 10(2) (a)
Warrants
.
amendment of defective ....136(2)
. arrest without 110
. charging of several offences
in 133(2)
. defect not to invalidate ....136(1)
description of offence in 119
. execution of on Sunday 112
. motion to quash 137
. search, of, time of execution of 112
. search of vehicles without ....111
. search with 109(1)
. search without 109(3)
. seizure without
.
.
licence or permit, of 109(4)
. .
liquor, of 78(2)
service of, on corporations . . . 134
.
unlawful use of patent
medicines, re 66(2)
Waster
. interdiction of 95(1)
Way-bills
. inspection of 118(1)
LIQUOR Sec
CONTROL—Con.
Wine
. defined l(t>)
. sacramental—see Sacramental
wine
.
sale of, without permit 38(5)
Writ
. service of, on corporation 134
LIQUOR LICENCE
Liquor Licence Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1167.
See also Election Act; Hotel
Fire Safety Act; Liquor; Li-
quor Control Act; Municipal
Act; Voters' Lists Act
Accidents
. fatal, from use of liquor,
liability for 65
Accommodations
. regulations re 81 (o)
Advance polls
. holding of 76(1)(0
Affirmative vote
. establishment of liquor and
wine stores on 69(3)
Agents
. appointment of, for vote ....73(1)
Agreements
.
Board, by, with municipalities . .83
. manufacturers of liquor, with,
prohibition re licences 29(l)(o)
Annual meetings
. Board of 32
. . applications for renewal of
licences at 34
. . notice of 33
Appeals
. provisions re 64(1)
Application of Act
. cessation of Canada Temperance
Act, on 67(2)
Applications
. banquet or entertainment
permits, for 22{2)
. cancellation and suspension of
licences, for 41 (1)
. . notice of 41 (2)
. . powers of Board at hearing of 42
. corporations, by 30
. licences, for-
. . company, by 38
. . filing of 36
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Applications
—
Con.
licences, for
—
Con.
. objections to 40(1)
. . notice of 40(2)
. personal 38
. special meetings re 35(a)
penalties for failure to make
full disclosure in 28(2)
permits, for, re military-
messes 23(2)
. jurisdiction of Board re . . .23(3)
proceedings before Board
instituted by 14
regulations re 81(r, w)
renewal of licences, for
. annual meetings, at 34
. notices re 39
. special meetings re 35(6)
review of orders by Board, re . . 15
transfer of licences, for, at
special meetings 35(d)
Arrests
. without wart-ants 57
Audit
. books, of 12
. . regulations re 81 (^)
.
special, by Board 18(1)
. . penalty for refusal to allow 18(2)
Ballots
. regulations re form of 81 (jr)
Banks
. officers or employees of,
evidence by 16(rf)
Bedroom accommodations
. regulations re 27
Beer "
. defined 1 (a)
. submission of questions re sale
of, in certain areas 69(1)
Board
. agreements by, with
municipalities 83
.
annual meetings of Z2
. banquet permits issued by ...22(1)
. cancellation of licences by 43
. .
failure to carry out orders
of, on 43(b)
. certificates by 14
.
chairman and vice-chairman of . .3
. classification of establishments
by 25
. classification of hotels by, where
authorized under Liquor
Authority Control Act, 1944 26(2)
consent of, for transfer
of licences 44(1)
k
LIQUOR LICENCE—Cow. Sec.
Board
—
Con.
defined 1(6)
entertainment permits issued
by 22(1)
finality of orders of 20
investigations by 17(1)
. orders re 17(2)
licences issued by 24(1)
licences prohibited by 28(1), 29(1)
members and staff of, not
compellable as witnesses ...11
members of 2
. disqualification for 5
orders—see Orders of Board
permits for military messes
issued by 23(1)
. jurisdiction re 23(3)
petition for submission of
questions to 69(2)
powers of
. cancellations, etc., of licences,
re 42
. taking evidence, re 16
proceedings before 14
purchase by, of licensed
premises 45(1)
. payment for 45(2)
quorum of 4
regulations by 81
. bedroom accommodation, re .27
reports by 82
restrictions re licences
by 21(3). 24(3)
salaries re 6
sale of licensed premises by 45(3)
special audits by 18(1)
. penalty for refusal to allow 18(2)
special meetings of 35
special provisions by, re dining
room on public house
licences 24(2)
. special services for 9
. staff of 7
.
.
salaries of 8
.
validity of orders of 19
Books and records
. audit of 12
.
special audits by Board re . . .18(1)
. .
penalty for refusal to allow 18(2)
.
regulations re 8l(Pjg)
British subjects
.
requisites for licence, as 28(1) (*)
By-laws
. prohibition of liquor under 68
. .
voting re partial residence in
areas subject to 75
. submission of questions, for .... 74
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Canada Temperance Act
. cessation of 67(2)
. provisions of Act inapplicable
to areas under 67(1)
Cancellation
. licences, of 43
. .
application for 41(1)
, . .
notice of 41(2)
. . powers of Board at
hearing of 42
. . special meetings for 35(c)
Certificates
.
analysis of liquor, of 62
. Board, by 14
Certiorari
.
orders, re, not allowed 20
Chairman
.
Board, of 3
. election board, of
. . fees of n[:i)
. . fees of election officers
allowed by 78
. . powers and duties of 77(1)
Chief Election Officer
. regulations re forms, etc., by 76(2)
Civil liability
. sale of liquor, re 65
. . Fatal Accidents Act, yxnA&r . .tS^a)
Classification
clubs, of, regulations re 81(&)
. establishments, of 25
. . authorized under Liquor
Control Act, 1944 26(1)
. hotels, as, where authorized
under Liquor Authority
Control Act, 1944 26(2)
. licences, of 21 (1)
. .
restrictions re 21(3)
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
.
returns re votes to 79(2)
Clerks of municipalities
. duties of, as revising officer . .76(4)
.
petition for submission of
questions to 69(2)
.
returning officers, as 79(1)
. . returns by 79(2)
Clubs
.
classification of licences
for 24(l)(f)
. defined 1 (c)
. regulations re classification of 81(6)
Compensation
. disqualification, for 46(1)
. .
payment of 46(2)
report to contain details
of 82(l)(rf)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec.
Conditions
. sale of liquor, of, regulations
re 81(0
Conduct
. investigations re 17(1) (a)
.
licensed premises, of 51(4)
Constables
. arrest by, without warrant ....57
. licences prohibited to ....28(l)(d)
. liquor to, prohibited ....51(4)(a)
. . penalties for default of .. .59(1, 3)
Corporations
. applications by 30
. Board to approve transfer of
shares by 44(3)
. penalties for 59(4)
. regulations re 81(f)
Corrupt practices
. regulations re 76(1)
Councils of municipalities
. agreements by Board with 83
.
by-laws of, re appointment of
returning officers 79(1)
.
submission of questions by ..69(1)
. . continuation of stores, re ..70(1)
Crown
.
licences to become property of,
on cancellation, etc 31
Date
.
polling, of 74
Definitions
. beer 1(a)
. Board 1(&)
. club l(r)
. dining lounge 1 (</)
.
dining room l(^)
.
establishment 1 (/)
. hotel or inn l(^)
.
justice 1 (A)
. last revised list of municipality 1 (i)
. licence 1 (/)
. licensed premises 1 (/)
. licensing district 1 {k)
. liquor 1(»")
. lounge 1 («)
. military mess 1 (o)
. Minister 1 (P)
.
Ontario wine 1 (q)
.
public house l(.r)
. railway cars 1 (j)
. regulations 1 (0
. restaurant !(«)
. steamships 1 (v)
. tavern 1 (w)
. wine U-*')
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Deputy registrars
. applications for banquet, etc.,
permits to 22(2)
.
applications for licences
filed with 36
.
disqualification for 5
.
non-compellable as witnesses ...11
. objection to applications for
licences to 40(1)
regulations re duties of 81(g)
salaries of 8
Deputy returning ofHcers
.
powers and duties of . . . .76{l)(e)
Dining loimges
.
classification of licences
for 21(l)(a)
. defined l(<f)
. regulations re special
services in 81(c)
Dining rooms
. classification of licences
for 21(1)(6)
defined 1 (?)
special provisions re licences
for 24(2)
Disqualification
. compensation for 46(1)
. . payment of 46(2)
. membership in Board, for 5
Dociunents
. order of Board for seizure
of 17(2)(o)
. . examination on 17(2) (6)
Duties
clerks of the municipalities, of,
as revising officers 76(4)
deputy returning officers,
of 76(l)(e)
. poll clerks, of 76(1 )(e)
. returning officers, of 76(1) (^)
Election Act
. advance polls as under ..76(l)(f)
. forms and oaths as under 76(1) (J)
. modification of regulations
under 76(2)
. powers and duties of election
officers as under 76(1) (?)
- preparation of polling lists
as under 77(1)
. preparation of voters' lists
as under 76(1) (a)
. regulations re corrupt practices
as under 76(1)
. time and manner of poll
as under 76(1)(6)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec
Election ofi&cers
.
fees and expenses of 78
Employees—See also Staff
disqualifications for 5
licensed 66(1)
.
sale of liquor by 66(2)
non-compellable as witnesses .... 11
.
regulations re duties of ...81(g)
regulations re licensing of ...81(o)
salaries of 8
Equipment
.
regulations re 81(c)
Establishments
. classification of 25
. .
Liquor Authority Control Act,
1944 under 26(1)
.
classification of licences for .21(1)
. defined 1(/)
. regulations re accommodations,
etc., for 81(a)
. regulations restricting classes
of licences to 81 (rf)
. two types of public house
licences for one 50
Evidence
.
powers of Board re taking ... 16
Evidence Act
. privilege of officers and
employees under, not
applicable 16(rf)
Examination
petitions, of, by managers ...73(2)
Expenses
report to contain statement
of 82(1)(0
Expiration
. licences, of 21(2)
Fatal Accidents Act
.
civil liability under, re sale
of liquor 65(a)
Fees
chairman of election board, of 77(2)
election officers, of 78
licences, for
. agreements re 83(a)
. regulations re 81 (/)
Fines—See also Penalties
. agreements re 83(&)
Fire Marshal of Ontario
. cancellation of licence on
failure to carry out
orders of 43(&)
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Forms
Election Act and yoters' Lists
Act, as under 76(l)(d)
. regulations re 76(2, 3)
Gambling
.
prohibited on premises . .51(4)(6)
, .
penalties for default of 59(1,3)
Government liquor stores
. closed on negative vote 70(2)
. establishment of
. . affirmative vote, on 69(3)
. . prohibited in certain districts 68
. submission of questions re . .69(1)
. . continuation of 70(1)
Hotels
.
classification as, where
authorized under Liquor
Authority Control Act, 1944 26(2)
.
classification of licences
for 24(l)(a)
.
defined l(^)
Inferences
.
intoxicating liquor, re 63
Injunctions
.
orders, re, not allowed 20
Inspections
.
petitions, of, by managers . . .7Z{2)
Inspectors
.
disqualification for 5
(. non-compellable as witnesses ...11
.
regulations re duties of 81(g)
. salaries of 8
Interdicted persons
.
liquor to, prohibited 56
Intoxicated persons
. liquor to, prohibited 51(3)
. .
penalties for default of 59(1, 3)
Investigations
. Board, by 17(1)
. . orders re 17(2)
Justices
. defined l(^)
.
inferences by, re intoxicating
liquor 63
Last revised list of municipalities
. defined 1(0
Legislature
. report laid before 82(2)
Licence holders
.
employees of, licences for ..66(1)
Licences
.
applications for
corporations, by 30
. . notices of 40(2)
. . objections to 40(1)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec
Licences—Con.
applications for
—
Con.
. personal 38
. special meetings re 3S(a)
applications for cancellation,
etc., of 41(1)
applications for renewal of
. annual meetings, at 34
. special meetings, at 35(6)
applications for revocation at
special meetings 35(/)
applications for transfer of, at
special meetings 35(d)
Board may prohibit . .28(1), 29(1)
cancellation of 43
. report to contain 28(l)(c)
classification of 21(1)
clubs, military messes, etc.,
for 24(l)(c)
defined 1 (/)
discontinuation of, on negative
vote 70(2)
employees, for 66(1)
. regulations re 81 (o)
expiration of 21(2)
fees for, regulations re 81(/)
hotels, for 24(l)(a)
investigations re 17(1) (6)
number of, reports to
contain 82(1)(6)
proceedings for cancellation,
etc., of, at special meetings 35(c)
public houses, for 24(1)(^)
regulations re 81 (t)
. fees for transfers of 81(/)
. restricting classes of 81 (<f)
.
restricting scope of 81 (^)
renewal of, report to
contain 82(1) (c)
restaurants, for 24(l)(rf)
restrictions re 21(3)
. scope of 24(3)
revenue re, payable to Liquor
Control Board of Ontario . . . .47
sale of liquor as prescribed in 48(o)
. specified places for 49
suspension of, report to
contain 82(1 )(c)
taverns, for 24(1) (fr)
transfer of
. consent of Board for 44(1)
. finality of 44(6)
. monopoly value re, to
Treasurer of Ontario 44(2)
debt due to Ontario re . 44(4)
.
report to contain 82(l)(c)
vested rights re 31
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Licensed premises
conduct of 51(4)
defined 1 (/)
disorderly conduct prohibited
in 51(4)(6)
. penalties for default of ..59(1,3)
failure to keep, in sanitary
condition 43(c)
gambling in, prohibited .51 (4) (6)
. penalties for default of .59(1,3)
interdicted persons not per-
mitted on 56
. penalties, re 59(3)
intoxicated persons in 51(3)
. penalties for 59(1, 3)
investigations re 17(1) (b)
manufacturer interested in,
prohibition re licences
to 29(l)(rf)
minors, in 51(1)
. penalties for 59(1, 3)
minors not permitted on 51(5)
. penalties for default of 59(1)
non-compliance of by-laws re 43(d)
notoriously bad characters not
permitted in 51 (4) (c)
.
penalties for default 59(1,3)
purchase of, by Board 45(1)
payment of 45(2)
regulations re
books and records of 81 (p)
delivery of liquor to 81(/)
licensing of employees of . .81(o)
operation of 810)
signs on 81(j)
removal of objectionable
persons from 51 (6)
penalties for default of .59(1,3)
sale and consumption of liquor
>n 48,53
sale of, by Board 45(3)
slot machines not permitted
on 5l(4)(d)
penalties for default 59(1,3)
Licensees
. inducements to, prohibited 55
. . penalties re 59(2)
Licensing district
.
annual Board meeting in each ... .32
defined l(k)
.
designation of 13
Lieutenant-Governor in CoimcH
approval of
compensation for disqualifica-
tion 46(1)
. .
purchase of licensed premises
by Board 45(1)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
—Con.
. approval of
—
Con.
. . regfulations by Chief Election
Officer 76(2)
. . sale of licensed premises
by Board 45(3)
. fees of election officers fixed by. .78
. licensing districts designated by 13
. members of Board appointed by. .2
. regulations by Board approved
by 81
. reports by Board to 82
. returns re votes to 79(2)
. salaries of Board fixed by 6
. salaries of staff of Board fixed by 8
. special services for Board
approved by 9
Liquor
certificate re analysis of 62
defined 1 (m)
inducements for sale of,
prohibited 55
. penalties re 59(2)
inference re intoxicating 63
interdicted persons, to,
prohibited 56
. penalties re 59(3)
intoxicated persons, to,
prohibited 51(3)
. penalties for default of 59(1,3)
investigations re sale or
handling of 17(1) (c)
minors, to, prohibited 51(1)
. penalties for default of 59(1,3)
onus re possession of 60
persons, to, neglecting
children, prohibited 54
proof re removal of packages of 61
purchase of, by minors
prohibited 52(1)
. penalty for 52(2)
regulations re
. conditions of sale of 81(e)
delivery of 81(/)
. hours for consumption of . 81 (n)
. sale, purchase, etc., of ..81(/,w)
sale and consumption of 53
sale of
. civil liability re 65
.
licensed employees, by ....66(2)
. licensed premises, in 48,49
. submission of questions re,
in certain areas 69(1)
Liquor Authority Control Act,
1944
. classification of establishments
authorized under 26(1)
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Liquor Authority Control Act,
1944—Con.
. classification of hotels
authorized under 26(2)
. investigations of authority-
held under 171(6)
privileges re dining room and
public house licences
u"der 24(2) (a)
Liquor Control Act
. agreements for enforcement of . .83
. beer defined under l(o)
. cancellation of licence on
failure to comply with
. .43(a)
. investigations of authority
held under 17(1) (5)
. liquor defined under l{m)
. Ontario wines defined under
..1(g)
.
provisions re appeals as under 64(1)
. removal of liquor packages
contrary to 61
-
. sale of liquor prescribed in
licences under 48(6)
.
wines defined under ^{x)
Liquor Control Board of Ontario
. cancellation of licence on failure
to carry out orders of 43(6)
. payment by compensation
re disqualification 46(2)
purchase of licensed premises
by Board 45(2)
.
penalties payable to 64(2)
. revenue payable to 47
.
salaries of Board paid by 10
Liquor Licence Board of Ontario
—See Board
Lounges
. classification of licences
for 21(1)(0
. defined l(n)
Managers
. appointment of, for vote ...73(1)
. inspection of petitions by . . . .73\2)
Mandamus
. orders, re, not allowed 20
Manufacturers of liquor
.
prohibition of licences re ....29(1)
. . penalties for failure to
disclose in applications re 29(2)
Members
Board of 2
. disqualification for 5
.
non-compellable as witnesses 11
. salaries of 6
clubs, of, regulations re 81(6)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec
Military messes
.
classification of licences
for 24(l)(c)
. defined l(o)
. permits for 23(1)
. . jurisdiction re 2i\i)
regulations re 81(ife)
Minister
. defined l(^)
Minors
. evidence re appearance of ...51(2)
. liquor to, prohibited 51(1)
. .
penalties for default of 59(1,3)
. prohibited from entering
premises 51(5)
. .
penalties for default of .59(1)
.
purchase of liquor by,
prohibited 52(1)
. . penalty for 52(2)
Monopoly value
. transfer of licences, re 44(2)
. . regulations re 81(^7)
Mimicipal Act
. date of polling as under 74
. recount of votes as under
sections 142, 143 of 80(2)
Mimicipal Act Part IV
. regulations questioning validity
of votes as under 80(1)
Municipalities
.
restrictions re licences in ....21(3)
.
time for submission again of
questions in 72
Negative vote
. stores closed upon 70(2)
Newspaper
publishing notices of apphca-
tions for licences in i7
Notices
. annual meetings of Board, of 3i
. applications for cancellation,
etc., of licences, of 41(2)
. applications for licences, of Z7
. appointment of managers,
etc., of 73(1)
.
debt due to Treasurer of
Ontario re transfer of
licence, of 44(5)
. objections to applications for
licence, of 40(2)
. regulations re 81 (r)
Oaths
administering of 76(1 )(rf)
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Objectionable persons
.
removal of 51 (6)
. . penalties for default of ..59(1,3)
Objections
. applications for licences, to ..40(1)
. . notice of 40(2)
Offences
—
See also Penalties
.
minors purchasing liquor, re 52(2)
. regulations re 81 (a)
.
violation of Act, for 58
Official seal
.
regulations re 81 (r)
Officials of Board
.
disqualification for 5
. non-compellable as witnesses .... 11
.
regulations re duties of 81(9)
. salaries of 10
Ontario Gazette
. notice of returns re votes in 79(2)
Ontario Temperance Act
. effect of, on regulations 67(2)
. Government liquor stores and
wine stores prohibited by 68
. partial residence in areas under,
voting re 75
. regulations, eflfect on 67(2)
Ontario wines
. defined 1(g)
Onus of proof
. possession of liquor, re 60
. removal of liquor packages
from premises, re 61
Operations
Board, of, report to
contain 82(1) (a)
Orders of Board
. finality of 20
. investigations, upon 17(2)
. review of 15
.
special meeting for review of 35 (^)
. validity of 19
Penalties See also Fines; Offences
corporations, for 59(4)
failure to disclose in
applications, for 28(2), 29(2)
gambling, re 59(1,3)
inducements to licensees, for. .59(2)
intoxicated persons, re . . . .59(1, 3)
minors, re 59(1)
notoriously bad characters,
re 59(1,3)
objectionable persons, re ..59(1,3)
payable to Liquor Control
Board of Ontario 64(2)
recovery of 64(1)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec.
Penalties
—
Con.
. refusal to allow inspection of
books by Board, for 18(2)
. slot machines re 59(1, 3)
Permits
. banquets or entertainments,
for 22(1)
. . applications for .22(2)
. . regulations re 81 (k)
. military messes, for 23(1)
. . regulations re 81 (/t)
Petitions
. inspection of, by managers . .73(2)
. notice of filing of, to
managers 7Z{2)
. questions to be submitted as
set in 71
. re submission of 72
. submission of questions, for 69(2)
. . continuation of stores, re ..70(1)
Poll clerks
. powers and duties of ....76(1)(?)
Polling lists
. persons on, qualified to vote ... .75
. preparation of 77(1)
. regulations re 77(3)
PoUs
. date of 74
.
time and manner of
holding 76(1)(6>
Powers
. Board, of
cancellation or suspension of
licences, re 42
. taking evidence, re 16
. chairman of election board, of 77(1)
. deputy returning officers,
of 76(1)(^)
. poll clerks, of 76(1)(^)
.
returning officers, of 76(1) (^)
Premises
.
regulations re 81(/i)
. .
accommodations, etc., for . .81(a)
Privilege
.
claims re, not allowed in
proceedings before Board 16(6, f)
Proceedings
. Board, before 14
Prohibition
. orders, re. not allowed 20
Provincial Auditor
. books-audited by 12
Proof
. certificate re analysis of
liquor as 62
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Public houses
.
classification of licences
for 2l(l)(d,e)
.
defined l(r)
. regulations re bedroom
accommodation in 27
. special provisions re licences
for 24(2)
two types of licences for one . . .50
Publication
,
. notice of annual meetings of
Board, of 33
. notices for applications for
licences, of 37
. .
unnecessary for renewals 39
Qualifications
.
voters, of 75
Questions
. petition to state 71
. petitions for submission of . . .69(2)
. . liquor stores, etc., re 69(1)
continuation of stores, re ..70(1)
. re submission of 72
Quo warranto
. orders, re, not allowed 20
Quorum
.
Board, of 4
Railway cars
. classification of licences
for 24(l)(c)
. defined l{s)
Recoimt
. regulations re 80(2)
Registrars
.
applications for banquet, etc.,
permits to 22(2)
disqualification of 5
. non-compellable as witnesses ...11
.
regulations re duties of 81(g)
. salary of 8
Regulations
.
application of, on cessation of
Canada Temperance Act . . 67(2)
. bedroom accommodations, re ... .27
.
Board by 81
. defined 1(/)
. dining room or public house
licences, re 24(2)
. inapplicable to areas under
Canada Temperance Act . . .67(1)
. issuing of licences, for 24(1)
. offences re violation of 58
. polling lists, re 77(3)
. prohibition of licences,
re 28(0,29(1)
. questioning validity of vote, re 80(1)
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec
Regulations—Con.
.
recount of votes, re 80(2)
. voting, etc., re 76(1)
. . Chief Election Officer, by . .76(2)
Renewals
. licences, of
. . notice of applications re 39
. . special meetings re 35(&)
Reports
. analysis of liquor, of 62
. Board, by 82(1)
. . Legislature, before 82(2)
Restaurants
. classification of licence
for 24(l)(d)
. defined 1(a)
.
regulations re bedroom
accommodation in 27
Restrictions
. Board, by 21(3)
. licences, re 24(3)
Returning officers
. clerk of the municipalities
to be 79(1)
. . returns by 79(2)
. notice of appointment of
managers to 73(1)
powers and duties of ....76(l)(e)
Returns
. votes, re 79(2)
Revenue
. payable to Liquor Control
Board of Ontario 47
Review
. orders of Board, of 15
. . special meetings, re 25(g)
Revising officers
. duties of clerks of
municipalities as 76(4)
Salaries
. members of Board, of 6
. paid by Liquor Control Board
of Ontario 10
Signs
. licensed premises, on,
regulations re 81 (j)
Slot machines
. prohibited on premises ..S\(4)(d)
. . penalties for default ....59(1,3)
Special meetings
. Board, of 35
Staff—See also Employees
. Board, of 7
. . disqualification of 5
. . salaries of 8
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LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec.
Steamships
classification of licences
for 24(1)(0
. defined l(v)
Summary Convictions Act
.
penalties recoverable under . 64(1)
Suspension
.
applications for revocation of,
at special meetings 35(/)
. licences, of, application for ..41(1)
. . notice of 41 (2)
.
powers of Board at hearing of 42
. . special meetings, for 35(c)
Taverns
.
classification of licences
for 24(l)(fc)
. defined l(w)
Time
.annual meetings of Board, for .32
. expiration of licences, for . . . .21(2)
. filing applications for licences,
for 36
. notice of annual meetings
of Board, for 33
. notice of application for can-
cellation, etc., of licence,
for 41(2)
. notice of appointment of
managers, for 73(1)
. notice of objection to applica-
tion for licence, for 40(2)
poll, for 74
publishing notices of applica-
tions for licences, for 37
regulations re, for consumption
of liquor 81 (n)
.
re submission of questions, for . .72
Transfer
. licences, of
. . consent of Board for 44(1)
. . finality of 44(6)
. . monopoly value re, to
Treasurer of Ontario . . . .44(2)
. . notice re 44(5)
.
. regulations re fees of 81(/)
. . regulations re monopoly
value 81 (fir)
.
special meetings, at 35(d)
Treasurer of Ontario
. monopoly value to, on
transfer of licences 44(2)
. . debt due to Ontario re . . . .44(4)
. . notice of 44(5)
Treasurer of municipalities
. fees of election officers paid by 78
LIQUOR LICENCE—Con. Sec
Vested rights
. licences, re
Vice-chairman
. Board, of .
31
Voters
. qualifications of 75
Voters' lists
. preparation and revision
of 76(l)(o).77(l)
. submission of questions to
persons on 69(1)
Voters' Lists Act
. advance polls as under . .76(1)(<:)
. forms and oaths as under 76(1) ((/)
. modification of regulations
under 76(2}
. powers and duties of election
officers as under 76(1) (^)
. preparation of voters' lists
as under 76(l)(o)
. regulations re corrupt practices
as under 76(1)
. revision of voters' lists as
under 77(1)
. time and manner of poll as
under 76(1)(&)
Voters' Lists Act Part III
. duties of clerks of municipalities
as revising officers under . . 76(4)
Votes
. questioning validity of 80(1)
. regulations re recount of . .80(2)
Voting
. regulations re
. . ballots for 81 (jr)
. . Chief Election Officer, by . .76(2)
. . corrupt practices, etc., of . . .76(1)
Warrants
. arrests without 57
Wines
. defined l(jr)
. submission of questions re sale
of, in certain areas 69(1)
Wine stores
closed on negative vote 70(2)
establishment of
. affirmative vote, on 69(3)
. prohibited in certain districts 68
submission of questions re
continuation of 70(1)
Witnesses
. provisions by rules of court re,
not applicable 16(a)
. staff and members not
compellable as 11
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LIS PENDENS Sec.
See Devolution of Estates Act;
Judicature Act; Land Titles
Act; Mining Act; Real Estate
and Business Brokers Act
LIVE STOCK AND LIVE
STOCK PRODUCTS
Live Stock and Live Stock
Products Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1197.
"See also Agricultural Associations
Act; Agricultural Societies
Act; Bees Act; Dog Tax and
Live Stock Protection Act;
Execution Act; Farm Pro-
ducts Marketing Act; Live
Stock Branding Act; Munici-
pal Act; Pounds Act; Protec-
tion of Cattle Act; Provincial
Auctioneers Act; Public Com-
mercial Vehicles Act; Stallions
Act; Stock Yards Act; Veteri-
nary Science Practice Act
Act
classes of persons exempt
from, regulations re ....6(l)(r)
designation of stock yard for
purpose of, regulations re 6(1) (n)
intent and purpose of,
regulations re 6(1) (5)
penalty for contravention of 7
powers of inspector re
enforcement of 4(l)(a-<7)
Advertising
. live stock products, of,
regulations re 6(1) {e)
Advisory committee
.
authorized by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2
Books—See Documents
Business
.
conduction of, regulations
re 6(1)(«)
Cancellation
. licences, of, regulations re 6(1) (g)
Certificates
power of inspector to
refuse 4(1) (/)
Classifications
.
persons dealing in live stock,
of, regulations re 6(l)(o)
. recording of, regulations re 6(1) (/i)
LIVE STOCK AND Sec
LIVE STOCK
PRODUCTS—Con.
Commission merchant
.
defined 1(&)
Commissioner
. defined 1(a)
. licensing by, regulations re 6(l)(/>)
Complaints
. regulations re 6(1)(*, /)
Definitions
.
Commissioner 1(a)
.
commission merchant 1(6)
. grade U'^)
. inspector 1 {d)
.
live stock l(^)
.
live stock products 1 (/)
.
Minister Uf?)
.
regulations 1(^0
. shipper 1(0
. stockyard 1 (;)
Delivery
. live stock products, of,
regulations re 6(1) (?)
Disposal
.
notice of 5(2)
. seized live stock, of 5(1)
Documents
.
production of 4(3)
. .
power of inspector re . .4(l)(c)
Eggs
.
regulations re breaking and
drying of 6(1) (t)
Exemptions
Act, from, regulations re 6(1) (r)
Expenses
.
inspectors, of, allowance for 3
Fees
. licences, for, regulations re 6(1) (^)
Forms
.
grading certificates, of,
regulations re 6(1) (6)
. licences, of, regulations re 6(l)(/>)
Grade
defined 1(c)
Grading
. manner of, regulations re 6(1) (e)
.
standards for, regulations
re 6(l)(o)
Grading certificates
.
regulations re issue of,
form of 6(l)(fc)
Inspection
, refusal to permit 4(2)
Inspector
.
appointment of 3
. defined \(d)
. notice of seizure or disposal by 5(2)
.
obstruction of 4(2)
. power of A{\){a-g)
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LIVE STOCK AND Sec
LIVE STOCK
PRODUCTS—Cow.
Licensing
. regulations re 6(1) (^)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. advisory committee authorized by 2
. inspectors appointed by 3
. regulations by 6
Limitation
. regulations, of 6(2)
Live stock
. defined l(^)
. power of inspector to seize 4(1) (y)
. seized and detained at expense
of owner 5(2)
. seized, disposal of 5(1)
Live stock exchange
. complaints against, regulations
re 6(1)(/)
Live stock products
. defined 1(f)
Minister
. defined 1 (g)
. direction by, re disposal of
seized live stock 5(1)
Notice
seizure or disposal, of,
by inspector 5(2)
Obstruction
.
inspector, of 4(2)
Offences
—
See Penalties
Owners
live stock seized and detained
at expense of 5(2)
Packages
live stock products, of,
regulations re 6(1) (?)
Penalties
. offences, for 7
Premises
. power of inspector to
enter 4(1) (a)
Production
. documents, of 4(3)
. . power of inspector to
require 4(1) (c)
Purchase price
. recording of, regulations
re 6(l)(h)
Purchasing
. live stock, of, regulations
re 6(l)(e)
Receipts
. recording of, regulations re 6(1) (A)
Records
—
See Docimients
Refusal
. power of inspector re 4(1) (/)
LIVE STOCK AND Sec.
LIVE STOCK
PRODUCTS—^on.
Regulations
. defined 1(A)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 6
. limitation of 6(2)
Reinstatement
. cancelled licence, of,
regulations re 6(1) (g)
Remuneration
. inspectors, of 3
Renewal
. licences, of, regulations
re 6(l)(g)
Returns
. receiver of live stock and
products, by, regulations
re 6(l)(g)
Salaries
—
See Remimeration
Samples
.
power of inspector to
take 4(l)(d)
. .
regulations re 6(l)(f)
Seizure
.
disposal on 5(1)
.
notice of 5(2)
.
power of, by inspector ...4(1) (fir)
Selling
. live stock, of, regulations
re 6(1)(*)
Shipment
.
power of inspector to
delay 4(1)(0
Shipper
. defined 1(»>
Shipping
. live stock, of, regulations
re 6(1)(0
Standards
.
grading, for, regulations re 6(1) (a>
Statements
.
investigation of, regulations
re 6(l)(£r>
Stockyards
. defined 1(;>
. designation of, regulations
re ....6(l)(n>
. regulations re construction
of 6(l)(y>
Storing
. live stock products of,
regulations re 6(1) (ey
Suspension
. licences of, regulations re 6(1) (^^
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LIVE STOCK AND
LIVE STOCK
PRODUCTS—Con.
Transportation
. live stock, of, regulations
re
Ungraded live stock
. regulations re identification
of
Vehicles
. power of inspector to enter
.
power of inspector to stop
Violation of Act
power of inspector to seize
on
Weights
. recording of, regulations
re
Sec.
6(1) (^)
6(1) (/)
4(l)Ca)
4(1)(6)
4(1)(£?)
6(1)(A)
LIVE STOCK BRANDING
Live Stock Branding Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1201.
Allotment
. recording of 3(1)
. . Live Stock Commissioner by . . .4
. restrictions re 2(2)
Application
.
allotment of brand, fees
for Schedule
. change in records, for,
fees for Schedule
.
Minister to, for transfer 2(4)
.
renewal, for, allotment of
brand, fees for Schedule
Brand
.
allotted by Minister 2(1)
. defined 1(a)
period of time good for 2(3)
recorded 2(2)
. restrictions re allotment of . . .3(2)
. transfer of 2(4)
. unrecorded, offence to use . . . .7{d)
Certificates
evidence of ownership of 3(1)
transfer, of 3(1)
Defacement
brands, of, offence of 7(c)
Definitions
brand l(fl)
. live stock 1(6)
. Minister 1 (c)
Department of Agriculture
books of 3(1)
referred to 4
Evidence
. ownership, of 3(1)
LIVE STOCK
BRANDING—Con.
Sec
Extract
. recorded brand, of, fees
for Schedule
Fees
. payable 2(2)
. schedule of Schedule
Forfeiture
.
right to ownership, of 3(2)
Forms
.
Minister to prescribe 6
Improper branding
. offence of 7(a)
Live stock
. defined 1(b)
Live Stock Commissioner
. record of brands kept by 4
Minister
brand allotted by 2(1)
brands recorded, published by . . .5
defined 1(c)
forms prescribed by 6
requirements for transfer,
made by 2(4)
Obliteration
. brand of, offence of 7(c)
Penalties
. branding other animals, of,
without consent 7(b)
. defacing of brand 7(c)
. improper branding, of 7(a)
. using unrecorded brand 7(d)
Production
. certificate, of 3(1)
Proof
. ownership of 3(1)
Publishing
. brands recorded, of, by Minister. .5
Regulations
. Minister, by 6
Renewal
.
brand, of 2(3)
. . fees for Schedule
Transfer
. brand ownership, of 2(4)
. certificate of 3(1)
. recorded by Live Stock
Commissioner 4
Schedule
. tariff of fees, of Schedule
Search
. brand record, of, fees for Schedule
Summary conviction
. offences, for 7
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LIVE STOCK
BRANDING—Con.
Sec.
Time
. brand existing, for 2(3)
Transfer
. recorded brand, of, fees
for Schedule
LIVERY STABLES
See Municipal Act
LOAN AND TRUST
CORPORATIONS
Loan and Trust Corpora-
tions Act, Vol. 2, p. 1203.
See also Collection Agencies Act;
Companies Act; Extra-provin-
cial Corporations Act; Invest-
ment Contracts Act; Registry
Act; Securities Act; Trustee
Act
Accotmtant
. defined 1(a)
Action
. Registrar, against 105(3)
Administrations
.
duties of new trust
company re 104(7)
liability re shares held by 50(1,3)
Administrators
. trust company as 75(/)
. . approval 81 (2)
Affidavits
. annual statement proved by 146(4)
. Registrar's power re 108(2)
. subscription, of, filed with
Registrar 8(1)
. . exception 8(2)
Agent
. change of, powers of
attorney, where 116(8)
. trust company as 75(^)
Amalgamation of corporations
agreements re
. certificate of assent for 100
. made by directors 96
. ratification of 97-99
status of new corporation after 103
Amalgamation of trust companies
. passing of trusts on 104(4, 5)
. power re 104(2)
Annual audit
. auditors, by 66(1)
Annual inspections
. registered corporations, of . ...113
LOAN AND TRUST COR-
PORATIONS—Con.
SEa
Annual meetings
—
See also Special
meetings; Statutory
meetings
. by-laws confirmed at 20(2, 3)
. directors' liability re 20
. shareholders, of 25
. transactions of, entered in
minute book 25
Annual reports
. prepared by Registrar 109
Annual returns
. trust companies, of 144
Annual statements
. corporations, by, corrected
by Registrar 109(3)
. corporations, of 67
. . sent to Registrar 146
. particulars re, in by-laws 4(2) (»)
Appeal
. cancellation of registry,
where 122(6-11)
Application
. Act, of 2
. court, to, re claims 41(1)
. . effect of order 41(2)
Application for incorporation
. notice, contents of 3
Assets
. disposal of, by purchasing
corporation 102(2)
. power to sell, purchase 95
. vesting of, in purchasing
corporation 102(1)
Assignee
. trust company as 75(/)
Assistant registrar
. duties of 105(2)
Attorney
. trust company as 7S{d)
Audit—See also Annual audit
particulars re, in by-laws 4(2) (A)
special
. costs of 110(4)
. obstruction of 110(8)
. where fraud by
corporation 110(3)
Auditors
. annual audit by 66(1)
. annual statements certified
by 146(3)
. appointed by Registrar, when 66(5)
. appointed by resolution 66(3)
. cash checked, verified by . . .66(10)
. credentials of 110(4)
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LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Cow.
Auditors—Con.
. directors' report certified by . .19(3)
. first, appointed by directors 66(2)
. general liability of 153-155
. loans to, prohibited 142
. particulars re
. in by-laws 4(2) (/i)
. .
in directors' report 19(2)
. remuneration of 66(8)
. report of special audit by 110(2)
. report of, to shareholders 66(11)
.
right of access to books ...66(9)
. securities checked, verified
by 66(10)
. shareholders, as 66(4)
. special audit made by 110(3)
. suspension of 66(7)
.
vacancy left by 66(6)
Bailee
.
trust company as 75(&)
Ballot
.
directors elected by 34(1)
Beneficiary
.
liability re shares of 50(2)
Benefit funds
.
corporation's powers re 83(1)
Bills of sale
.
particulars re certificate in 100(9)
Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act
. application of 100(9)
Board of directors—5"^^ Directors
Bonds—5"^^ also Securities
. consent for redemption 15
. Dominion subsidy, investment
in, by loan corporation 133(1) (d)
. government..
. . investment in, by loan
corporation 133(1 )(/)
. . loans on security of 133(3)
. provincial subsidy, investment
in by loan corporation 133(1) (e)
. secured by trust deed
investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (f)
. . loans on security of 133(3)
Books
. auditors' right of access to . .66(9)
.
contents of 59(1)
corporation, of, Registrar's
access to 110(1)
.
.
refusal of 110(2)
_
failure to keep, forfeiture
for 59(6)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Co«.
Books
—
Con.
. false entries in, penalty for 59(7,8)
. inspection of 59(5)
. kept at head office 59(2)
. penalty for removal of 59(3)
. . exception 59(4)
. pritna facie evidence, as 65(1)
.
production of, for annual
inspection 113(4)
. property in 63
. report to shareholders re,
by auditors 66(11)
. transfer of shares entered in ... .55
Borrowing power
. loan corporation, of 68
. . ascertainment of 74
.
. limit on 73(2)
. loaning land corporation 69
. . by-law re 71
. particulars re, in by-laws ..4(2)(c?)
. trust company, of 77
British subjects
. majority of directors to be 34(3,4)
Building
. erection, purchase of,
outside Province 86(2)
. limit of investment in 141
. registered corporation's
powers re 140
Business
. extended beyond Province . . .86(1)
By-law Book
. by-laws recorded in 28(1)
.
inspection of, right re 28(2)
By-laws
accompanying declaration . . . .4(1)
amended by shareholders 31
amendment of, directed by
Minister 6
amendment of. on application
for registry 125, 126
confirmation of, by
shareholders 30(2, 3)
contents of 4(2)
copy of, delivered to Registrar 29
corporate seal affixed to 27
decrease of capital stock by 58(2)
directors' powers re 30(1)
evidence of validity of 126(1)
extension of business beyond
Province, for 86(1)
first 7
increase of capital stock by 58(1)
loan company's borrowing
power, re 71
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LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
By-laws
—
Con.
. made by shareholders 26
. particulars of, in books ..59(1) (a)
purchase of buildings outside
Province, for 86(2)
. recorded in By-law Book 28(1)
. shares re, made by directors ... .32
Cancellation of registry
—
See
Registry
Capacity
.
corporations, of 85
Capital
. trust company, of, for
registration 127
Capital stock
. particulars re, in by-laws ..4(2)(c)
Cash
checked by auditors 66(10)
. defined 80(3), 104(3)
. kept on hand by loan company . .72
. kept on hand by trust company 82
Cash receipts
. report of, by directors 19(2)
Casting vote
. president, vice-president, of . .38(2)
Caveat
entry of share transfer,
against 56(2)
Certificate
. amalgamation of corporations,
for 100
. auditors, of, on annual
statement 146(3)
. confirming by-law to alter
stock 58(11,12)
.
prima facie evidence, as 112(3)
. Registrar, of, where cancella-
tion of registry appealed ..122(8)
registry, of 117(5,8)
Charter
—
See also Letters patent
forfeiture for non-user 13(1)
. revival of 13(4)
. suspension of 84
term specified in 12(1)
Chattel mortgages
.
particulars re certificate in 100(9)
Chief agency
. defined 1(&)
Claims
application to court by
directors, re 41(1)
. effect 41 (2)
Collateral
personal security as 135(1)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Common stock
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (A)
Common trust fund
. defined 76(1)
. investment in, authorized ....76(2)
. regulations re 76(3)
Companies Act
. application of 152
Conditional registry
. issued by Minister 114(2)
. sale under 114(3)
Confirmation
. by-law altering stock, of 58(8-12)
. by-laws, of 30(2)
.
loan company's borrowing
by-law, of 71
. loaning land corporation
by-law, of 14
Consideration
. purchase and sale of capital
assets, for 96(5)
Contract
. defined 131(1)
. illegal, inducing of 132
. particulars re, in directors'
report 19(2)
. prohibition re 131 (2)
Conversion
. partly paid up shares, of ...58(4)
Conveyances
. trust company's power re . .75(y)
Corporate seal
. affixed to by-laws 27
. directors powers re affixing
of 40(o)
Corporation
. defined 1(0
Counsel
. appeal re cancellation of
registry, on 122(9)
Court
. application to, by directors
re claims 41 (1)
. .
effect 41(2)
. application to, where failure
to hold statutory meeting . .19(8)
Creditors
. corporation, of, shareholders
liability re 47
. . set-oflf 48
. rights of
. . unaffected by
amalgamation 103(3)
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LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Creditors—Con.
. rights of
—
Con.
. . unaffected by transfer of
corporation's assets . . .102(3,4)
. . unaffected by forfeiture
of charter 13(3)
. . where shares converted,
etc 58(5)
Curatorship
. duties of new trust company 104(6)
Custodian
. trust company as 75(/)
Debenture holders
. copy of annual statement
sent to 67(5)
. inspection of books by 59(5)
Debentures See also Securities
. consent re redemption of 15
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (^)
. loan company, of, term
denomination 73(1)
. trust company not to borrow on 79
Debts
.
amalgamated corporations,
of 103(4)
Declarations
.
accompanied by by-laws 4(1)
.
application for incorporation,
for 3(5,6)
Deeds
.
executed under power of
attorney 93
Definitions
. accountant 1 (a)
. cash 80(3), 104(3)
.
chief agency 1(&)
. common trust fund 76(1)
. contracts 131(1)
. corporations 1 (f
)
. due applications 1(d)
. extra-provincial corporation ...l(^)
. fiduciary 104(1)
. head office 1(/)
. law of Ontario 1 (g)
. loan corporations 1 (h)
. loaning land corporations ....l(i)
. Minister 1 (;')
. paid in l(^)
. paid up 1(/)
. permanent shares l(tn)
. permanent stock 1 (m)
. provincial corporation l(n)
. real estate l(o)
. registered corporation l(^)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Definitions—Con.
. Registrar 1 (q)
. securities 104(3)
. trust company 1 (r
)
Deposits
. disposition on death 148-151
. exempt from seizure,
detention, when 147
. loaning land corporation may
not receive 69(2)
. minors may make 91
. particulars of, in trust
company's returns 144, 145
. received by loan corporation 70(1)
. . limit on 70(3)
. . rank of creditors re 70(4)
. trust company not to borrow on 77
. trust company's fKjwer
to receive 78(1)
. . deemed in trust 78(2)
Directors
. agreement of, re amalgamation . .96
. amalgamated corporations of 96(3)
. application to court by,
re claims 41 (1)
. . effect 41(2)
. auditors suspended by 66(7)
. by-laws re meetings of 32(rf)
. consent of, for transfer
of shares 53(1)
. consent for repayment of
share before call 51(1)
. demand of, re unpaid shares . .46
. elected by ballot 34(1)
. election of, failure 35
. first auditors appointed by . . .66(2)
. general liability of 153-155
.
general powers of 37, 40
. liability of
. . declaration of dividends, re . .44
. . disposal of unauthorized
investments, re 143
. . general, special meetings . . . .22
. . where transfer of unpaid
shares authorized 53(2,3)
. liability of, for wages ...45(1,3,4)
. . exception 45(2)
. loans to, prohibited 142
. managing director, as 42
. number of 33(2,3)
. particulars of, in books ...59(1) (6)
.
particulars re, in by-laws ..4(2)(/)
. particulars re, in directors'
reports 19(2)
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LOAN AND TRUST COR-
PORATIONS—Con.
Sec
Directors
—
Con.
permanent capital stock,
increased, decreased by . .58(1,2)
powers of, delegated to
executive committee 39(1)
powers of, re by-laws 30(1)
president elected by 38(1)
qualification of 34(2, 3)
refusal of, to registrar
transfer of shares 53(5)
remuneration of 34(5)
report by to shareholders before
statutory meeting 19(2)
retirement of, by lot 33(4)
security by officers required by 43
special meeting called by 21
term of office of 33(1)
vacancy left by 36
vice-president, elected by ....38(1)
.
voting power of 38(2)
Dividends
by-laws re payment of 32(b)
directors liability re
declaration of 44
.
payment of from reserve
prohibited 70(5)
shareholder's right re, where
advanced payment 51(2)
Documents
.
corporation, of. Registrar's
right of access to 110
Dominion Mortgage and
Investment Association
.
appointment of examiner
regulated by 111(8)
Due application
. defined 1(d)
Election
. directors of 34(1)
. president, of 38(1)
. vice-president, of 38(1)
Evidence
books as 65
certificate for amalgamation,
as 100(2)
certificate of registry, as ..112(3)
hearing for review of cancella-
tion of registry, for 122(3)
inquiry, on 111(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coun-
cil's assent re amalgamation 101
official publications as 112(2)
Registrar's power to require 108(2)
validity of by-laws, of 126(1)
LOAN AND TRUST COR-
PORATIONS—Con.
Sec.
Examiner
. appointment of 111(8)
Executive committee
.
establishment of 39(1)
.
powers of 39(2)
Executor
.
liability re shares held by 50(1,3)
. trust company as 75(f)
. . approval 81(2)
Expenses
. annual examination, of 113(6)
Extra-provincial corporations
. annual statements of 146(2)
exception re 146(8)
. defined 1(e)
Fees
. general 156(2)
. incorporation, for 156(1)
. registration of certificate of
consent, for 100(5)
. registry, for 156(4)
. time of payment 156(5)
Fiduciary
. defined 104(1)
Foreign corporation
. admitted to registry 119(3)
Forfeiture
. charter, of 13
. . failure to keep books, for . .59(6)
. shares, of
. . entry of 61(2)
. . unpaid shares 46(3)
Fraud
. special audit of corporation's
books, where 110(3)
Government bonds
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (b)
. loans on security of 133(3)
Grantees
. powers of, re land 138(3)
Grantors
. powers of re land 138(3)
Guardian
. liability re shares held by 50(1,3)
. trust company as 75(f)
Guardianships
. duties of new trust
company re 104(6)
Head office
. books kept at 59(1, 2)
. change of 118(5,6)
. defined 1(f)
. registry when, outside Ontario 116
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PORATIONS—Con.
Hearing
. cancellation of registry
reviewed by 122
Income
.
reserve fund maintained out of 87
Incorporation
. application for 3
. fees for 156(1)
.
letters patent, by 10
. term of 11
Information
. initial registry, for 115(2)
Inquiry
. evidence taken on 111(4)
. ordered by Minister Ill
Insurance Act
. application of 90(1), 130
Insurance agent
.
corporation not to act as ....90(1)
.
.
exception 90(2)
Interest
.
power of corporation to
enforce payment of 135(2)
Investments—See also Bonds;
Debentures
. amount of, restrictions of ..136(1)
. . trust companies, re 136(2)
. authorized by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 137(1)
. buildings, in, limit of 141
. loan corporations, authorized for 133
. stocks of re-organized
company, in 137(2)
. trust companies, by 134(1,2)
. . power re 75(sr),80(l)
. unauthorized disposal of 143
Judge
. order of, on appeal from
cancellation of registry .122(10)
Land
—
See Real estate
Land Titles Act
. application of 100(8)
Law of Ontario
. defined l(gr)
Letters of administration
. transmission of shares, for 57
Letters patent—See also Charter
-
fees for 156(1)
. incorporation by 10
. particulars of, in books ..59(l)(a)
.
trust company, issued to 17
Liabilities
. amalgamated corporations,
of 103(4)
LOAN AND TRUST COR-
PORATIONS—Con.
Sec.
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. by-law altering stock
confirmed by 58(9-12)
. charter revived by
-.13(4)
. . revoked by 84
.
investments authorized by . . .137(1)
. ratification of amalgamation
agreement dispensed with by 98
.
Registrar appointed by 105(2)
. registry cancelled, suspended
by 114(2)
.
regulations re common trust
funds made by 76(3)
Life insurance
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (o)
.
loans on security of . .
. . 133(l)(a)
Liquidator
. trust company as 75(/)
. . approval 81(2)
Loan Companies* Register
. kept by Registrar 107(1)
Loan corporation
application of Act to 68
authorized investments by ...133
borrowing powers of 69
. ascertainment of 74
. limit on 72{2)
cash kept on hand by 72
debentures, of, term,
denomination 73(1)
defined l(/»)
loans by 133(3)
money received on deposit by 70(1)
. limit on 70(3)
.
rank on creditors re 70(4)
purchased by trust company 104(3)
reserves kept on deposit by ....72
Terminating Shares Book
kept by 61(1)
Loan Corporation Act
. application of 100(10)
Loaning Land Companies' Register
. kept by Registrar 107(1)
Loaning land corporations
. application of Act to 68
. authorized investments by ....133
. borrowing powers of 69
. . by-law re 71
. by-law of. re loans secured
by real estate 14
. defined 1 («)
. loans by 133(3)
. money not to be received on
deposit by 70(2)
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Sec.
Loans
auditors, to, prohibited 142
directors, to, prohibited 142
paid up shares, on 88(2)
. collateral for 89
. margin 88(3)
shares as security of,
prohibited where 88(1)
. trust companies by 134(3)
Manager
. annual statement prepared
by 146(1)
. general liability of 153-155
. officer styled as 42
.
particulars re, in directors*
report 19(2)
Manag^g director
. annual statement attested by 67(5)
. . prepared by 146(1)
. officer styled as 42
Meeting
. shareholders of, re amalgama-
tion of corporations 96(7)
Meetings of shareholders
.
particulars re, in by-laws 4(2) (e)
Minister
. amendment of by-laws directed
by, on application for
registry 125, 126
.
by-law amendment directed by . .6
. certificate of assent for
amalgamation issued by ..100(1)
. certificate of, confirming
alteration of stock 58(11)
. conditional registry issued by 114(2)
. defined 1 (/)
. examiner appointed by 111(1)
. inquiry, re corporation's
affairs ordered by Ill
Minors
. deposits may be made by 91
Minute book
. notice of special meeting
entered in 21(6)
.
powers of executive committee
entered in 39(3)
. transactions of meetings
entered in 25
Mortgages
. trust company's power re ...75(i)
Name
. corporation, of 118
-
use of, forbidden 130
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
National housing
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(2)
National Housing Act
. application of 133(2)
Notices
. annual shareholders' meeting, of 20
. by-laws of, to alter stock ..58(7)
.
cancellation of registry, of . . 120(2)
. . review, of 122
. corporation's officers, to,
re inquiry Ill (7)
. Registrar, to, re agreement for
amalgamation of
corporations 96(8)
. services of 151
. special meetings, of . . .20(2), 21 (3)
. . proof of 21 (5)
Oaths
. examination of witnesses on 108(2)
Offences
—
See Penalties
Officers
. by-laws re 32(f)
. liability of, re general,
special meetings 22
. security furnished by 43
Official publications
. evidence, as 112(2)
Official seal
. corporation, of 94(1)
. .
affixing of 94(2, 3)
. . effect 94(4)
Ontario Gazette
. change of name, head office
published in 118(6)
. notice of certificate for
amalgamation published in 1(X)(3)
. notice published in, as
evidence 112(1)
. suspension of registry
published in 120(3)
Order
. judge, of, on appeal from
cancellation of registry ..122(10)
Paid in
. defined l(k)
Paid up
. defined 1(1)
Par value
. shares, of 48
capital stock increased,
decreased where 58(3)
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Sec.
Penalties
.
default re annual statement
for 146(7)
.
failure to give effect to
requisition for special meeting 22
. false entries in books, for 59(7,8)
. false representation for stand-
ing of corporation, for ...128(2)
. general provisions re 153-155
. removal of books for 59(3)
. . exception 59(4)
Pensions
. corporation's powers re 83(1)
Permanent shares
. defined 1 (m)
Permanent stock
. decrease of 58(2)
. defined l(w)
.
increase of 58(1)
. stock to be 9(1)
. . exception 9(2)
Personal property
. trust company's powers re ..75(a)
Personal security
.
collateral, as 135(1)
Power of attorney
.
application for registry, for ...116
, given by corporation re
execution of deeds 93
Powers
.
general, corporations of 83(1)
. .
declaration re 83(2)
Preference shares
.
consent for redemption of 15
Preferred stock
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (h)
President
.
annual statement attested by 67(3)
annual statement proved by 146(4)
. casting vote of 38(2)
. election of 38(1)
.
general liability of 153, 154
Probates
. duties of new trust company
re 104(7)
•
. foreign transmission of
shares, for 57
Province
. extension of business beyond 86(1)
Provincial corporation
defined 1 («)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Provincial Secretary
. papers re letters patent
transferred to Registrar by .18
Provisional directors
. office of 16
Proxy
. notice of annual meeting sent to 20
. vote of shareholder by 24
Public Inquiries Act
. application of 111(4)
Railroad securities
.
investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (6)
Real estate
. by-law of loaning land
corporation re 14
. defined l(o)
. directors' powers re 40(e)
. investment in, by loan
corporations 133(1) (a)
. loans on security of 133(3)
.
over-valued, appraisement by
Registrar where 109(4)
. power of registered corporation
to hold 139
. registered corporation's power
to hold, sell 138
. trust company's powers re . . .7S(o)
Receipts
. corporations discharged by. . .92(2)
Receiver
. trust company as 75(/)
. . approval 81(2)
Record
.
deposits received by trust
company, of 78(3)
Register
. kept by Registrar 107(1)
. particulars of corporations
in 117(1,3)
. securities, of 60
Registered corporation
. defined l(p)
Registrar
. access of, to corporation's
books, etc 110(1)
. actions against 105(3)
. affidavit of subscription
filed with 8(1)
. . exception 8(2)
. amalgamated agreement filed
with 99
. annual inspection of registered
corporations by 113
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Sec.
Registrar—Con.
. annual report by 109
. annual statement filed with 146(5,6)
. annual statements of corpora-
tions corrected by 109(3)
. annual statements sent to .... 146
.
appointment of 105(1)
.
appraisement of over-valued
real estate by 109(4)
. auditors appointed by, when 66(5)
. by-law altering stock sent to 58(6)
.
certificate of, where cancella-
tion of registry appealed 122(8)
. copy of by-laws delivered to . . .29
. decisions of
. . cancellation of registry
re 121. 122
. . special audit, re 110(10)
. defined 1(g)
. directors' report sent to 19(4)
. disposal of unauthorized invest-
ments requested by 143
. duties of 108
. fees payable to 156(3)
. notice to, re amalgamation of
corporations 96(8)
. papers re letters patent
transferred to 18
. registers kept by 107(1)
. report of, on application for
incorporation 3(7)
. seal of 106
. stock subscription filed with ....5
Registry
—
See also Conditional
registry
admission of foreig^n
corporations to 119(3)
application for, by-laws
amended on 125, 126
cancellation of 120
. access to books refused,
where 110(1)
. requested by corporation .... 123
duration of 117(7)
fee for 156(4)
granting of refused, when ....124
head office outside Ontario,
when 116
initial, application for 115
issue of certificate of 117(5)
. interim 117(8)
Registrar's decision re
cancellation of 121
. review of 122
sale and transfer under 114(3)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec.
PORATIONS—Con.
Registry—Con.
.
suspension of 114(2)
. term of .....117(2)
. trust companies admissible to 119
Regulations
.
common trust funds, re 76(3)
Remedies
. powers of corporation re, to
enforce payment 135(2)
Remuneration
. auditors, of 66(8)
. by-laws re 32(c)
. directors of 34(5)
. trust company, of 75 (fe)
Re-organized companies
. investment in stocks of ...137(2)
Reports
. application for incorporation,
on 3(7)
.
auditors, of, to shareholders 66(11)
. corporations unsound, where ..114
. directors, by, prior to
statutory meeting 19
. inquiry, re, by examiners ...111(5)
. special audit, or 110(9)
Requisition
. special meeting, for 21(2)
. . failure re, penalty 22
Reserve fund
. loan company, of, payment of
dividends from, prohibited 70(5)
. maintained out of income 87
Reserves
. kept on deposit by loan company 72
. kept on hand by trust company 82
Residents of Canada
. majority of directors to be 34(3,4)
Resolution
. auditors appointed by 66(3)
. special meeting, re 21(1)
Rules Committee
. practice, procedure varied by 122(7)
Schedule A
. fees 156(1)
Schedule B
. fees 156(2)
Seal
—
See Corporate seal; Official
seal
. Registrar, of 106
Secretary
. annual statement prepared
by 146(1)
. particulars re, in directors*
report 19(2)
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Securities
. checked by auditors 66(10)
. defined 80(3). 104(3)
. kept on hand by trust company 82
.
particulars re, in trust
company's returns 144, 145
. register of 60
. trust company's powers re . .75(c)
Security
. costs of inquiry, for 111(3)
. costs of special audit for ..110(1)
. furnished by officers 43
. particulars re, in by-laws ..4(2)(g)
.
personal, collateral as 135(1)
.
trust company, not required
by 81(6)
Semi-zmnual returns
. trust companies, by .... 144(3), 145
Servants
. by-laws re 32(c)
Service
. corporations on 116(9)
Share certificates
.
renewal of, where lost,
destroyed 54
Shareholders
. advanced payment on shares
made by 51
annual meetings of 20
. annual statements delivered
to 67(4)
. approval of, for amalgamation
of corporations 96(6)
.
auditors appointed by 66(3)
.
auditors may be 66(4)
.
auditors' report to 66(11)
by-laws altered by 31
. . confirmed by 30,31
. . made by 26
. demand on, re unpaid shares . .46
. directors' remuneration fixed
by 34(5)
. executive committee
authorized by 39(1)
. inspection of books by 59(5)
. inspection of By-law Book by 28(2)
. liability of
. .
shares converted, where .
. .58(5)
. .
shares unpaid, where 47, 48
. list of, produced at
statutory meeting 19(5)
. notice of annual meetings
sent to 20(2)
. particulars of, in books 59(l)id-g)
petition of, where failure to
hold statutory meeting 19(8)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec
PORATIONS—Con.
Shareholders
—
Con.
. set-ofT pleaded by in action ...48
. special meetings on requisition
of 21(2)
.
statement to, filed with
annual statements 146(9)
. statutory meetings of 19(1)
. vote by proxy by 24
. voting power of 23
Shares
. amalgamated corporations, of 96(3)
. by-laws re, made by directors . .32
. consent for payment of
before call 51(1)
. corporations not to lend on,
where 89
. directors' consent for transfer
of 53(1)
.
directors' powers re 40(&, c)
. directors' report re, to
shareholders 19(2)
. forfeiture of 61(2)
.
loan on security of, prohibited 88(1)
.
notice of transfer of 56
. paid up, loans on 88(2)
. . collateral for 89
. . margin 88(3)
. par value 49
. . capital stock increased,
decreased 58(3)
. particulars re, in by-laws 4(2) (k)
. partly paid up, conversion of 58(4)
. restricted transfer of, prohibited 52
. transfer of, valid when
entered in books 55
. transmission of 57
. unpaid
. . demand re 46
. . forfeiture of 46(3)
. . shareholders' liability 47
Special meetings
. called by directors 21
. directors' liability re 22
. notice of, to
shareholders 20(2), 21 (3)
. . proof of 21(5)
. shareholders' requisition, on . .21(2)
.
transaction of, entered in
minute book 25
Statements to shareholders
. filed with annual statement 146(9)
Statutory meeting^s
—
See also
Annual meetings; Special
meetings
.
default re holding of 19(8)
. shareholders of 19(1)
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Stenographer
. employed by Registrar 108(3)
Stock—See Shares
Stock subscription
. filed with Registrar 5
Succession Duty Act
. application of 57, 148(2), 149
Suspension of registry—See
Registry
Terminating Shares Book
. kept by loan corporation ....61(1)
Terms
. charter, in 12(1)
. directors', of 33(1)
. incorporation, of 11
. . extension of 12(2)
. loan company debentures, of 73(1)
. registry, of 117(2, 5)
Testamentary document
. transmission of shares, for ....57
Transfer of shares
—
See Shares
Transmission of shares
—
See
Shares
Trust companies
. admissible to registry 119
. amalgamation of 104(2)
. approval of as executors . . . .81(2)
. borrowing on debentures
prohibited 79
. borrowing power of 77
. capital for registration 127
. cash kept on hand by 82
. defined 1 (r)
. investments by 134(1,2)
. . restrictions on 136(2,3)
. . trust fund in 76(21)
. joint trustee, as 81(4)
. letters patent issued to 17
. liability of, re estates 81(1)
. loan company purchased by 104(3)
. loans by 134(3)
. powers of 75, 78(1. 2), 80(1)
. sole trustee, as 81(3)
. securities kept on hand by 82
. security not required by ...81(6)
. semi-annual returns by. . 144(3), 145
Trust Companies* Register
. kept by Registrar 107(1)
Trustee
. trust company as 75(6)
Trustee Act
. application of 81(5), 134(1)
Trustee in bankruptcy
. trust company as 75(/)
LOAN AND TRUST COR- Sec
PORATIONS—Con.
Trusts
. company not responsible for
execution of, when 92(1)
. passing of, by sale to
new company 104(4, 5)
Unregistered corporations
. business undertakings by,
forbidden 129
Vice-presidents
. annual statements
attested by 67(5)
. annual statements proved by 146(4)
. casting votes of 38(2)
. election of 38(1)
. general liability of 153-155
Votes
. directors, of 38(2)
. proxy, by 24
. shareholders' power re 23
Wages
. directors' liability re 45(1, 3, 4)
. . exception 45(2)
Will
. rights of amalgamating trust
company re 104(6)
Winding up
. corporation of 120(4)
Witness
. evidence by, on inquiry ....111(4)
. examination of 108(2)
LOANS
5"^^ Agricultural Development
Act; Consolidated Cheese Fac-
tories Act; Co-operative Mar-
keting Loans Act; Credit Un-
ions Act; Farm Loans Act;
Farm Loans Adjustment Act;
Loan and Trust Corporations
Act; Municipal Act; Pawn-
brokers Act; Provincial Loans
Act; Rural Power District
Loans Act; Unconscionable
Transactions Relief Act
LOCAL IMPROVEMENT
Local Improvement Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1277.
See also Assessment Act; Burl-
ington Beach Act; Federal
District Commission Act;
Highway Improvement Act;
Landlord and Tenant Act;
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IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Municipal Act; Niagara Parks
Act; Public Utilities Act; Sub-
urban Area Development Act
Affidavit
. publication and service of
notice, re 12(6)
Agjreements
. works on boundary, re
. . designating council to take
charge of work 61(l)(fe)
. . establishing way of raising
•funds 61(l)(r)
. . fixing share in costs ...61(l)(cf)
. . local improvements ....61(l)(a)
Appeals
. decision, from
. . council, of, re
compensation 35(2)
. . court of revision, of 48(1)
. . repair, re 57(6)
Approach
. pavement, from 3(2)
Areas
. township, in 64(1-4)
. . alteration, etc., of 65
Assessments
abutting lots, on 6(4)
. one side of street, of 30(1)
. sidewalk on one side, for . .30(2)
. township areas, in 64(2)
annual instalments of 52(1)
approach from pavement, for 3(2)
bridge over ravine, for 62(3)
connection with sewer, etc., for
. mode of 3(4)
. petition, on
.4(2)
. petition, without 4(1)
connections by preliminary
work, for 3(1)
general rate to cover
deficiency, by 49(6)
land, of
.
benefited but not abutting ....36
. exempt from taxation 58
.
exempt from taxation for
local improvement 59
. unequally benefited 37
opening, etc., of lane, for
cost, of, in case of
exemptions 29(2)
.
exemption or reduction re 29(1)
outlet for sewage, for 33
outlet or pumps of sewage, for 34
. payment of debts, for ..49(4)(fe)
LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Assessments
—
Con.
. reduction in
. . appeal from, as compensation
for land 35(2)
. . borne by corporation 28(5)
. . compensation for land, as 35(1)
. . corner lots, of 28(1)
. . lots unfit for building, of 28(2)
. . lots with two limits, of . ,28(3)
. . mode of 28(4)
. repair of imperfections, for . .22{2)
. resurfacing of pavement, for ...25
. right-of-way, for 32
. roll of special—see Roll
. sewer and watermain, for . . .24(1)
. street cleaning, etc., for ...60(1)
. street lighting, for 60(2)
. works, for
. . boundaries, on 61(3)
. .
township areas, in 64(1)
. works larger than required,
for 31(1)
. . method of 31(2)
Assessment Act
. referred to l(n),48(2), 54, 58
Boards
. approval by
. .
changes in original work re
'highway, to 19
. .
eliminating right of petition 8(2)
. .
opening, etc., of lane, to ..29(3)
. .
street or bridge, re 6(1)
undertaking of work, to . . .8(1)
. .
widening of pavement in
cities over 300,000 26{2)
. defined 1 (a)
. directions by
. .
charge on abutting lots, re 6(4)
.
.
further notices, re 8(4)
.
order by, re street or bridge . .6(3)
.
prescription of forms by 69
. withholding approval re street
or bridge 6(2)
Boulevard
. local improvement, as 2(l)(/»)
Boundary
. construction of works on
agreement between
municipalities re 61(1)
. . duties and powers of
municipalities re 61(2,3)
. maintenance of work on 61(9)
Breakwater
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1 )(m)
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Bridges
construction of
. approval of Board, re 8(1)
. ravine, over 62
cost of 31(1)
. assessment for 31(2)
defined 1(b)
local improvement, as 2(1) (c)
objection by owner re 6(1)
order by Board re 6(3)
By-laws
amending, re highway 19
application of Municipal Act to,
creating debt 49(4)
. exceptions 49(4) (a, b)
approval by Board to,
re undertaking 8(1)
assumption of costs by
corporation, re 27(1)
. repeal of 27(2)
binding power of quashed,
pending new one 55(2)
comprising several works 51
consolidating 50(1)
. debentures for different
terms of year, re 50(4)
. imposing no rates 50(3)
. recitals in 50(2)
establishing local improvement
system 66(1)
. repeal of 66(2)
form of 69
larger share in cost by
corporation, re 27(3)
new, in place of quashed one 55(1)
opening, etc., of lane, re 29(1, 3)
pavement in cities over
300,000, re 26(1)
power of council to pass
amending 55(3)
renewal of local improvement
work, re 66(3)
sewer and watermain, re ....24(1)
street cleaning, etc., re 60(1)
. application of, to defined
areas 60(3)
. duration of 60(5)
street or bridge of over
$50,000, re 6(1)
substitution of work, for 18
works, re
council's initiative, on ...7(1) (6)
decision of majority, on 7(1) (rf)
including several 7(2)
larger than required 31(1)
petition, on 7(1) (o)
LOCAL Sec
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
By-laws—Con.
. works, re
—
Con.
. . sanitary grounds, on ..7(l)(f),9
. . township areas, in 64(2, 3)
Cash
. payment of assessed cost . . . .52(3)
Clerks
. copy of by-laws by, to
other municipality 61(3)
. defined 1 (c)
. determination by, of sufficiency
of petition 15
. final adjustment of roll by 47
Collection
.
rate, of, re street cleaning,
etc 60(4)
. special rates, of 54
Commutation
. rates, of 52(3)
Compensation
. land taken for work, for 35(1)
. . appeal re 36(2)
Constructing
. defined 1(d)
Construction
. defined Ud)
Contribution
. cost, to 21(1)
. . annuity, by 21(2)
Corporations
. defined 1(«0
Corporations' portion of costs
. defined 1(/)
. inclusion of, in yearly
estimates 49(8)
. work, of 23.24(2)
. works on boundary, re
. . payment of borrowed
money 61 (8)
. . payment out of yearly
estimate 61 (7)
Costs
apportionment of
. parks, squares and
bridges, of 31(1)
. right-of-way, of 32
. sewers and watermalns,
of 24(1), 31(1)
. statement re 38(l)(d)
assessment of, on abutting
lots 20(1)
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IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Costs—Con.
corporation's portion of
. minimum limit of 24(2
,, .
sewer, re 23(0,
b
.
street intersections, re 23ic
. watermain, re 23{b
deduction from
. capitalized contribution, of 21(2
eflfect of guarantee on 22(2
estimate of 38(l)(f
items included in
. advertising, etc., expense,
as 20(2) (&
. compensation for lands
as 20(2)(d
. cost of issue, etc., of
debentures, as 20(2) (e
. engineering expense as 20(2) (a
. interest on loans as ...20(2)(c
larger share in, by corporation 27(3
. street works, re 27(1
unfinished work, of
. less than estimate, as ... .44(3
. estimate of 44(1
. exceeding estimate 44(2
widening pavement in cities
over 300,000, of 26(1
Cotincil
apportionment of cost by . . . .31(1
borrowing and issue of
debentures by 49(2
change in. not affecting
proceedings and work 68
defined 1(^
initiating, re works on boundary
. powers and duties, of 61(2
. transmission of copy of
by-law by 61(3
notice by, re proposed
street or bridge 6(1
power of, to amend by-law 55(3
provisions by, for making
reports, etc 40
right of appeal of 48(1
special assessment on lots by 6(5
temporary loans by 49(1
works on boundary, re
.
collection of rates by 61(4
. payment of collected
rates by 61(5
. . payment of corporation's
part 61(7,8
Coimty
. defined \(h
LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, from order re
repair 57(6)
Court of revision
. absence of power of, re
apportionment of cost . . . .45(2)
adjournment of sitting of ...46(1)
appeal to, re compensation . . .35(2)
fixing allowance for repair . . .22(2)
hearing of complaints by . . . .41(1)
. time and place of 41(2)
notice for new hearing by . . .46(2)
power of
. assessment of not abutting
land, re 45(1) (&)
.
cost of work, re 45(l)(c)
. special assessment, re 46(3)
power of. as to abutting land
. amount of reduction,
re 45(l)(a)(iii)
. exempted lots, re . .45(I)(a) (iv)
. frontage, re 45(1) (a) (ii)
. lifetime of work, re 45(1) (a) (v)
. names of owners, re 45(1) (a) (i)
. rate per foot, re . . .45(l)(a) (vi)
statement of cost for 43
Crib
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as ....2(l)(m)
Curbing
. assessment for
. . one side of street, on 30(1)
. . townships, in 64(2)
.
construction of, with approval
of Board 8(1)
. defined 1 (t)
. larger share by corporation
in cost of 27(1)
. local improvement, as 2(1 )(p)
Debentures
. covering owners' portion not
deemed corporation's debt 49(7)
. completed work, for 49(2)
. covering several works 50(1)
. disposal of excess from 49(9)
. . exception re 49(10)
. fund for payment of 49(5)
. issue of, in townships 64(3)
. payable within lifetime
of work 49(4)
Declarations
. publication and service of
notice, re 12(6)
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LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Deficiency
. assessment in following
year for 49(6)
Definitions
Board 1(a)
.
bridge 1 (b)
. clerk 1(c)
. constructing and construction. .1(d)
. corporation 1 (e)
. corporation's portion of the
cost 1(f)
. council l(^)
. county 1(A)
. curbing 1 (i)
. engineer 1 (/)
- frontage l(ife)
. judge of county court 1(/)
. lifetime 1(»«)
. lot and lots 1 (w)
. municipality l(o)
. owner and owners 1 (p)
. owners' portion of the cost l(q)
. pavement 1 (r)
. paving l(s)
. publication and published 1(/)
. sewer 1(«)
. sidewalk 1 (v)
. specially assessed 1 (w)
. street l(x)
. value 1 (y)
. watermain 1 (s)
. work l(sa)
. work undertaken l(.sb)
Department of Highways
. approval of, to foundation
of pavement 2(1) (^)
Dykes
cost of 3U1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (wi)
Electors
. consent by
. . by-law creating debt not
necessary, to 49(4) (a)
local improvement system,
to 66(1)
Engineer
. defined !(/)
Estimates
. provisions for making 40
cost, of
. . unfinished work, of 44(1)
. . work, of 38(1) (O
Excess
. disposal of, from assessment 49(9)
. . exception re 49(10)
LOCAL Sec
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Forms
notice of
. application to Board, of . . Form 2
. initiative plan, re Form 3
. intention, of Form 1
. sitting of revision court,
re Form 4
. prescription of, by Board 69
Frontage
. defined 1(&)
. rate 20(1)
. . entered on roll 39(c)
Fund
payment of debentures, for .49(5)
Gas
. works as local improvement 2(1) (/)
Gas service pipes
. laying of
. . petition, on 4(2)
. . petition, without 4(1)
. . preliminary work, as 3(1)
Grojmes
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (m)
Guarantee
. work, of, by contractor 22(1)
. . effect on cost of 22(2)
Heat
. works as local
improvement 2(1)(/)
Highways
. changes in original work re 19
Hydrants
. cost of, included in
corporation's share 23(b)
Instalments
. annual, of assessment 52(1)
Interest
. rates including 52(2)
Joint owners
. petition, to 15(5)
Judge
. appeal to
. . compensation, re 35(2)
. .
decision of court of revision,
from 48(1)
. application of Assessment Act
to hearing by 48(2)
. determination by, of complaints
by signatories 15(8)
. order by, re repair
. . appeal from 57(6)
effect of 57(4)
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LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Judge
—
Con.
. power of, to enforce repair
. . authorizing applicant, by ..57(5)
. .
nature and amount of
work, re 57(2)
.
order by 57(1)
. . remuneration to repairer, re 57(3)
.
powers of, re appeals from
decision of court 48(3)
Judge of the coimty court
. defined 1(/)
Land
. assessment of
. . equally benefiting 36
. . exempt from taxation 58
. . exempt from taxation for
local improvement 59
. . unequally benefiting 37
. liability of, for rates re works
on boundary 61(6)
Lanes
. opening of
. . approval by Board to 29(3)
. . assessment for 29(1)
. . mode of assessment for . . .29(2)
Levy
. rate, of, independent of issue
of debentures 53
Lifetime
. debentures to be payable
during 49(4)
. defined 1(^«)
. pavement widening work, in . .38(3)
. report on, of work 38(l)(a)
Light
. works as local
improvement 2(1) (/, r)
Lots
. assessment of—see Assessment
. defined l(n)
. lining street deemed to abut
on pavement work 20(3)
. special assessment of 6(4)
Maintenance
.
enforcement of 57
.
local improvement 2(2)
.
work, of 56(1)
Minister of Health
. recommendations of 9
Municipal Act
.
referred to 5.49(4,7),
56(2), 66(1)
Municipal Board
—
See Board
LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Municipality
. defined 1 (o)
Notices
. application to Board, of 8(3)
. . form of Form 2
. .
including several works 8(6)
. Board directing further 8(4)
. form of 69
.
.
unnecessary for works in
township areas 64(4)
. .
works on sanitary grounds,
re 10(1)
. . . form of Form 1
. intention of, re initiating plan
. . contents of 12(2)
. . covering any number of
works 12(3)
. . form of Form 3
. .
proof of publication of ...12(6)
. .
service of 12(4-6)
. objection by owner, of 6(1)
.
sitting of revision court, re 41(2)
. . form of Form 4
Objections
. owner to undertaking, by . . . .8(3)
. owner to work on sanitary
grounds, by 10(2)
Owners
. defined l(^)
. objection by, to undertaking . .8(3)
. petition by
. .
initiative plan, against 12(1)
. . relief, for 10(2)
. . work, for 11
.
right of appeal of 48(1)
.
right of, to demand repair . .57(1)
Owners' portion of cost
. defined 1 (q}
. making no part of
corporation's debenture . . . .49(7)
. procedure of assessment of
. . abutting lots, on 38(1)
. . lots not abutting, on 38(2)
Parks
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (/)
Pavement
. approach from 3(2)
. construction of, approval for 8(1)
. defined 1 (r)
. larger share in cost of,
by corporation 27(1)
. resurfacing of
. . cost of 25
. . local improvement, as . . .2(1)(/)
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LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Pavement—Con.
. widening of
. . lifetime of work re 38(3)
. . local improvement, as 2(1) (g,r)
. widening of, in cities
over 300,00e
. . cost of 26(1)
. . approval of Board to 26(2)
Paving
. defined 1
(
j)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (/)
Petitions
bearing description of lots 14
connections by 4(2)
connections without 4(1), 9
construction, etc., of works
without 9
lodging of 16
owners, of, against plan
. eflfect of 13(1)
.
inoperative re plan approved
by Board 13(2)
. majority, by 12(1)
relief, for, re works on
sanitary grounds 10(2)
filing of 10(4)
sufficiency of 10(3)
sufficiency of
actual owner to count for . .15(4)
changes in lots not to afiFect
determination of 15(2)
complaints by signatories re
establishment of 15(8)
determination of, by clerk . .15(1)
examination of witnesses
for establishing 15(6)
fees of witnesses for
establishing 15(7)
joint owners' reckoned as
one for 15(5) (a)
majority of joint owners to
count for 15(5)(&)
valuation of lots for
determination of 15(3)
unnecessary upon approval
by Board 8(2)
withdrawal of name from 17
work, for 11
Planting
. local improvement, as 2(1)(»)
Power
. works as local
improvement 2(1) (/,!»)
Private drain
—
See Sewer
Public drive
. local improvement, as ....2(1)(/)
LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Publication
. defined 1(0
. notice, of
. . application to Board, re . . .8(3)
. . initiative plan, re 12(1)
Published
. defined 1(0
Purchase
. work, of 5
Rates
. collection of 54, 60(4)
. commutation of special 52(3)
. deficiency covered by general 49(6)
. special, not deemed
encumbrances 67
. time for levy of S3
Ravine
. construction of bridge over
separating
. . agreement between
municipalities re 62(2)
. . application of Act to 62(1)
. . assessment of land for 62(3)
Remuneration
. repair, for 57(3)
Renewal
. local improvement work, of 66(3)
Repairs
. enforcement of, by judge 57
. duty of corporation to ...56(1,2)
. ordinary, no local improvement 2(2)
. right of owner to demand ...57(1)
. work on boundary, of 61(9)
Replacement
—
See Renewal
Reports
. charge of owners' portion,
re 38(2)(a,6)
. equitable reductions, re ..38(1)(6)
. instalments, re 38(1)(6)
.
lifetime of work, re 38(l)(a)
. provisions for making 40
Right-of-way
. cost and assessment re 32
Roll
entries in special assessment
. assessable lots, re 39(a)
. exempted lots, re 39(6)
. number of instalments, re . .39(d)
. rate per foot, re 39(f)
finality and validity of 47
kept open for inspection 42
provisions for making 40
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LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Sanitary grounds
. local improvement on 9
. notice re work on 10(1)
.
objection by owners against
work on 10(2)
Service
. notice, of. upon owner
. . cases where, not required 12(5)
. .
leaving at residence,
etc., by 12(4)(6)
. . leaving on assessable lot,
by I2(4)(d)
. . mail, by 12(4) (c)
. . personally 12(4) (o)
. .
proof of 12(6)
Sewage treatment works
.
construction, etc., of,
in townships 63
Sewer
.
apportionment of
cost of 24(1), 31(1)
assessment for
. method of 31(2)
.
one side of street, on 30(1)
'. outlet and pumps, re 34
. outlet, as 33
.
townships, in 64(2)
construction of
.
completion of 49(3)
. initiative plan, upon 8(1)
.
sanitary grounds, on 9
defined 1(«)
laying of private drain from
.
approval of Board, re 8(1)
. petition, on 4(2)
. petition, without 4(1)
. sanitary grounds, on 9
local improvement, as ....2(l)(rf)
Shore protection
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as ...2(l)(wj)
Sidewalk
. construction of, approval re . .8(1)
. defined 1 (v)
. larger share in cost of,
by Corporation 27(1)
.
local improvement, as 2(1) (^)
. assessment for
. . one side of street, on 30(1)
. .
petition on one side of
street, on 30(2)
. . townships, in 64(2)
Sodding
. local improvement, as 2(1) (i)
LOCAL Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con,
Specially assessed ''•''
. defined 1 (w)
Square
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as 2(1) (/)
Statement
. apportionment of cost, re 38(1) (d)
. cost, of, for court 43
. provisions for making 40
Stop cocks
. laying of, as preliminary work 3(1)
Street
. cleaning, etc., of, special
assessment for 60(1)
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31 (2)
. defined 1 (x)
. lighting
. . apportionment of cost of ..60(2)
. . construction of plants in
townships re 63
, . larger share in cost of,
by corporation 27(1)
. local improvement, as ...2(1) (a, ft)
. objection by owner re 6(1)
. opening, etc., of, approval re 8(1)
. order by Board re 6(3)
Subpoena
. witnesses, of 15(6)
Subway
. local improvement, as 2(1) (o)
Surface drainage
. preliminary work, as 3(1)
System
. establishment of local
improvement 66(1)
Time
. keeping open roll, for 42
. notice of new hearing in
court, for 46(2)
.
objection by owner, for 8(3)
. passing by-law on sanitary
grounds, for 10(5)
. petition for relief, for 10(4)
. sittings of court, of 41(2)
Trees
. local improvement, as 2(1)(«)
Unorganized territory
. purchase of works in 5
Value
defined \«WfflT( l(y)
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LOCAL Sec
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Vote
. apportionment of cost, re . . .24(1)
. larger share in cost by
corporation, re 27(1-3)
. private connections, re 4(1)
. works by approval of
Board, re 8(1)
. works larger than required, re 31(1)
. works on sanitary grounds re ...9
Wall
. cost of 31(1)
. . assessment for 31(2)
. local improvement, as ....2(l)(m)
Water service pipes
. laying of
. . approval of Board re 8(1)
. . petition, on 4(2)
. . petition, without 4(1)
. . preliminary work, as 3(1)
. . sanitary grounds, on 9
Watermain
. apportionment of cost
of 24(1). 31(1)
.
assessment for
. . method of 31(2)
. . one side of street, on 30(1)
. . township, in 64(2)
. construction of
. . initiative plan, upon 8(1)
. . sanitary grounds, on 9
. defined 1(2)
. local improvement, as 2(l)(e)
Waterworks
. construction, etc., of,
in townships 63
. extension of, with approval
of Board 8(1)
.
local improvement, as . .
. .2(l)(J)
Witnesses
. examination of, re petition ..15(6)
. fee of 15(7)
Work
. defined l(sa)
. maintenance of 56(1)
. preliminary, as part of
construction 3(3)
.
repair of 56
. substitution of 18
. undertaking of, upon approval 8(5)
Work undertaken
. defined 1 (zb)
Works
. construction, etc., of, on
sanitary grounds 9
. construction of, on boundary . . .61
LOCAL OVTIC Sec.
IMPROVEMENT—Con.
Works
—
Con.
.
purchase of, by township 5
. street lighting as local
improvement, for 2(1) (4)
LOCK-UPS
See Jails Act; Jurors Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Penal and Reform
Institutions Inspection Act
LODGING HOUSES
See Municipal Act; Public
Health Act
LOGGING TAX
Logging Tax Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1313.
See also Corporations Tax Act
Act
.
commencement of 37
. penalties for non-compliance 33(2)
Action
. cause of, style of 22
. matter deemed 21 (2)
Administration
. Treasurer, by 15
Affidavits
.
proof of validity of 36(10)
. taking of 35
Appeals
. decision of Treasurer, re 17
. form of notice of 16(3)
. proof of receipt, re, time limit 36(9)
. right of
. . absolute bar re 27
. . Supreme Court practice re 21 (3)
.
service of notice of 16(2)
Appellant
. notice of dissatisfaction by ..18(1)
. notice to. of decision on appeal 17
. Treasurer's reply to 20
Application
. over-payment to other
liability, of 12(2)
. refund on tax, for 12(1)
Arms-length
. defined 5(5)
. transactions by taxpayer re 5(1-3)
Assessment
. effect of irregrularities on 25
. notice of appeal re 16(1)
. return not filed 8(5)
. rules for 8
. validity of 8(6)
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LOGGING TAX—Con. Sec
Assignees
. distribution of property by ..11(2)
.
liability for tax on distribution
of property 1 1 (3)
Books and records
. disposal of 13(3)
.
provisions re 13
.
obligation to keep 13(2)
Civil servants
. information by, penalties for ...34
Commencement of Act
.
effective date re taxation 37
Compromise
. payment of tax, re 32
Controller
. copies made by 14(4)
. defined 1(a)
.
powers equivalent to Treasurer 15
Copies
. eflfect as evidence 14(4)
Corporate control
.
arms-length, re 5(5)
Corporate income
.
distribution of property, re ...5(4)
Corporations
. returns by 6(1) (a)
Court
. reference back to Treasurer
by 23(2)
Criminal Code (Canada)
.
time limit re information
under 36(4)
Crown
.
amounts payable as debts to ... .28
.
liability of debtor to 30(3)
Death of partner
. returns in event of 6(4)
Declarations
. taking of 35
Default
. penalty re 10
Definitions
. arms-length 5(5)
. Controller 1(a)
. income 1(b), 3
.
logging operations in Ontario 1(c)
. over-payment 12(1)
. taxation year 1(d)
. taxpayer 1(e)
. Treasurer 1 (/)
.
value of logs disposed of 4
Docimients
. filing of 21(1)
. proof of 36(8)
LOGGING TAX—Con. Sec
Estates
.
return by 6(1) (c)
Evidence
. conditional limitations re 23(1)
. date of compliance re filing
returns, etc 36(7)
.
failure to comply with Act, re 36(6)
.
service by mail, re 36(5)
Examination
. oath, on 14(1) (c)
.
seizure of documents, etc.,
during 14(1) (d)
Fair market value
. transaction not at arms-length,
re 5(1-3)
Forms
. notice of appeal, of Form 1
. notice of dissatisfaction, of Form 2
. title of cause, of 22
Fraud
. penalties for 33(3)
. re-assessment where 8(4) (o)
Garnishment
. payment to Treasurer on . . 30(1)
In camera
. proceedings before Supreme
Court 26
Income
. computation of 3
. defined Kb),
3
. returns re 6
Income Tax Act (Canada)
. computation of tax re 3(2)
Information
. communication of, by civil
servants 34
. demand for, additional,
by Treasurer 14(2)
. validity re two or more
offences 36(2)
Inquiries
. powers of person authorized
re 14(6)
. Treasurer may authorize .... 14(3)
Interest
. limitation re 9(6)
.
payable on over-payment
of tax 12(3)
. unpaid tax, re 9(3-5)
Investigations
. authorized 14
Judge
. admission of facts by 23(1)
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LOGGING TAX—Con. Sec.
Judgment
. enforcement of 21(3)
Jurisdiction
. hearing of complaint, re 36(3)
. Supreme Court, re 24
Legal representatives
. returns by 6(1) (6)
Liability for tax
. lack of assessment no effect on 8(3)
Liability of debtor
. discharge of liability to a
taxpayer, on 30(3)
Liability of assignees
. payments of tax, re 11(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
.
appointments by, for
administering oaths 35
Limitation
.
interest on unpaid tax, re ...9(6)
. re-assessment, re 8(4) (&)
Logg^g operations in Ontario
. defined 1 (r
)
Magistrates
. authority of, to hear
complaints 36(3)
Misrepresentation
. penalties for 33(3)
. re-assessment where 8(4)(a)
Notices
. appeal, of
. . contents of 16(3)
form of Form 1
. . service of 16(2)
.
.
Treasurer, to 16(1)
assessment, of, by Treasurer 8(2)
. dissatisfaction of
. . form of Form 2
. .
security re 19(1)
. . statement with 18(2)
. . time for 18(1)
. . Treasurer's reply to 20
Offences—^5"^^ also Penalties
.
failure to file a return re ...33(1)
.
falsifying returns, fraud, etc. 33(3)
. non-compliance with Act . . . .33(2)
one information relating to
several 36(2)
Over-payment
. application re 12(2)
. defined 12(4)
. interest on 12(3)
Payment
.
behalf of others, on 11(1)
. transactions not at arms-Iengfth,
re 5(1-3)
LOGGING TAX—Con. Sec
Penalties
—
See also Offences
.
default, re 10
. failure to complete return, re 10(2)
Practice
Supreme Court to govern 21(3)
Price
. transactions not at arms-length,
re 5(3)
Proceedings
. void unless security posted ..19(2)
. Supreme Court, before 26
Property
. distribution of, to shareholders 5(4)
. tax, penalties, etc., as first
charge on 31
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of commissioner
under 14(6)
Rates
. tax, of 2
Records
—
See Books and records
Refunds
. application for 12(1)
. Treasurer, by 12( 1)
Registrar of Supreme Court
. documents filed with 21(1)
Rental
. transactions not at arms-length,
re 5(3)
Returns
. death of partner or
proprietor, re 6(4)
demand from Treasurer for ..6(2)
income of taxpayer, re 6
notice from Treasurer to
file 6(l)(e)
penalties
. failure to complete, for 10(2)
. failure to file, for 33(1)
. falsifying, for 33(3)
trustees in bankruptcy, etc.,
liability for 6(3)
Royalties
. transactions not at arms-length,
re 5(3)
Security
. absence of, to void
proceedings 19(2)
. posted upon notice of
dissatisfaction 19(1)
Service
. proof of 36(5)
Shareholders
. distribution of property to ... .5(4)
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LOGGING TAX—Con. Sec.
Statements
. notice of dissatisfaction, with 18(2)
Supreme Court
.
jurisdiction of 24
.
practice of, to govern 21(3)
, proceedings in camera in 26
Taxation year
. commencement under Act 37
. defined 1(d)
Taxpayers
.
defined 1(e)
. estimate of tax by 7
. return by 6(l)(d)
Time limit
. effective as absolute bar
re appeal 27
. extension of, power of
Treasurer re 6(5)
. information under Criminal
Code, re 36(4)
. notice of dissatisfaction, re 18(1)
.
posting of security, re 19(2)
.
proof of receipt of appeal
within 36(9)
. service of notice of
appeal, re 16(1)
Treasurer
. additional information
demanded by 14(2)
. administration by 15
. application of over-payment
by 12(2)
. assessment of tax by 8(1)
. authorization by, to make
copies 14(4)
. certificate of, re evidence 36(4)
. certificate of re outstanding
taxes, etc 11(2)
. compromise on tax by 32
. decision of, re appeal 17
. defined 1(f)
. documents filed by 21(1)
. designation of books and
records by 13(1, 2)
. information laid by appointee
of 36(1)
.
inquiry authorized by 14(3)
.
issue of warrant of
execution by 29
.
liability of debtor to 30(3)
. matter referred back to 23(2)
.
notice by, to file return ...6(l)(e)
.
notice of appeal served upon 16(1)
.
notice of assessment by 8(2)
. payment to 30(1)
LOGGING TAX—Con. Sec
Treasurer
—
Con.
. permission of, re disposal of
books and records 13(3)
. persons authorized to
investigate by 14(1)
. power of, to access 8(4)
. power of, to extend time 6(5)
. receipt of notice of
dissatisfaction by 18(1)
. receipt of. sufficient discharge
to debtor 30(2)
. reply to appellant by 20
. requirement by, re security ..19(1)
. return demanded by 6(2)
. right of, to question authority
of informant 36(1)
. service of notice of
appeal upon 16(2)
Treasury Department
affidavit of officer of
. date of compliance re filing
returns, etc 36(7)
. presumption re validity of 36(10)
.
proof of documents re ..36(8)
. proof of no appeal, re ...36(9)
.
proof of failure to comply
with Act, re 36(6)
. service by mail, re 36(5)
information laid by an officer
of 36(1)
Trustees in bankruptcy
. liability of, to file returns ...6(3)
Trusts
. return by 6(l)(c)
Value of logs disposed of
.
defined 4
Warrant of execution
. issue of, by Treasurer 29
LOGS
See Lakes and Rivers Improve-
ment Act; Logging Tax Act;
Woodmen's Employment Act;
Woodmen's Lien for Wages
Act
LONG POINT PARK
Long Point Park Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1331.
See also Territorial Division Act
Accoimts
. keeping of 20
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LONG POINT Sec
PARK—Con.
Actions
.
commissioners personally,
against 22
.
highway, non-repair for 15(2)
Area of park
. additions permitted to 2(,2)
.
delineation of 2(1)
Assembly
.
elections to, regulations re 24
Assessment
.
commission's powers re 18
Assessment Act
.
application of 18
Audit Act
.
application of 20(2)
Board of commissioners
—
See also
Commissioners
appointed by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 1(1)
.
chairman of 1 (4)
.
seal of, affixed to by-laws 12
. secretary to 1 (4)
Boats
. commission's power to
operate 5(c, c)
Books
. account, of 20
Borrowing
—
See Loans
Building
. by-laws re 9
. commission's powers re ....S{h-c)
. loan for purpose of 16(1)
By-laws
. approved by Department of
Municipal Affairs 10, 17
. authentication of 12
. debts and debentures, re ... 16(2)
. eflfect of 7(3), 12, 17
. fire, re 8
. force of 12
. improvements, re 9
.
licence fees, re ^iZ)
. loans, re 16(2)
. passed by Commission 7-14
. penalties provided by 13
. South Walsingham 7(3)
Chairman
. by-laws to be signed by 12
. election of 1(4)
Commission
—
See also Board of
commissioners
;
Commissioners
. Long Point Park 1(1)
LONG POINT Sec
PARK—Con.
Commissioners
—
See also Board of
commissioners
;
Commission
. accounts kept by 20
. actions against, personally 22
. area controlled by 2(1)
. books to be kept by 20
. by-laws, powers to pass 7-14
.
chairman 1 (4)
.
compensation payable to 1(3)
. constables appointed by 6
. contracts, to inquire into 3
. employment of officers,
workmen, etc 19
. highways, responsibility for
maintenance of 15(1)
.
leases, to inquire into 3
. loans raised by 16
. moneys received, duties re . . . .5(^)
. powers of, miscellaneous ..5,7(1)
. report made annually by 21
. sale of property, powers re 4
. secretary, power to appoint . . 1 (4)
. tenure of office 1(2)
. voting, duties re 24
Constables
. appointment, duties and powers of 6
Contracts
. by-laws re 9
. inquiry into 3
County of Norfolk
—
See Norfolk
Crown
. property of, adjacent 2(2)
Culverts
. making of 9
Debentures
. regulations re 16(2-5)
Debts
—
See Loans
Department of Mimicipal Affairs
. approval of by-laws, rents,
etc 10,17
.
property vested in
Commission, powers re 4
. report submitted annually to ... .21
Drains
. laying of 9
Elections
. Park part of South Walsingham
for 24
Electricity
.
supply of 9
Enlargement of park
. permitted 2(2)
Exemption from Act
. allowed 25
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LONG POINT
PARK—Con.
Sec.
Extent of holding
.
defined 2(1)
Fees—See also Licences; Taxes;
Tolls
. application of 14
Gas
. supply of 9
Highways
. maintenance and repair of IS
Houses
. Commission's powers re . .S(J},c,e)
Improvements
. by-laws to effect 9
. Commission's powers to
make S{d,e)
. loan for making 16(1)
Judicial matters
.
Park part of County of
Norfolk in 23(2)
Justice of the peace
. penalty enforceable by 13
Leases
. granting of 4
. inquiry into, by Commission 3
Licences
. fees, by-laws re
-^iZ), 14
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
.
actions against commissioners
authorized by 22
. board of commissioners
appointed by 1(1)
. commissioners, powers re ..1(1-3)
. enlargement of park, powers
re 2{2)
. moneys received by
Commission's, powers re ..S(^)
Loans
. Commission's powers to raise 16(1)
. term of 16(3)
Long Point Company
. rights of, preserved 25
Moneys
. Commission's powers re,
received 5 (^)
Motor cars
. Commission's powers to
operate S{a,e)
Municipal Act
. application of 7(1), 12
Municipal matters
I. park separate entity 23(1)
LONG POINT
PARK—Con.
Sec.
Norfolk
.
joint responsibilities with park .23
.
justice of the peace of,
penalty enforceable by 13
.
liability for highways 15(2)
Offences
. penalties for, imposed by
by-laws 13
Officers
. appointed by Commission 19
Penalties
. violation of by-laws for 13
. . application of 14
Public Utilities Act
. application of 11
Rents
. collection of 4, 5(e)
. inquiry into, by Commission 3
Reports
. annual, required from
Commission 21
Roads
. making of 9
Sale
. Park property, of 4
Schools
. responsibility for 23(1)
Seal
. by-laws authenticated by 12
Secretary
. board of commissioners, to ..1(4)
. by-laws to be signed by 12
Sidewalks
. making of 9
South Walsingham
.
by-laws superseded by
Commission 7(3)
.
joint responsibilities with
Park 23,24
. liability for highways 15(2)
Taxes
. Commission's powers re ..5(e), 17
ToUs
. approved by Department of
Municipal Affairs 17
. Commission's powers re ..5(e), 17
Toronto Big Creek Shooting
Club, Limited
. rights of, preserved 25
Toronto Big Creek Shooting
Company
. property of 2(1)
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LONG POINT Sec.
PARK—Con.
Treasurer of Ontario
. accounts of Commission
inspected by 20(2)
. moneys received by 5(^)
Use of park
. defined 2(1)
Vessels
. Commission's powers to
operate 5(a,«)
Voters' Lists Act
. application of 18, 24
Voting
. regulations re 24
Walsingham
—
See South
Walsingham
Water
. supply of 9
Waterworks
. loan for purpose of
conducting 16(1)
Wharves
. Commission's powers re 5(c)
Workmen
. appointed by (Commission 19
LORD'S DAY
Lord's Day (Ontario) Act,
Vol. 2, p. 1339.
See also Interpretation Act; Judi-
cature Act; One Day's Rest in
Seven Act
Act
. procedure re repeal of
by-laws under 4
. procedure under, re passing
of by-laws 3
By-laws
. condition re passing of 3
. initiation by petition 3(3)
. municipality, of, to implement
Act 2(1)
. petition initiating repeal of . . .4(3)
. provision in, for regulation
and control 2(6)
. reduction of period of time, by 2(5)
. requisite under Act 1
. specification of sports
concerned in 2(2)
Certificate of sufficiency
. clerk of municipality, by 5
Clerk of municipality
. discretion re sufficiency of
petition 5
LORD'S DAY—Con. Sna
Conditions
. passing of by-laws, re 3
Council
.
submission of question to
electors by 3(2)
Daylight saving time
. common observance re 6
Electors
.
submissions to 3(2)
Horse-racing
. exclusion of, as public sport . .2(3)
Limitation
. different parts of municipality,
re 2(4)
Lord's Day
. lawful to attend or engage
in sports on 1
. lawful to employ persons on .... 1
Lord's Day Act (Canada)
. provisions of 1
Mimicipality
. different limitations in different
parts of 2(4)
Petitions
. initiating repeal of by-law by 4(3)
. initiation of by-law by 3(3)
.
presentation of S
. sufficiency of 5
Public game or sport
. excluding horse-racing 2(3)
Reg^ulations
. by-law for 2(6)
Repeal
. by-laws, re 4
Sports
. lawful to engage in on Lord's Day 1
. specification of, in by-law 2^2)
Standard time
. substitution of daylight
saving time for 6
Time
. reckoning of 6
Toronto
. presumption re 3(4)
Windsor
. presumption re 3(4)
LOTS
See Local Improvement Act;
Surveys Act
LOWER CANADA
See Interpretation Act
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LUMBER Sec.
See Crown Timber Act; Cullers
Act; Forestry Act; Game and
Fisheries Act; Lakes and
Rivers Improvement Act;
Mercantile Law Amendment
C Act; Nursery Stock Act; Pub-
lic Health Act
LUNDY'S LANE
BATTTLE FIELD
AND CEMETERY
See Niagara Parks Act
MACHINERY
See Steam Threshing Engines
•Act; Threshing Machines Act
MAGAZINES
See Municipal Act
MAGISTRATES
Magistrates Act, Vol. 3, p. 1.
See also Evidence Act; Interpre-
'tation Act; Justices of the
Peace Act; Magistrates' Juris-
diction Act; Municipal Act;
Police Act; Public Authorities
Protection Act; Summary
'Convictions Act
Accommodations
.
cities to provide 20
. regulations re 24(;)
Accounts
. audit of 21
Appointments
.
deputy magistrates, of 2,5
. magistrates, of 2, 5
. senior magistrate, of 22(2)
Assistant inspector of legal offices
—
See Inspector
Assistants to magistrates
.
regulations re 24(f)
Attorney-General
. jurisdiction of magistrate ....8(2)
.
juvenile court judge to act as
magistrate by 13
. magisterial districts recommended
by 7(1)
. senior magistrate designated
by 7(?)
Audit
. accounts, of 21
Board of commissioners of police
.
interpreters, appointed by. .. .23(1)
MAGISTRATES—Cow. Sec.
Books and records
. inspection of, regulations
re 24(1)(6)
By-laws
.
city council, by, re superannuation
allowance 6
Cities
. accommodations supplied by ... .20
. appointment of interpreters in... 23
City coimcils
. by-law re superannuation
allowance 6
.
remuneration of interpreters. .23(1)
Clerk of the peace
. returns to 12
County
. defined l(o)
Courtroom
. right to use 17
Criminal Code
. police magistrate and deputy
police magistrate under ....1(c)
Definitions
. county 1 (a)
. Inspector 1 \b)
. magistrate 1(0
Deputy magistrates
—
See also Police
magistrates; Senior
magistrates
. appointment of 2,
5
. tenure of office 4(1), 5(3)
Duties
. magistrates, of 24(k)
Expenses
. audit of accounts re 21
. magistrates, of, appropriations
for 15
Female magfistrates
. appointment of 2(2)
Fines and fees
. application of, by magistrates IS(^)
.
regulations re 24(1) (a)
Forms
. Inspector to prescribe 19
. oath of office, of 9(1)
Inquiries
. removal from office, re 4(2-4)
Inspection
. books, of, regulations re . .24(1) (6)
Inspector
. defined 1(&)
. expenses approved by 15(2)
. forms and stationery prescribed
by 19
